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Abstrat
When a ship is moored alongside a terminal, the ship and the uid entrained in between
the ship and the terminal may both experiene large motion. The large motion our at
the resonane frequeny of the oupled ship and piston-mode motion. Large ship motions
indue signiant wave frequeny fores in moorings and fenders, while large piston-mode
amplitude auses large drift fores. Linear theory in general over-predit the resonant ship
and uid motions rather severely. For example, if in reality the piston-mode amplitude
is found to be ve times that of the inoming wave, linear theory may typially predit a
fator of ten - twenty, or even more.
It is with this disrepany between linear theory and that observed in reality we
are mainly onerned in the present work. The possible andidates explaining the dis-
repany are probably (1) eets due to the nonlinear free-surfae onditions, (2) ow
separation and (3) boundary layer eets. We investigate these three andidates with
speial attention to the ow separation from the bilges of the ship. We limit ourselves
to a two-dimensional setting. A two-dimensional ship setion will resemble the mid-ship
setion of a long ship in beam sea waves.
Our work is mainly of numerial and experimental harater. We assume potential
ow and implement a linear numerial wavetank as well as a fully nonlinear numerial
wavetank. Both wavetanks are implemented in the time-domain. We use the Boundary
Element Method (BEM), and employ the Mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian (MEL) formalism.
Flow separation is modelled in the nonlinear numerial wavetank by an invisid vortex
traking method where a thin free shear layer is evolved. The in- and out-ow of the
boundary layers is modelled in the linear wavetank by a semi-analytial method involving
a onvolution integral. Two-dimensional physial model tests are arried out as well.
The free shear layer will beome entangled if not ontinuously simplied. An algorithm
for automati simpliations is developed and implemented. The simpliation proedure
is found neessary for long-time simulations in order to reah steady-state. By long-time
we here mean typially 20 - 50 wave periods or more. The simulations will break down
after about one single wave period if the simpliations are not arried out.
We onsider both a xed ship setion, fored motion of a ship setion and a ship
setion that is free to osillate in sway, heave and roll. In the last ase the oupled uid-
and body-motion is solved. To overome the problem that the ϕt term in the Bernoulli
equation is not dened in the MEL approah when the boundaries are moving (nonlinear
wavetank only), an alternative formulation of the fore where the time derivative is moved
outside the integral is derived and implemented in the nonlinear numerial wavetank.
Results from numerial simulations are ompared to experimental results. Three main
studies are arried out, inluding a xed ship setion in inoming waves, a ship setion
in fored motion and a moored ship setion osillating in inoming waves. The inuene
iii
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of geometri parameters like the distane between the ship and the terminal and the
water depth as well as wave steepness is investigated. The linear simulations over-predit
the piston-mode motion by about 30 - 300% in the onsidered ases. Qualitatively, the
ship motion is over-predited by an equal amount. The nonlinear wavetank without
ow separation show the same over-prediting trends. Exeptions are in shallow water
waves, where our results are somewhat inonlusive. The results from simulations by the
nonlinear wavetank inluding ow separation from the ship bilges do on the other hand
ompare well with the experimental results. Our work hene strongly suggests that ow
separation from the ship bilges is found to ause the majority of the disrepany, and this
serves also as a validation of our numerial work. The eet from the boundary layer ow
is found negligible to all purposes.
The present study has diret relevane also to other problems within marine hydro-
dynamis that inhibit gap resonanes, suh as moonpools, multi-hull vessels or two ships
in side-by-side onguration.
Nomenlature
General rules
 Only the most used symbols are listed in the following setions
 Meaning of symbols given at least when introdued in the thesis
 Sometimes the same symbol is used to indiate dierent quantities
 Vetors are represented by bold-fae letters
Subsripts
n Normal derivative, or
natural period
s Tangential derivative
0 Deep water limit
Roman Letters
A Amplitude of inoming, undisturbed wave (A = H/2)
Ag Piston mode amplitude, amplitude in terminal gap (Ag = Hg/2)
b Distane from ship setion to terminal (terminal gap width)
B Ship setion beam (also alled ship breadth)
Cg Group veloity
d Clearane from ship bottom to sea oor
D Ship setion draft
Fx, Fy Horizontal and vertial fore in inertial frame
g Aeleration of gravity (g = 9.81m/s2)
h Water depth
H Wave height
Hg Piston mode rest to trough height
I Roll moment of inertia
KC Keulegan-Carpenter number (dened where it appears)
m Ship setion mass
v
vi
M Roll moment
p Pressure
r Radius of urvature, or
distane from eld point to position of singularity
Rn Reynolds number (dened where it appears)
s Ar length along a boundary
S Boundary of losed domain of numerial wavetank
SB Boundary of ship setion
SF Boundary of free surfae
SV The free shear layer
t Time
T Wave period of regular wave
Tn Natural period of oupled ship and piston mode motion
Tp Natural period of piston mode
Us Shedding veloity just outside boundary layer
x, y Horizontal and vertial axes of inertial frame
xG, yG Horizontal and vertial oordinates of enter of gravity
Bold Roman Letters
n Unit normal vetor
s Unit tangential vetor
Uc Veloiy of the free shear layer
x Field point (x, y) in two-dimensional spae
xG Center of gravity, i.e. (xG, yG)
xv Position (parametrized by s) of the free shear layer
Greek Letters
α Internal angle along the boundary S, or
umulative angle between free shear layer elements
β Parameter in osine squared distribitution of elements, or
angle between two free shear layer elements
Γ Cirulation
ηj Ship setion motion in j'th degree of freedom
λ Wavelength
ϕ Veloity potential
ρ Fluid density
θ Roll angle of ship setion
ζ Free surfae elevation
ω Wave frequeny (rad/s)
Ω Computational domain
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Gap resonanes are resonant uid motion within semi-entrained vertial gaps between
two or more strutures or within one struture dening a gap of some sort. Consider-
able vertially osillating uid motion may our in suh gaps under foring at partiular
frequenies. Typial examples where vertial gaps are introdued within marine hydro-
dynamis are moonpools, multi-hull vessels, two ships in side-by-side onguration and a
ship alongside a terminal. In the two latter ases, large ship motions and not only large
uid motion is assoiated with the resonane problem.
The gap resonanes are what we onsider external resonane problems and dier from
the internal resonane problem, i.e. sloshing, in that the uid within the gap ommuni-
ates with the outer, or external, ow. The onsequene is that liquid volume onservation
is satised in sloshing, while this is in general not true for the gap problem. The latter
fat allows for a piston-mode resonane in the gap problem, whih is not present in the
sloshing problem.
Linear potential ow theory predits innite uid motions in the sloshing problem.
In the gap resonane problem, exept in some rare ases alled wave trapping, the om-
muniation allows for outgoing waves. This introdues potential ow damping. In gap
resonane problems the uid motion hene remains nite at resonane even within linear
theory.
However, although present, the potential ow damping may be very small in gap
resonane problems, and the response near the resonane frequeny is often highly over-
predited by linear theory relative to that observed in reality. The over-predition by
linear theory poses a pratial problem when analyzing this kind of problems using e.g. a
three-dimensional linear frequeny domain ode. Sharp spikes our in the response urves
that are not assoiated with irregular frequenies whih are of mathematial harater,
but rather existing physial resonane frequenies of the system. The level of response
predited by linear theory at these frequenies may be several times that observed in
reality.
Although not as drasti as that predited by linear theory, the ship and water motions
may still be large in reality. It is therefore of interest to be able to predit the level of
response orretly, something linear theory fails to do. The two main possible andidates
ausing the disrepanies are (a) eets assoiated with the nonlinear free-surfae on-
ditions and (b) visous eets. Postulations that visous eets provide damping and
thereby explain the disrepanies have been made in the literature. The problem was
investigated by means of a Navier-Stokes solver by Maisondieu et al. (2001), but to the
1
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of planned Gravity Based Struture (GBS) type oshore Lique-
ed Natural Gas (LNG) terminal. Atual site: Port Pelian, oast of Louisiana in Gulf
of Mexio (ChevronTexaxo). Water depth h = 25m, distane from land 50km, GBS
dimensions 364m × 89m × 57m and storage apaity 330.000m3. The apaity of the
LNG arriers is at the present time typially up to 140.000m3 and typial dimensions
are L×B ×D = 300m× 45m× 12m, where L is length, B the beam and D the draft.
The LNG is rst o-loaded to the terminal where re-gasied and transported to land
by pipelines.
author's knowledge the postulations have not expliitly been investigated in other works.
This is what we investigate in detail in the present work. Within the framework of
potential ow theory, we investigate the eet of ow separation from the bilges of the
ship on the resonant behaviour of a ship alongside a terminal by means of time-domain
numerial wavetanks based on the boundary element method inluding an invisid vortex
traking method.
1.1 Oshore LNG terminals - Challenges
Through inreased fous on risk regarding the o-loading of Liqueed Natural Gas (LNG)
from LNG arriers to terminals traditionally loated within harbors, there has reently
evolved a trend of moving LNG terminals oshore, say 10 - 50 km from land. The arriers
o-load their argo to the terminals where the LNG is re-gasied and transported to land
by pipelines. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where the terminal dimensions and
partiulars of the site are given. This partiular terminal is of Gravity Based Struture
(GBS) type, the type used in water depths h of h ≃ 15 − 30m. At larger depths, xed
platform systems involving jaket type installations are used for water depths of h ≃
30− 100m, and oating systems at water depths h ? 100m.
Along the US oast, sixteen oshore terminals were projeted by mid 2007 (f. Mar-
itime Administration (2007)). Some projets have apparently been withdrawn due to high
eonomial osts. The Port Pelian depited in Figure 1.1 is among those put on hold
for this reason. Several projets are also planned in Japan and Europe, where one, the
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Figure 1.2: The North Adriati LNG terminal tested at MARINTEK.
so-alled North Adriati LNG terminal o the oast of Italy has reently been installed.
A photo from model tests of this terminal performed at MARINTEK is shown in Figure
1.2.
Aside from a risk perspetive, the onept of oshore terminals oer additional advan-
tages suh as reduing port ongestion as well as aommodation of larger LNG vessels.
Due to the inreasing ativity in LNG transportation using vessels of inreasing size these
matters inspire the utilization of the oshore areas for LNG terminals.
However, along with the advantages there are also hallenges assoiated with moving
oshore. Intuitively there is an issue with the environmental loads experiened at suh
unsheltered areas relative to those in harbors, introduing onerns about available oper-
ational time. The duration of an o-loading is typially 12 - 24 hours. The system will
be exposed to wind, urrent and waves.
In the present work we onsider the hydrodynami problem, and more speially, the
wave-struture interation of relevane for an LNG arrier alongside a GBS type oshore
terminal as those shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2.
The terminal introdues a xed vertial wall extending from the sea oor and thereby
a vertial gap between itself and the ship. Hene the system is prone to gap resonanes.
Around resonane the ship may experiene resonant motion in all six degrees of free-
dom. Vertial motions, inluding both pith and roll in addition to heave, then may
beome an issue with respet to ontat with the sea oor due to the small bottom lear-
ane.
Large fores exerted on the moorings and fenders is yet another onern. The fenders
and moorings exhibit nonlinear harateristis. These are in general designed suh as to
withstand drift and slowly varying fores and not the rst order ship motions. However,
large rst order uid motions in the gap between the ship and the terminal introdue
large drift fores.
Large vertial uid motions in the gap also involves hazards in relation to the atual
operation of o-loading. One may in severe ases experiene damage of the strutures
involved in the o-loading by the large water motion.
In addition to the gap resonanes there are also issues regarding shallow water wave
aspets given the relatively small water depths. Waves of periods T ? 10s - 14s entering
the terminal area of water depths of h ≃ 15 − 30m are true shallow water waves, with
their assoiated nonlinear behaviour and omplexity of modelling. Further, a onsequene
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Figure 1.3: The hydrodynami problem of an LNG ship alongside a terminal is in
prinipal three-dimensional (left). In the present work we onsider a mid-ship ut and
beam sea waves. We restrit ourselves to a two-dimensional approah as illustrated to
the right.
of shallow water is small bottom learane of the ship. Although the main fous of the
present work is on the damping eet of ow separation from the ship bilge keels, we also
investigate to a ertain extent the behaviour of a the system in shallow water waves.
1.1.1 Sope and limitations of the present work
In the present work we limit ourselves to long-rested, beam sea waves and no urrent
or wind. Sine the longitudinal dimensions of the problem is rather large relative to
the lateral dimensions, and with the restrition of beam sea waves we may to a ertain
extent allow for a two-dimensional approah. This orresponds to an innitely long ship
and terminal and is a reasonable approximation regarding the mid-ship ut. We will
throughout the text refer to the two-dimensional setting illustrated in the right part of
Figure 1.3 as a ship setion by a bottom mounted terminal. We restrit our work to suh
a two-dimensional setting. We onsider rigid body motions in sway, heave and roll. The
three-dimensional uid ow related to the longitudinal ends of the strutures are hene
not investigated in the present work, nor are the surge, pith or yaw motions of the ship.
A motivation for a two-dimensional study is that it more easily than a three-dimensional
study allows for detailed and ontrolled numerial and experimental studies of the physis
of the problem.
Throughout our work we shall denote the gap between the ship and terminal by the
terminal gap. Within the terminal gap the free surfae may undergo resonant motion of
any mode. The zeroth mode, being the massive bulk of uid in the terminal gap osillating
with a at free surfae, is often referred to as the piston mode. We shall onern ourselves
with the piston mode, and do not onsider resonane of the higher modes, i.e. the sloshing
inside the terminal gap. This means we onsider wave frequenies away from the sloshing
frequenies. Although pure piston-mode motion will in general not exist, as in reality also
some disturbane of the free surfae will inevitably our, we will most often denote the
near piston-mode motion simply by piston-mode motion.
We will refer to piston-mode resonane as well as oupled ship and piston-mode res-
onane. If two-dimensional linear potential ow theory is onsidered, piston-mode reso-
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nane is assoiated with peaks in the piston-mode amplitude in the diration or radiation
problem, that is, for xed ship setion or fored motion of the ship setion. Coupled ship
and piston-mode resonane is the oupled resonant motion of the ship setion and piston-
mode when the ship is free to osillate and assoiated with peaks in the ship motion
amplitude. These resonane frequenies are in general dierent.
Our work is arried out within the framework of potential ow theory of an inom-
pressible uid. We assume the water to be invisid outside boundary and free-shear layers.
Visous eets are, however, modelled. We model ow separation from sharp orners as
well as the in- and out-ow of visous boundary layers. Vortiity is then introdued,
but assumed to be limited to thin free shear layers within the water or in thin boundary
layers. The ow in the main bulk of the water is hene irrotational. We solve the Laplae
equation under the restraint of the usual boundary onditions, both linearized and fully
nonlinear. Two time-domain numerial wavetanks are implemented, one linear wavetank
and one fully nonlinear wavetank. Both are based on a Boundary Element Method (BEM)
and within the Mixed Eulerian Lagrangian (MEL) framework.
Flow separation is modelled by an invisid vortex traking method. In order to reah
steady-state onditions, an automati simpliation algorithm for the free shear layer is
developed and implemented. There are ertainly limitations assoiated with the invisid
vortex traking method and the presently developed simpliation proedure, but it has
proved useful in our work regarding aurate preditions of the eet of ow separation.
Integration of the equations of motion need speial treatment in the nonlinear wave-
tank. We assume slip onditions. The sway and heave fores as well as roll moment
are obtained by integration of the pressure given by Bernoulli's equation over the ship
setion. However, in the Mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian approah we have adopted, the time-
derivative of the veloity potential, ϕt, in Bernoulli's equation is not dened over the ship
setion when this is moving. To overome this problem, an alternative formulation of the
fore and moments are derived and implemented in this work.
1.2 Previous related work
The problem of a ship by an oshore terminal in shallow water was treated by Buhner
et al. (2001). Their study was three-dimensional and within linear theory. Calulated
drift fores about four times that observed in orresponding model tests were predited for
frequenies near gap resonane. The disrepany was remedied by applying a numerial
damping lid on the free surfae in the gap. The damping oeient of the numerial lid was
tuned using the model test results, with improved orrespondene between simulations
and model tests as a result. Similar works are reported in Buhner et al. (2004) and
Buhner et al. (2004), where also signiant run-up on the ship was observed due to
nonlinearity introdued by the shallow water. Pauw et al. (2007) onsidered two ships
in a side-by-side arrangement with emphasis on the eet on linear versus seond order
quantities when tuning the damping parameter of the numerial lid. They reommended
that the damping parameter be tuned in suh a way that the drift fores are optimal
rather than the linear quantities.
The numerial lid approah as used in these works is explained in Huijsmans et al.
(2001). The damping is ahieved using the same approah as for removing irregular
frequenies. While irregular frequenies are of pure mathematial harater appearing
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as a onsequene of artiial internal resonane problems assoiated with the strutures
involved, the gap resonanes are physial. In that regard the empirial damping lid
approah is perhaps somewhat questionable, as it does not reet the physis. Sine
the model requires experimental input, its pratial usefulness in studying new onepts
without doing model tests is limited. Similar numerial damping lid approahes have also
been used by Newman (2004), Newman and Lee (2005) and Chen (2005).
Pratial problems for engineering purposes assoiated with gap resonanes are dis-
ussed by Pinto et al. (2008) for moored ships in harbors. A moored ship in harbor
was also studied by Bingham (2000) where he introdues a hybrid method oupling two
established methods; a time-domain method based on Boussinesq type equations for prop-
agating waves from deeper waters and into the shallow waters of the harbor, and a linear
frequeny domain panel method for the wave-struture interation. The latter uses the
wave spetrum at the position of the ship given by the Boussinesq model as input, as-
suming these are free waves. Bingham argues that sub-harmonis are generated as waves
propagate over a sloping sea oor, and these beome important with respet to the ex-
itation of resonant ship motions, and should therefore be arefully modelled. This is
ahieved fairly well with the Boussinesq model as the method shows promising results in
omparison with model tests. The used Boussinesq model is well doumented in Madsen,
Bingham, and Hua (2002) and previous work ited therein. We note that sine nonlin-
earities in the inoming wave eld is important, we expet similar nonlinear interation
between the ship generated waves and the inoming waves. This is not modelled in the
hybrid model by Bingham (2000). Bingham also mentions that in onstrited waters as
in a harbour, seihing, the resonant uid motion assoiated with the basin, may also in-
due resonant ship motions. In the present ase there is no harbour. The modelling of
the inoming waves by e.g. a Boussinesq model would nevertheless be appliable also in
our ase when onsidering the transformation of the waves when entering the assoiated
shallow waters at the oshore terminals.
A review of literature related to gap resonanes, invisid vortex traking methods and
fore alulations in the nonlinear numerial wavetanks follows.
Gap resonanes. Molin (2001) studied, within linear potential ow theory, the
eigenvalue problem for gap ows. Innite water depth was assumed. A simplied, quasi-
analytial approah to alulate approximately the resonane frequenies for the piston-
mode as well as the sloshing modes in retangular moonpools was presented. Also the
orresponding shapes of the sloshing modes were alulated. The work was both for
the two-dimensional (innitely long moonpool) and three-dimensional ase. The eet of
beam to draft ratio of the moonpool was onsidered in partiular.
Faltinsen et al. (2007) studied, also within linear potential ow theory, the piston-
mode problem in a moonpool in a more exat manner. The work was restrited to the
two-dimensional problem, but for arbitrary nite water depth. They followed the strategy
of domain deomposition and derived appliable Green funtions for the problem along the
so-alled Neumann traes dividing the dierent domains. Under fored heave of the two
retangular ship hulls dening the moonpool, they onsidered both the natural frequeny
and the amplitude of the piston-mode motion. They dened the natural frequeny of
the piston mode as that with the largest orresponding piston-mode amplitude after
onsidering fored motion for a range of frequenies. The alulated natural frequenies
reported therein were found orret to at least the seventh digit.
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MIver (2005) investigated the problem of a freely oating body with a gap of some
sort, for instane a moonpool. He onsidered the radiation and diration problems.
He denoted by the resonant oupled ship and uid motion the motion resonane. He
further denoted the resonant uid motion where the body is xed or fored to osillate by
the sloshing resonane. We remark that in his nomenlature, the rst sloshing mode is
what we in the present denote the piston mode. He showed analytially that the natural
frequenies of the oupled uid and ship motions are in general dierent from the sloshing
frequenies. He also showed that the response near the sloshing resonanes (whih are
for xed body or fored motion of the body) will be nearly annulled when the ship is free
to osillate. An exeption was in ase the ship was restrained from osillating in one or
more degrees of freedom. In that ase, large uid motion also at the sloshing frequenies
ould be attained, although the body is free to osillate in some degrees of freedom.
An interesting feature of gap resonane is the so-alled trapped modes. There exists
geometries where under ertain onditions resonant uid motion may our without ra-
diating waves. The rst suh was disovered by MIver (1996) - the MIver toroid, and
other have been found and studied later. We have not found any evidene that our present
problem exhibit wave trapping. This was also the onlusions by Faltinsen et al. (2007)
in their investigation of resonant piston-mode motion in moonpools.
Eatok Taylor et al. (2008) generalized the three-dimensional method of Molin (2001)
to study the gap resonanes of a ship by a terminal by substituting the Neumann on-
ditions with Dirihlet onditions at the longitudinal ends. They ompared their approx-
imated theory with results from a linear diration ode with promising results both in
terms of estimation of natural frequenies as well as level of uid response in the gap.
They used the theory to introdue an artiial damping on the frequeny response fun-
tion, in order to investigate the inuene of this damping on the ship response due to
transient wave trains with peak period around resonane.
Invisid vortex traking models. A number of invisid models for vortex shed-
ding has been developed over the years, falling mainly into two ategories haraterized
by approximating the shed vortiity either by disrete vorties or by a ontinuous distri-
bution of vortiity. Continuous representation of the free shear layer has the advantage
relative to disrete methods that the atual vortex shedding is well dened, and the ne
strutures of the free shear layer is represented in a more rigorous way. Further, problems
assoiated with the unphysial innite veloity at the disrete vortex ores are avoided. A
disadvantage, however, is the requirement that the whole free shear layer be onneted at
all times leading to inreasingly ompliated strutures during time evolution in unsteady
ow. We shall in the following refer to both the terms free shear layer and vortex sheet
meaning the same thing.
Clements (1973) gives a omprehensive overview of earlier works on disrete vortex
methods. We here refer to key points of the evolution for the reader to get aquainted.
Perhaps the rst to represent a vortex sheet by an array of disrete vorties for numerial
purposes was Rosenhead (1932). He examined the so-alled Rayleigh instability of an
initially perturbed straight line of onstant vortiity representing e.g. the layer between
two veloities of a stream. The numerial alulations were in that work done by hand. As
in all disrete vortex methods, the veloity of eah vortex was alulated and the positions
stepped forward in time. He was suessful in showing perpetual growth of the instabilities
also beyond the valid regime of linear theory, with the sheet forming shapes resembling
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breaking waves. Later, the alulations were re-done with a ner disretization by Birkho
and Fisher (1959) and the method was shown to be unstable, onsidered therein to be due
to the higher inuene of the unphysial innite veloities at the enter of eah vortex in
their ase of higher resolution. Chorin and Bernard (1973) introdued in this respet a
small ut-o near the vortex origin, giving the stream funtion onstant values near the
origin and hene avoiding the innite veloities. They onluded that in any suessful
appliation of disrete vortex models suh a ut-o or other similar strategy is neessary,
otherwise solutions will diverge under inreasing resolution. Similar onlusions were
made by Clements (1973) where they investigated the roll-up of the end of a vortex sheet.
When onsidering vortex shedding from a struture using a disrete vortex method,
ambiguities arise on where to plae a newly shed vortex. This is disussed in several
works, see e.g. Sarpkaya (1975). He gives a nie overview of disrete vortex methods with
emphasis on the numerial treatment of the Kutta ondition. The Kutta ondition says
that the uid ow must remain nite at the point of separation, and that it must leave
tangentially from the body. The Kutta ondition is a matter of observation in physial
experiments. During his literature review he found that there were a dierent numerial
treatment of the Kutta ondition in almost eah publiation. The position and strength of
eah new vortex was dierent. In most works mapping was used to identify the positions.
For disrete vortex methods there are therefore issues both regarding how to satisfy
the Kutta ondition rigorously and how to treat the singular behaviour at the vortex
ores. However, sine these issues have been understood for quite some time, several
authors report satisfatory results. Appliation of a disrete vortex method to a ship
heaving with onsequent ow separation around the bilge keels is disussed in Soh and
Fink (1971).
A ontinuous vortex method was developed by Faltinsen and Pettersen (1987). They
investigated separation from both blunt and sharp edged bodies with emphasis on marine
appliations. They performed boundary layer alulations to obtain the separation points
on the blunt bodies. Dipoles were distributed over the free shear layers whih were dis-
retized by pieewise linear elements. Over eah free shear layer element a linear variation
of the dipole distribution was assumed. We mention that assuming pieewise onstant
values is similar to a disrete vortex method, as eah node onneting two elements will
then be like a disrete vortex. A dierene is, however, that veloities are alulated on
the mid-point of eah element in their work, and not at the nodes. The method was used
by Braathen (1987) to study roll damping of ships, with satisfatory results reported, and
further by Lian (1986) for more general ases. The method was also used by Aarsnes
(1984) to study urrent fores on ships. He onsidered ow separation from ontinuously
urved surfaes by oupling the global solution to visous boundary layer alulations in
order to determine the separation points. Diulties oured at the separation points
that were remedied by introduing the so-alled triple-dek method. The entanglement
of the free shear layer was in all these works a major issue.
More reently, a higher order representation of the vortex sheet was developed by
Jones (2003) and applied to osillatory ow past sharp edges. He put, like Faltinsen and
Pettersen (1987), emphasis on the treatment of the Kutta ondition in the unsteady ase,
giving what he denotes a generalization to that in the well established ase of steady
ow. The method of Jones was further developed by Shukla and Eldredge (2007) where
they investigated the ow separation from a deforming body of presribed motion, with
propulsion from aquati organisms in mind, with aims at the possible improvement of
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propulsion systems. The numerial results were promising showing non-entangled, quite
impressive, vortial strutures for long time simulations in osillatory ow. In the works by
Jones (2003) and Shukla and Eldredge (2007), there was in addition to the osillatory ow
indued by the body, also a mean steady ow implying that the vortiity was onveted
away from the body. This onsiderably simplies the problem.
Three dimensional vortex sheets have been modelled by Winkelmans and Leonard
(1993) and Brady, Leonard, and Pullin (1998). In the former a disrete distribution
was applied. In the latter a ontinuous distribution was used. There, they introdued
a length sale ut-o in order to suppress small sale deformations. The suppressions
were implemented suh as to work in an automati manner. Their results are in general
not ompared to measurements, although they ompare well in a two-dimensional ase
of axisymmetri ows. The three-dimensional vortial strutures appear by all means
reasonable.
Analytially based approahes has also been applied. Faltinsen and Sortland (1987)
used a single vortex traking method, and investigated the drag fore on a ship due to
separation from the bilge keels of the ship. Downie, Bearman, and Graham (1988) studied
roll damping of a ship setion. They used a tehnique where the loal solution of the vortex
shedding, whih was assumed to be loalized to the orner of separation, was mathed to
an outer solution.
We also mention the so-alled vortex-in-ell method. Atually, here, the Navier-Stokes
equation is the basis, and so it is not an invisid vortex traking method. It has, however,
the similarity that it traks the vortiity. One formulate an equation for vortex trans-
portation and use an operator-splitting tehnique, i.e. the vorties are rst onveted and
next diused. The Poisson equation for the stream funtion is solved for. This was used to
study the ow separation around two-dimensional nned bodies by Yeung (2002). They
also refer to the method as the vortex blob or random-vortex method. In Yeung et al.
(2008) they used the method to study the three-dimensional problem of yaw moments on
a slender body in terms of a strip theory approah.
As far as (attahed) boundary layer eets are onerned, Liu and Orla (2004) mod-
elled the in- and out-ow of boundary layers as boundary onditions on the sea oor in a
Boussinesq model in order to study visous eets on propagating shallow water waves.
Fore alulations. The Mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian (MEL) approah is adopted in
the present study in order to numerially solve the fully nonlinear potential ow problem.
In the Eulerian step the boundary integral equation is solved given the instantaneous
potential and geometry. Next, based on the solution from the Eulerian step, the potential
on the free surfae and geometry of the free surfae are stepped forward in time in the
Lagrangian step. This allows for solving the problem involving a deforming geometry. The
MEL approah was suggested by Ogilvie (1967) in a numerial study on ship resistane
and later used by Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet (1976) where they investigated numerially
the breaking of waves. Faltinsen (1978) used Ogilvie's ideas in a semi-Lagrangian manner
to study numerially the nonlinear problem of a surfae-piering body undergoing fored
heave motion. Faltinsen (1978) used the method to also study nonlinear sloshing in tanks.
The MEL approah has later been used by many authors e.g. to study waves in wavetanks
and their interation with xed strutures or strutures subjet to fored motions.
Introduing free body motions, a hallenge is introdued in solving the equations
of motion. In the nonlinear numerial wavetank the ϕt term in Bernoulli's equation is
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not dened at boundaries that evolve, so alulating the fore on an osillating ship by
integrating the pressure requires speial are. Evaluating ϕt simply by nite dierenes
in time leads inevitably to numerial instability.
To our knowledge three main strategies have been adopted to overome the problem.
One is to evaluate ϕt in a separate problem. We mention that in the literature the ϕt term
is ommonly referred to as the aeleration term, referring to its gradient being the uid
aeleration at a xed point. The seond is to manipulate the fore expression in suh a
way that the time derivative is moved outside the integral. The third is to introdue a
generalized total derivative.
For the rst main strategy, aording to Tanizawa (2000) four methods have been
employed whih he denote iterative methods, deomposition methods, indiret methods
and impliit boundary ondition method. Iterative methods imply estimating ϕt by nite
dierenes and then iterating until some riteria is met. A problem with the method is
time onsumption as the boundary value problem is solved in eah iteration. Deompo-
sition methods involve deomposing the fore in that from a unit aeleration multiplied
by an eetive mass dened in the atual appliation, and that from a xed body. This
was used by Cointe (1989), and further elaborated in Cointe et al. (1991). They posed
a boundary value problem for ϕt similar to that of ϕ. The indiret method also solves
a boundary value problem for ϕt, but at the same time also an artiial problem is in-
trodued and solved for. This approah has been employed by Wu and Eatok Taylor
(1996) and Kashiwagi (2000). In all these works the additional omputational ost asso-
iated with solving the boundary value problem for ϕt is small, but as with all numerial
proedures these methods exhibit hallenges, suh as estimating higher order derivatives,
e.g. ϕns, along the body. Here, the subsripts n and s means partial derivative in the
normal and tangential diretions respetively. The impliit boundary ondition method
was employed in earlier works by Tanizawa (see referenes in Tanizawa (2000)), but it is
not lear to the author what this theory involved.
The seond strategy was followed by Faltinsen (1977), where he re-ast the fore
expression by integrating over a losed ontour involving the body, the surrounding free
surfae and a surfae at innity (a distane b from the body). In the present work we
follow this approah, although re-formulating the expression to overome the limitation
that the uid had to be still exterior to b. In the ase of inoming waves, as in most of
the present work, this would not be appliable.
The third method was used by Zhao and Faltinsen (1993) in a study on water entry
of a wedge. They introdued the derivative D
′/Dt = ∂/∂t + U · ∇ where the veloity U
was not the uid veloity, but rather the body veloity. They showed onvergene of the
numerial results.
1.3 Present work - struture and ndings
In the present study we have implemented and applied numerial models as well as per-
formed several sets of model tests. All work has been restrited to two dimensions. Model
tests performed rather early in our study provided valuable insight to the author on res-
onant uid behaviour and the appearane of shallow water waves that would otherwise
not be as aessible. They further provided inspiration in onnetion with the work of
implementing the numerial models, a task that at times may be experiened not so
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inspirational in itself.
We wish to emphasize the following aspets regarding model tests and numerial mod-
els. Validation and veriation of a numerial ode is always a neessity, and model tests
are in that respet very useful. However, one should be areful about onsidering model
tests as the truth from the fat that bias errors may be present. Then omes preision
errors. We regard the numerial and experimental work, of ourse together with analysis,
as tools to study a problem. They are like partners with dierent skills; both posses
unique features that may provide valuable information and they omplement eah other.
In this respet rather extensive eorts have been made both in debugging and verifying
the numerial odes as well as on identifying bias errors in the model tests. Bias errors
suh as wave reetions, redued wave making apaity and slight exing of strutures
whih were supposed to be rigid have been disovered during post-proessing of our model
test data. Some were disovered from arguments of analytial harater, but others in
fat through diret use of the numerial odes.
Assoiated with model tests there are sale eets relative to full sale, for instane
assoiated with the Reynold's number. In ase of ow separation from blunt parts of
strutures this is an important issue. In the present work ow separation from sharp
orners have been studied, and hene model sale eets are onsidered not to be of great
importane.
1.3.1 Struture of the present thesis
The struture of the present thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 the mathematial formula-
tions upon whih we base our numerial work are given. We rst formulate the standard
set of equations desribing potential free-surfae ow, next the theory of invisid ow
separation, then the visous boundary layer ow, and last state the equations of motion
of a rigid body.
In Chapter 3 we disuss physial and numerial issues regarding wave generation in
wavetanks with emphasis on reahing steady-state when starting from alm onditions.
In Chapter 4 we disuss the relevant dimensions of our problem and present the basi
problem of resonant piston mode and resonant oupled ship and piston-mode behaviour.
The numerial work is presented in the next four hapters, i.e. Chapters 5 - 8. In
Chapter 5 the basis of the numerial wavetanks are presented. We introdue the spatial
disretization and time integration. Some attention is paid to the treatment of intersetion
points between the free surfae and solid boundaries. Our hosen methods of wave making
and wave absorption is explained. In Chapter 6 the invisid vortex traking method is
presented, along with some veriation by foil theory. Speial attention to the algorithm
for automati simpliations of the free shear layer during nearly sinusoidal ambient ow
is made, as this is new to the present work, and onsidered a ontribution to the eld.
In Chapter 7 the modelling of the in- and out-ow of boundary layers in the present
linear numerial wavetank is presented. In Chapter 8 the derivation of the alternative
formulation of the fore and moment is given. The implementation is veried to the
extent a fully nonlinear method may be veried.
The model tests are presented in Chapter 9. This involves four sets of model tests
arried out within the present work, as well as a reapitulation of a set of previously
performed model tests whose results are used in the present work. The rst two sets
involved a xed retangular ship setion with rounded bilges by a terminal in inoming
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shallow water waves. The fous in the rst of these was shallow water eets on fores
and wave kinematis, while in the seond resonant piston-mode motion. The last two sets
involved a moored retangular ship setion with sharp orners in resonant motion by a
terminal in inoming waves. The reapitulated model tests, alled the moonpool tests,
were originally performed to study resonant piston motion in moonpools under fored
heave of two retangular setions with sharp orners. With the symmetri geometry in
the set-up, this is equivalent to a ship by a terminal in fored heave. The range of model
tests thus inlude the three sub-problems in linear theory: Diration, radiation and freely
oating ship setion, all by a bottom mounted terminal.
In Chapter 10 our studies on resonant behaviour are presented. They all involve a ship
setion by a bottom mounted terminal. The studies involve results from present numerial
simulations as well as the model tests. There are three main studies, diretly related to
the experimental work desribed above, and two supplemental studies involving numerial
simulations only. The three main studies are (1) the diration problem involving a xed
ship setion, and no ow separation, (2) the radiation problem involving fored heave of
the ship setion with ow separation and (3) a moored ship inluding ow separation.
The two supplemental studies involve fored sway of a ship setion with ow separation
and a xed ship setion in inoming waves inluding ow separation.
A summary with reommendations to further work is given in Chapter 11.
1.3.2 Main ontributions
We summarize what we onsider the main ontributions of the present work as follows:
 Linear theory over-predit the ship and piston-mode motion near resonane. Our
onlusions are that (1) the disrepany is mainly aused by the damping eet
from ow separation at the ship bilges, (2) nonlinear potential ow eets are small
and (3) the damping eet of the in- and out-ow of boundary layers is negligible
 An algorithm for automati simpliation of the free shear layer in nearly sinusoidal
ambient ow is developed and implemented
 A new alternative expression for the fore and moment on a surfae piering body
in a nonlinear wavetank is derived and implemented
As for the rst, linear theory over-predits the piston-mode motion around the piston-
mode resonane frequeny in the ase of a xed ship setion or fored motion of the
ship setion. Linear theory also over-predits both the ship motion and the piston-mode
motion near the oupled ship and piston-mode resonane frequeny when the ship is free
to osillate. In the latter ase, the disrepanies are larger than in the former. Our
results strongly indiate that the observed disrepany between linear theory and model
tests is explained pratially in full by the damping eet aused by ow separation. The
nonlinear potential ow eets due to gravity waves are not dominant. That is, satisfying
the boundary onditions at the instantaneous free surfae as well as inluding the square
term in the Bernoulli equation is not important in the present resonane problem. Further,
the eet of the in- and out-ow of boundary layers is negligible for all pratial purposes.
We emphasize that sine our onlusion is based on numerial work and not analytially
derived results, we have not atually shown this fat. We feel, however, that the good
agreement with model tests provide strong evidene that the onlusion is feasible.
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In order to reah these onlusions, we needed to handle the free shear layer in a
rational manner. We developed an algorithm for automati simpliations of the free
shear layer in near sinusoidal ambient ow, providing a means to apply the invisid vortex
traking method involving a ontinuous representation of the vortex sheet for long-time
simulations until steady-state. Without the automati simpliation proedure our results
regarding ow separation ould not have been ahieved as the free shear layer beomes
entangled. We also regard the automati simpliation algorithm as a ontribution by
itself.
We also needed to deal with the problems assoiated with alulation of the fores
and moment in the nonlinear wavetank. In this respet we derived and implemented a
new alternative expression for the hydrodynami fore and moment on a body in a losed
nonlinear numerial wavetank. By alternative we mean the following. The integral of the
pressure over the body is re-written by introduing a losed ontrol surfae involving the
body, a part of the free surfae and a onneting surfae within the uid. By manipulations
employing Gauss' theorem for fore and Stokes' theorem for moment, the time derivative
of the ϕt term is moved outside the integrals. The alternative expression hene avoids the
need to evaluate ϕt diretly. The free shear layer is inluded expliitly in the formulation.
A limitation to the presently adopted BEM model with free shear layer is that it
is most appliable to separation from sharp orners, as the separation point is hard to
predit in ase of blunt bodies. In the present implementation, separation from sharp
orners only are onsidered. One may ask why a Navier-Stokes solver (CFD) was not
hosen to investigate the present problem. There are a large variety of CFD methods
suh as FDM, FVM, FEM, SPM et., and dierent ways of handling the free surfae by
either free-surfae traking or apturing methods. There is no method that a priori stands
out as the perfet hoie, and the hosen method has to undergo a veriation phase in
the same way as is done in the present thesis with the adopted BEM model with free shear
layer. When that is said, we note two aspets that are of signiane from a pratial
point of view and that perhaps inspires the use of the present method. First, the CPU
time when simulating typially 40 - 50 wave periods in a rather long wavetank is probably
modest using the present BEM method ompared to that of a CFD ode. Seond, the
present method has the onvenient feature that ow separation may be turned on or o
simply by a ag speifying whether ow separation should be inluded in the simulation
or not. This allows for an easy way of investigating the eet of ow separation.
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Chapter 2
Mathematial formulations
2.1 Potential free-surfae water ow
In the present work we onsider the two-dimensional motion of an inompressible and
invisid uid with the objetive of studying the uid interation with a ship setion by a
bottom-mounted terminal. We model ow separation from sharp orners by an invisid
vortex traking method. Further, the in- and out-ow of visous boundary layers is
modelled by a semi-analytial method, under the assumption of laminar boundary layer
ow. Vortiity is in both ases introdued, but assumed to be limited to thin free shear
layers within the main bulk of the water, or within thin boundary layers along the solid
boundaries. The ow in the main bulk of the water is hene irrotational.
The work is arried out within a losed tank as illustrated in Figure 2.1. We denote the
domain of the tank by Ω and its boundary by S+SV . We make a distintion between the
physial boundary S and that exluding the free shear layers SV . We dene S to onsist
of the solid surfaes S0 + SB as well as the free surfae SF , suh that S = S0 + SB + SF .
There may be an arbitrary number of free shear layers. They are olletively denoted
SV . They are not allowed to enter a solid boundary or ross the free surfae. Although
SV in the gure appears to be within the domain Ω, it rather is introdued to exlude
the vortiity from the free shear layers from Ω. The modelling of the free shear layer is
treated in Setion 2.2.
We dene an Earth-xed right-handed oordinate system with Cartesian oordinates
(x, y) where y is positive upwards, and the horizontal axis dened by y = 0 is in the mean
water line as indiated in the gure. The surfae SB represents a ship setion, while S0
typially a wavemaker, sea oor and bottom mounted terminal. The domain Ω bounded
by the losed surfae S is hereafter usually referred to as the numerial wavetank.
We make a distintion between the linear wavetank and the nonlinear wavetank. In the
linear wavetank, the domain and its boundary is xed in time. The free-surfae elevation
is in this ase denoted ζ(x, t). In the nonlinear wavetank, the domain and its boundary
do evolve with time, i.e. Ω = Ω(t) and S = S(t).
We now introdue the governing Laplae equation in Ω and the standard boundary
onditions on S.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the losed tank onsidered in the present work. The domain
is denoted Ω and its boundary S + SV = S0 + SB + SF + SV . All free shear layers
are olletively denoted SV . The Cartesian oordinate system denoted (x, y) is dened
suh that y = 0 is in the mean water line. The unit normal vetor n is dened positive
into the water, and s is the unit tangential vetor with positive diretion as shown.
2.1.1 Governing equation
With the uid assumed inompressible, onservation of mass may be desribed by the
usual zero divergene of the veloity, i.e. ∇ · u = 0, where u is the uid veloity at any
point and at any time, and ∇ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y). Further, with the uid assumed invisid,
and upon exluding any vortiity from the main bulk of the uid, the veloity may be
represented by the gradient of a veloity potential ϕ, suh that u = ∇ϕ. Our governing
equation for the uid motion is then the Laplae equation,
∇2ϕ = 0 in Ω. (2.1)
We aim at solving for the unknown ϕ over the domain Ω. The governing equation (2.1)
implies that we have an ellipti problem. This means that the solution at any point of
the domain depends on the solution everywhere else in the domain. We therefore need
boundary onditions along all the boundary S.
2.1.2 Boundary onditions
Along SF we have the dynami and kinemati free-surfae onditions, while along S0+SB
we have the zero-penetration boundary ondition. Along SV we impose a zero pressure
drop ondition. This is explained further in Setion 2.2. In the present setion, we state
the free-surfae onditions only.
The neessary evolution equation for the veloity potential on the free surfae is the so-
alled dynami free-surfae boundary ondition derived from Bernoulli's equation whih
relate the pressure p to the uid veloity and gravitational fore per uid volume at any
point in the uid,
p + ρ
∂ϕ
∂t
+ ρ
1
2
(
∂ϕ
∂x
)2
+ ρ
1
2
(
∂ϕ
∂y
)2
+ ρ gy = C, (2.2)
where ρ is the uid density, g is the aeleration of gravity and y the vertial oordinate
being zero at the mean free surfae and with positive diretion upwards as illustrated in
Figure 2.1. Here C is uniform in spae and onstant in time. If we onsider the speial
ondition of zero ow everywhere, we have from (2.2) that p + ρgy = C, and it follows
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that C = pa at y = 0, where pa is the atmospheri pressure. We may subtrat pa on both
sides of the equality sign in (2.2). The net pressure p := p− pa in the resulting equation
must then be interpreted as the net pressure when the atmospheri is subtrated. In this
thesis, it is the net pressure we onsider. We further neglet surfae tension. There should
then be no pressure drop aross the free surfae, and we obtain from (2.2) the standard
dynami free-surfae ondition on SF ,
Dϕ
Dt
=
1
2
(
∂ϕ
∂x
)2
+
1
2
(
∂ϕ
∂y
)2
− gy on SF (2.3)
where Dϕ/Dt = ∂ϕ/∂t + u · ∇ϕ is the total derivative. As above, u = ∇ϕ.
The evolution of the free surfae with oordinates denoted by xF (t) is governed by the
kinemati free-surfae ondition suh that SF is traked by following the veloity of the
uid at the free surfae itself,
dxF
dt
= ∇ϕ on SF , (2.4)
where d/dt is the usual dierentiation operator with respet to time.
On solid boundaries we impose the zero-penetration ondition, that is the uid veloity
normal to the boundary is imposed as
∂ϕ
∂n
= U · n on S0 + SB, (2.5)
where U is the veloity of the boundary S0 + SB relative to the dened Earth-xed
oordinate system (x, y) and n is the unit normal vetor dened positive into the uid as
shown in Figure 2.1.
In the linearized problem the boundary S itself does not evolve in time. The boundary
onditions are hene imposed on the initial position of the boundary S, so (2.3) and (2.4)
are redued to
∂ϕ
∂t
= −gζ on y = 0,
∂ζ
∂t
= −∂ϕ
∂n
on y = 0,
(2.6)
where by y = 0 we here mean the part of the mean water line outside the body. Note
that ∂/∂n = −∂/∂y due to the diretion of the normal vetor pointing into the water.
The solid boundary ondition is also in the linearized problem that of (2.5).
2.2 Flow separation - Invisid vortex traking model
An essential feature of a visous uid is that the uid separates from onvex orners
forming a free shear layer. The free shear layer ontains vortiity shed into the main bulk
of the uid domain from the separating boundary layer. The vortiity in the boundary
layer is a onsequene of the no-slip ondition on solid surfaes. The situation is illustrated
in Figure 2.2. One may say that the ow separation provides a means for the uid to retain
a nite veloity at the orner of separation. In standard potential theory, an innite
uid veloity will be predited at onvex orners. This is not physial. The physial
behaviour is reovered by imposing a Kutta ondition. The Kutta ondition says that the
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Figure 2.2: Coneptual illustration of a free shear layer representing vortiity shed into
the uid by ow separation from sharp orner. In reality, the free shear layer has a
nite width (≃ δ) whih will inrease away from the separation point due to diusion.
In the present vortex traking model the whole free shear layer is assumed innitely
thin, i.e. δ → 0.
ow must leave tangentially from the body at the point of separation, and that the uid
veloity must be nite. The means to ensure this is in the present model is desribed in
this setion.
2.2.1 Validity of the vortex traking model
The free shear layer is in the present model assumed to be thin, i.e. the vortiity is assumed
to be onentrated in a thin strip in the uid domain. This means that the model is only
valid for high Reynolds numbers. In the ases we have studied, the Reynolds numbers
have been suiently large.
We illustrate that the Reynolds numbers have been suiently large in the following.
We emphasize that the Reynold's number does not expliitly enter the omputations. A
suiently large Reynold's is purely a matter of having the right onditions for whih
the model is valid, i.e. that the free shear layers are thin. We start out by assuming
steady-state sinusoidal ambient ow above a straight plate in a semi-innite uid. In that
ase the Reynold's number is
Rn =
2ω a2
ν
, (2.7)
where ω is the imposed irular frequeny, a is the amplitude of the relative ambient ow
and ν is the kinemati visosity. In the present problem, none of the above assumptions
are stritly speaking fullled. First, the ow past the ship setion is not that of an
innite uid. Seond, sine we investigate the nonlinear problem, the ambient ow may
in priniple undergo rather ompliated ow, and further, we investigate the transient
problem with the ow starting from rest. However, the ow around the ship setion
orner will behave similar to that around one orner of a retangle in innite uid. This
applies at least if the vortial strutures are onned to the viinity of the orner suh that
the bottom, terminal, the other orner of the ship setion and free surfae are onsidered
in the far-eld. Further, in all the investigated ases, when the system has reahed steady-
state, the piston-mode motion has been quite sinusoidal. This means that in steady-state
onditions, we may take the piston-mode amplitude as a relevant measure of the ambient
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ow amplitude a in (2.7). Also, in the transient part, taking the instantaneous piston-
mode amplitude over one period, (2.7) provides in our opinion a relevant measure of the
instantaneous Reynold's number.
For a measure of the boundary layer thikness we use the distane δ from the wall
where the atual ow diers from the outer ow by 1%. This is δ ≃ 4.6√2ν/ω for laminar
boundary layer ow (see e.g. Faltinsen (1990)). In the main part of the present work, we
have had the following situation regarding the boundary layer thikness and the Reynold's
number range in steady state onditions. We take the ship setion beam B ≃ 0.5m (model
sale) as a typial strutural length, ω ≃ 2−9rad/s and a ≃ 0.01−0.05m as representative
values for the irular frequenies and ambient ow amplitudes. We then get that Rn ≃
103− 5× 104 and δ/B ≃ 5× 10−3− 10−2. These Reynold's numbers are onsidered large
enough for the invisid vortex traking model to be valid. The boundary layer thikness,
and hene the thikness of the free shear layer, are also onsidered small relative to the
body geometry. Although this is not a diret riterion, it provides qualitative information
of interest for the user. It is, however, diretly relevant in the modelling of the in- and
out-ow of thin boundary layers whih will be treated in the next setion.
In full sale the boundary layers in the terminal gap are most probably turbulent,
and estimations of the boundary layer thikness beomes more involved. The model test
sale above is roughly 1:100. We denote the inverse of the sale by κ, so that κ = 100
in this ase. Sine the Reynold's number Rn sales like κ3/2, we have full sale values of
Rn ∼ 106− 5× 107. In osillatory ow over a smooth bed, the ritial Reynold's number
for transition between laminar and turbulent boundary layer ow is O{105}. In our ase
then, the lower bound is in the regime of transition from laminar to turbulent boundary
layers, while the upper is well into the turbulent regime. An estimation of the boundary
layer thikness for a turbulent boundary layer is given in Fredsøe and Deigaard (1992)
(see p. 29) as δ/a = 0.093Rn−0.11. They give no formal denition of what is meant by
boundary layer thikness, but the formula is based on the assumption of a hydraulially
smooth surfae and a log-law for the veloity distribution. Using this formula, we get
δ/B ≃ 4× 10−4 − 10−3.
In order to redue possible onfusion, we want to make the following remark. Although
the boundary layer ow is laminar, the free shear layer is likely to be turbulent. Whether
the free shear layer is turbulent or not is not, however, an issue regarding the appliability
of the invisid vortex traking model. On the other hand, whether the boundary layers
are laminar or turbulent, beomes an issue in ase of separation from a rounded part of
a body. The separation point will dier in the two ases. In the ase of separation from
blunt bodies without sharp orners, a boundary layer alulation would be required in
order to determine the separation points. The point of separation would vary in time.
We mention that the boundary layer alulations needed for blunt bodies without sharp
orners is quite troublesome, as disussed by Aarsnes (1984). A ompliation is that the
boundary layer annot be onsidered thin in the viinity of the separation point. Also, a
distintion between laminar and turbulent boundary layers is neessary. This is a pratial
matter when onsidering model testing versus full sale behaviour. This is not relevant,
however, for bodies with sharp orners. In the present work we restrit ourselves to ow
separation from sharp orners only, meaning that the separation points are well dened.
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2.2.2 Reapitulation of the theory
In the following we reapitulate the theory presented by Faltinsen and Pettersen (1987).
The vortex traking model is based wholly on Bernoulli's equation (2.2). Following similar
arguments as those behind Prandtl's boundary layer equations and assuming the free shear
layer to be thin, the pressure is impressed onto the shear layer from the ambient ow from
both sides, and so, there may be no pressure drop through the layer. Denoting the two
sides by + and − as indiated in Figure 2.3 means we may write p+ = p−, yielding
∂ϕ+
∂t
− ∂ϕ
−
∂t
+
1
2
(
∂ϕ+
∂x
)2
− 1
2
(
∂ϕ−
∂x
)2
+
1
2
(
∂ϕ+
∂y
)2
− 1
2
(
∂ϕ−
∂y
)2
= 0. (2.8)
This may be re-arranged as
∂(ϕ+ − ϕ−)
∂t
+
1
2
{
∂ϕ+
∂x
+
∂ϕ−
∂x
}
∂(ϕ+ − ϕ−)
∂x
+
1
2
{
∂ϕ+
∂y
+
∂ϕ−
∂y
}
∂(ϕ+ − ϕ−)
∂y
= 0,
(2.9)
and dening
Γ = ϕ+ − ϕ−, (2.10)
we may write (2.9) as
∂Γ
∂t
+Uc · ∇Γ = 0, (2.11)
where
Uc =
1
2
[
∂ϕ+
∂x
+
∂ϕ−
∂x
,
∂ϕ+
∂y
+
∂ϕ−
∂y
]
. (2.12)
Sine (2.11) is the advetion equation, Γ is adveted with the veloityUc , or put in another
way, Γ does not hange when following a path dened by this veloity. This means that
the geometry xv of the free shear layer at any time t may be found by integrating (2.12)
from zero to t, or on dierential form
dxv
dt
= Uc . (2.13)
The free shear layer is fully desribed by xv and Γ. These quantities are parametrized
by the ar length s of the free shear layer, suh that xv = xv(s) and Γ = Γ(s). It is here
implied that xv and Γ both are funtions of time as well, although not stated expliitly.
We dene s = 0 to be at the separation point and s = Lv at the far end free shear layer,
where Lv is the free shear layer length.
The disontinuity in the potential ϕ+−ϕ− = Γ along the free shear layer is illustrated
in Figure 2.3. The irulation along any losed path enlosing the free shear layer suh as
Sc (whih resides in the xy-plane) is given by the integral
∫
Sc
∂ϕ/∂s ds = ϕ−−ϕ+, where
the integration diretion is positive in the ounter-lokwise diretion. This is equal to
−Γ, meaning that here, Γ(s) is the negative value of the irulation at any point along
the free shear layer.
Kutta ondition. The Kutta ondition involves two aspets. First, the uid is
required to leave tangentially from the body. This may be from either of the two sides
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the potential jump Γ(s) = ϕ+(s)−ϕ−(s) along the free shear
layer. The dashed line indiates the value of ϕ along the free shear layer and body.
The dash-dotted line Sc is an arbitrary losed urve in the xy-plane enlosing the free
shear layer.
of the body. The side from whih it should leave depends on the water ow in the near
viinity of the separation point. We use the tangential uid veloity along the ship setion
sides on both sides of the separation point as measures of the ow. These are measured
a small distane away from the separation point. We hoose the side of separation as
that whih has the highest veloity towards the separation point. Choosing the side may
be a somewhat deliate matter in pratie, and how this is implemented in the present
ode is explained in sub-setion 6.3.3. The seond aspet of the Kutta ondition is that
the veloity at the point of separation is nite. This is imposed in the BEM by requiring
that the quantity ϕ+ − ϕ− must vary smoothly from the uid and onto the body. This
is required on the side of shedding only. There will be a disontinuity of the potential
from the body and into the uid along the opposite side of the body. Now, given suh a
smoothly varying Γ along the free shear layer, we may require the jump in the potential
on the body at the orner of separation to be exatly the value of Γ on the free shear layer
at the point of separation, that is (ϕ+−ϕ−)
body
= Γ0, where Γ0 = Γ(0). The impliation
of this requirement is perhaps not so obvious at the present stage. However, it provides
a mean of imposing the proper ow in the numerial model as shown later in the text.
The time rate of hange of Γ at the separation point, Γ0, is also found from the
Bernoulli equation. Following the denitions above and in Figure 2.3, and beause the lee
side of the point of separation xs is a stagnation point (f. Figure 2.2) as a onsequene
of the Kutta ondition, we get from (2.8) that
dΓ0
dt
= ±1
2
U2s , (2.14)
where Us is the uid veloity just outside the boundary layer at the orner on the side
where shedding ours, i.e. Us = ∂ϕ/∂s(xs). The sign on the right hand side is negative
when the ow separates from the +-side, and positive when the ow separates from the
other.
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2.3 Visous boundary layer - In- and out-ow
In this setion we onsider attahed, visous boundary layers. We explain how the in-
and out-ow of the visous boundary layers is modelled suh that it may be used in the
present BEM.
As mentioned above, a onsequene of the no-slip ondition is that vortiity is gen-
erated. The generated vortiity is loalized to a thin boundary layer lose to the wall.
This has, due to ontinuity of mass, the eet of induing an in- and out-ow, say v˜, of
the outer limit of the boundary layer. In all physial ows the in- and out-ow will at
globally as damping. This follows from the fat that there is energy dissipation in the
boundary layer. This means that the sum of the kineti and potential energy in the whole
uid must be redued, or damped.
We are interested in the eet of the in- and out-ow in the present problem of a reso-
nant piston-mode motion. Under ertain assumptions, the steady-state periodi solution
of v˜ is found in standard textbooks, as noted somewhat further below. However, sine
we investigate this problem by means of an initial value problem starting from rest, we
have unsteady onditions. After deriving the expression for v˜ in unsteady ow, we use it
as right-hand-side in the body boundary onditions (2.5), i.e. ∂ϕ/∂n = v˜.
Liu and Orla (2004) onsidered the in- and out-ow in the unsteady ase, and presents
a solution for v˜ in a similar form as will be done below, but without derivation. The
solution is therefore derived in the following.
We assume that the boundary layer ow is laminar. Sine the in- and out-ow of the
boundary layers are imposed diretly on the solid boundaries, the layer should be thin
relative to a typial dimension of the geometry. We require that δ/B ≪ 1. Further, the
urvature of the boundary, κ, must be small ompared to the boundary layer thikness,
that is δκ ≫ 1, so that we may solve the problem loally in s in a urvilinear manner,
where s is the loal tangential oordinate. The boundary layer thikness is as before
denoted δ. We denote by n the loal normal oordinate as indiated in the left part
of Figure 2.4. The domain is assumed to extend innitely far in both the positive and
negative s-diretion as well as in the positive n-diretion. We let the veloity immediately
outside the boundary layer be given by (Ue(s, t), Ve(s, t)) with Ve = 0. This is the external
ow. We further write the total veloity as (u, v) = (u˜, v˜) + (Ue, 0), where u is required
to satisfy the no-slip ondition on the wall, i.e. u = 0 at n = 0.
In steady-state onditions the expression for v˜ is found in many text books, e.g. in
Faltinsen (1990). With Ue(s, t) = U0(s) cosωt this is
v˜ =
∂U0
∂s
√
ν
ω
cos(ωt− π/4). (2.15)
There is a phase lag of π/4 relative to the outer horizontal ow, meaning there are equal
ontributions in phase with aeleration and in phase with the veloity, where the latter
has a damping eet.
We expet a similar behaviour also in the ase of arbitrary unsteady ow. We take
the linearized Prandtl equations as a starting point. We mention that the linearized
Prandtl equation is equivalent to the heat equation. Relevant theory may be found e.g.
in Landau and Lifshitz (1987) (see disussion around the heat equation in 52). We have
the following initial boundary value problem for u˜, where the initial ondition is assumed
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Figure 2.4: In- and out-ow v˜ of a boundary layer. Left: Near eld with urvilinear
oordinates (s, n). Right: Far eld where the in- and out-ow v˜ imposed diretly
on solid parts of the boundary S. This may be done sine δ is small relative to a
harateristi length of the problem.
that of starting from rest:
∂u˜
∂t
− ν ∂
2u˜
∂n2
= 0, u˜(s, 0, t) = −Ue(s, t), u˜(s,∞, t) = 0,
u˜(s, n, 0) = 0, Ue(s, 0) = 0.
(2.16)
Note that instead of δ we write ∞ in the boundary ondition. We take the Laplae
transform of (2.16), where we dene the transform fˆ(b) of a funtion f(t) by
fˆ(b) = L{f(t)} =
∫ ∞
0
e−btf(t) dt,
(2.17)
and get
b uˆ− ν ∂
2uˆ
∂n2
= 0, uˆ(s, 0, b) = −Uˆe(s, b), uˆ(s,∞, b) = 0. (2.18)
b is here a omplex variable. Note that we have here used that the ow is initially at rest,
or u˜(s, n, 0) = 0. The solution must be of the form uˆ = A(s, b) eαn, and using the two
boundary onditions at zero and innity we get that α = −
√
b/ν and A(s, b) = −Uˆe(s, b),
so that
uˆ = −Ue(x, b) e−n
√
b/ν
(2.19)
The vertial veloity at n = δ is obtained by integrating the equation of ontinuity from
n = 0 to innity, vˆ = − ∫∞
0
∂uˆ/∂s dn, yielding
vˆ(s,∞, b) = ∂Uˆe
∂s
(s, b)
√
ν
b
. (2.20)
The right hand side onsists of a produt of the two transforms fˆ1 =
√
ν/b and fˆ2 =
∂Uˆe/∂s, and the inverse of the produt is hene a onvolution integral between the inverse
transforms f1 = ν/
√
πt and f2 = ∂Ue/∂s. The onvolution integral is dened as
L−1{fˆ1(b)fˆ2(b)} =
∫ t
0
f1(t− τ)f2(τ)dτ, (2.21)
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Figure 2.5: Roll is denoted by θ, and is taken to be positive ounter-lokwise. Centre
of gravity is denoted by xG = (xG, yG).
and so the solution to our problem is
v˜(s, t) =
√
ν
π
∫ t
0
∂Ue
∂s
(s, τ)
1√
t− τ dτ. (2.22)
As disussed, under the assumption of a thin boundary layer, we may impose the
veloity (2.22) diretly on the solid boundaries, providing a slightly dierent boundary
ondition than the lassial zero penetration ondition. This is illustrated by the far-eld
representation in the right part of Figure 2.4.
Near orners of the solid boundaries and intersetion points between the free surfae
and solid boundaries we still apply (2.22), although the situation in the viinity of these
positions is stritly speaking not as assumed.
2.4 Rigid body motion
In the present work we are primarily interested in a ship setion by a terminal, with the
setion either xed or moving and with the motion either fored or free. In the ase of free
body motion, the equations of motion must be solved for. We onsider rigid-body ship
motions in three degrees of freedom; sway, heave and roll. In the inertial oordinate system
0xy as used throughout the present work and illustrated in Figure 2.5, the equations of
motion are
mx¨G = Fx,
m y¨G = Fy,
I θ¨ =M,
(2.23)
where m is the body mass, I the roll inertia about the enter of gravity of the ship
setion xG = (xG, yG), Fx and Fy the horizontal and vertial fores and M the roll
moment about the enter of gravity. We denote by motion of the enter of gravity in
the x-diretion sway and in the y-diretion heave. Roll is denoted by θ and measured in
radians. The roll motion and moment are onsidered positive in the ounter-lokwise
diretion as indiated in Figure 2.5.
Although in the previous setion we desribed a method to inlude the visous eet
of in- and out-ow of boundary layers we neglet shear stress when alulating the fores
and the moment. We only onsider the ontribution from the pressure. The uid fore
F = (Fx, Fy) and moment M ating on the body are then the pressure given by the
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Bernoulli equation multiplied by the body normal vetor and integrated over the body,
F = −
∫
SB
pn ds,
M = −
∫
SB
p nθ ds,
(2.24)
where n = (nx, ny) and nθ = (x− xG)ny − (y− yG)nx. The expression for nθ is explained
in more detail in Setion D.1.
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Chapter 3
Wave modelling in a wavetank
We are basially onerned with wave-body interation and some knowledge on the matter
of water waves has proved useful throughout our study. In the present hapter we disuss
some aspets regarding generation of steady-state waves in a wavetank. This applies to
both physial and numerial modelling.
There are no new results presented in this hapter. We do however, devote a separate
hapter to aspets onerning obtaining steady-state, or at least nearly steady-state, wave
onditions, as we nd the issues disussed herein of appreiable importane to keep in mind
during studies suh as the present one. Speial attention is paid to shallow water waves.
Relevant to oshore terminals in small water depths, we give a short overview over
developments in shallow water wave modelling by Boussinesq type of equations made over
the last one or two deades.
3.1 Linear propagating waves
For a linear, regular wave we denote by T the wave period, λ its wavelength and H
its trough-to-rest height. From these we have the wave frequeny ω = 2π/T , the wave
number k = 2π/λ and the wave amplitudeA = H/2. We also introdue the wave steepness
H/λ. In other ontexts, suh as in perturbation shemes of the veloity potential, a more
onvenient denition is perhaps kA whih is π times larger.
Assuming onstant water depth h in a uid extending innitely in the horizontal
diretion, a steady-state harmoni solution may be found, giving the linear dispersion
relation relating the wave frequeny ω, wave number k and aeleration of gravity g,
whih is the well known
ω2 = gk tanh kh. (3.1)
From an energy onsideration of a narrow banded wave train, in the limit, we reover the
propagation veloity of the energy assoiated with the wave, denoted the group veloity
Cg = dω/dk, whih is
Cg =
C
2
(
1 +
2 kh
sinh 2kh
)
, (3.2)
where C = ω/k is alled the phase veloity. In the deep water limit when the wavelength
beomes negligible ompared to the water depth, or kh → ∞, we get Cg = C/2. In the
shallow water limit where kh→ 0, we get Cg = C =
√
gh.
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Figure 3.1: Two types of wave making devies. Left: Piston type. Right: Hinged ap
type.
We also mention that when a regular wave enters from one water depth to another
over a gently sloping bottom, not only the wavelength, but also the amplitude will hange
somewhat aording to linear theory. This problem is disussed e.g. in Mei (1989) where
the solution to the linearized problem is obtained assuming multiple sales. The behaviour
is governed by the so-alled wave ation equation, whih is in three-dimensional spae
∂/∂t(E/ω) + ∇ · (CgE) = 0, where E = 0.5ρgA2 for long rested waves. With no
temporal hanges in the topography or urrent, there is no temporal hange in period or
energy, whih means that in two dimensions CgE = onst, or
A
A0
=
√
Cg0
Cg
, (3.3)
where subsript zero means a referene water depth, e.g. deep water. The wavelength
dereases appreiably when entering an area of smaller water depth, but the amplitude
hanges to a lesser extent. The steepness hene inreases until nally breaking at suf-
iently small water depths. We make use of (3.3) when dening the environmental
onditions in the model tests presented in Setion 9.1.
3.2 Steady-state wavemaker theory
We next present linear wavemaker theory and disuss aspets that have onsequenes in
a wavetank. The theory is found in many textbooks, see e.g. Hughes (1993), Dean and
Dalrymple (1984) or Faltinsen (2005).
Given a wave period T and a desired far-eld waveheight H for a regular wave in
steady-state, the solution of the linearized problem of the motion of dierent types of
wavemakers has been found and referred to in the above referenes. The solutions are
given in terms of transfer funtions expressing the ratio between the waveheight and the
stroke S of the wave making board, sometimes referred to as Bièsel transfer funtions.
The stroke S is the horizontal distane between the two extrema of the paddle motion
taken in the still free surfae as indiated in Figure 3.1. The motion of the wavemaker is
assumed sinusoidal. Perhaps the most ommon type of wave making devies are (1) the
piston type being a vertial plate typially extending the full water depth h for shallow
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water waves, and (2) hinged ap of arbitrary height hwm for deeper water, both illustrated
in Figure 3.1. The transfer funtion for these are
H
S
=
2 (cosh 2kh− 1)
sinh 2kh+ 2kh
(Piston),
H
S
=
4 sinh kh
sinh 2kh+ 2kh
(
sinh kh +
cosh k(h− hwm)− cosh kh
khwm
)
(Hinged ap).
(3.4)
A speial ap-type wavemaker that is ommonly used is the double-hinged ap. It will
typially be proper for generating waves over a large range of wave frequenies; the top
ap may generate the shortest waves, while the lower plus upper ap the longer waves.
Note that in the linearized problem the atual geometry does not hange, that is the
boundary onditions are satised on the mean position of the paddle. Therefore, the
validity of (3.4) beomes questionable if the paddle motion is large, e.g. large ap angles.
This is, however, in many ases not a pratial problem.
As stated, the transfer funtions provide relations between the far-eld waveheight and
the stroke. There are, however, also near-eld disturbanes that do not propagate, often
alled evanesent modes. The evanesent modes appear sine the paddle motion does not
in general satisfy the exat uid kinematis under a steady wave train. They vary sinu-
soidally with depth and deay exponentially in the horizontal diretion as An exp(−knx).
Here x = 0 orresponds to the wave board at rest and the water domain is for x > 0 in
a linear analysis. There is an innite number of evanesent modes with kn the positive
roots of the equation ω2 = −gk tan kh. Note the minus sign and tan rather than tanh.
The solution proedure for obtaining An is given in detail in Faltinsen (2005) (see p. 283).
The amplitude of the evanesent modes depends on the type of wavemaker, wave period
and water depth. A rule of thumb is that undisturbed outgoing waves appear about
2− 3λ away from the wavemaker. However, this depends on a reasonable hoie of type
of wave making devie. Two extreme ases are (1) attempting to reate deep water waves
with a piston type paddle extending to the tank bottom and (2) reating shallow water
waves with a ap hinged far from the bottom. In the former ase, the amplitude of the
evanesent modes An will be large and give signiant disturbanes beyond that of the
rule of thumb above. In the latter ase the ability to produe waves with any signiant
amplitude will be very limited.
3.3 Reahing steady-state
The linear dispersion relation and its derived results suh as group veloity, is stritly
speaking valid in steady onditions only. It is perhaps somewhat onfusing how steady-
state might exist, but in our ase it means that there is an innitely long wave train
aused by a loal disturbane, sinusoidal in time, loated innitely far away that started
at t = −∞. In pratie we have only a nite length wavetank and a nite amount of
time to produe waves, so that we may obtain only near steady-state behaviour. This
has pratial impliations. Assume that the uid is initially at rest in a losed wavetank.
When a wave making devie at one end of the wavetank starts undergoing regular motion,
a wave train will start to propagate along the tank. The wave train front experienes a
dierent reality than the waves further behind whih, at least some distane from the
wavemaker experiene a near steady-state ondition. The wave front may be desribed
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by an innite sum of frequenies, and therefore, some energy will travel with the veloity√
gh (the zero frequeny limit), and its disturbane will be vertially uniform. This is
relevant for seihing, whih may our in a basin or wave ume. Disregarding the detailed
behaviour of the wave front, we note that the veloity of the wave train front is limited
by the veloity that the energy is transported whih is Cg. In the deep water limit, the
waves travel twie as fast as the wave front, sine Cg = C/2, whereas in the shallow water
limit the waves travel with the same veloity as the energy propagates, sine Cg = C. A
body in the wavetank will reet waves that are in turn re-reeted from the wavemaker.
The time of re-reetion is roughly 3l/Cg, where l is the distane from the wavemaker to
the body. The number of periods where the inoming waves at the position of the body
attain a near steady-state behaviour is therefore dependent on the relation C/Cg and the
distane l. In the shallow water limit this is at most half that in the deep water limit,
but in pratie somewhat less due to the somewhat transient behaviour typially of the
rst two or three wave rests in the wave train front. This is indeed a pratial limitation
that must be onsidered if performing physial or numerial work on shallow water.
3.4 Shallow water aspets
For deep water waves nonlinearity is assoiated by a large wave amplitude, with the rele-
vant non-dimensional parameter being the steepness kA. In nite water depths, another
relevant parameter is kh. There are thus the two independent parameters kA and kh,
that are both measures of nonlinearity. They relate the horizontal dimension to the ver-
tial dimensions of the wave, i.e. the wavelength to the wave amplitude and water depth,
respetively.
kh beomes important when the water depth beomes shallow. The deep water limit
is usually onsidered λ0/h ≤ 2, while the traditional limit for a shallow water wave is
λ0/h ≥ 10. The latter is equivalent to k0h ≤ π/5 ≃ 0.63. The subsript 0 means deep
water limit. We mention that shallow water waves are often also denoted long waves,
referring to their length ompared to the water depth. Nonlinearity is introdued when
kh beomes small, as may be seen from the ratio of the two aeleration terms in the
Euler equations, uux/ut ∼ kA/ tanh kh. Given A, the nonlinear advetion term beomes
important when kh beomes small. When kh→ 0, the ratio tends to A/h, and so in very
shallow waters, the degree of nonlinearity is assoiated with the ratio of the amplitude
to the water depth. Ursell (1953) further found that the parameter Ur = kA/(kh)
3
,
ommonly known as the Ursell parameter, is a more desriptive parameter regarding the
amount of nonlinearity introdued by the nite water depth relative to that from the wave
amplitude. Relative to the above disussion, we see that Ur = 1/(kh)
2A/h.
3.4.1 Permanent shape of the waves
We present in Figure 3.2 four snapshots of waves produed by four simulations using the
present nonlinear wavetank. For eah simulation, the water depth h was hanged, other-
wise, the onditions were the same. The motion of the piston wavemaker was sinusoidal at
period T = 1s with stroke S orresponding to deep water wave steepness is H0/λ0 = 1/50.
The parameter relating the deep water wavelength to water depth λ0/h is inluded for
eah of the four snapshots in the gure. The lower snapshot represent deep water on-
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Figure 3.2: Snapshots showing typial shallow water eets on propagating waves.
Simulations from the present nonlinear wavetank. Same wave period in all four simu-
lations, but dierent onstant water depths h. The horizontal axis represent distane
x along the wavetank.
dition, the seond lowest an intermediate depth, while the two upper represent shallow
water onditions. We want to mention the following two features. First, the shape of the
free-surfae elevation hanges drastially upon exeeding the shallow water limit, almost
unreognizable when omparing to the well-known near sinusoidal deep water wave. Se-
ond, the presented shallow water waves do not attain proles of permanent shape, the
prole varies along the tank. In shallow water, waves of permanent shape do, however,
exist. These are alled Cnoidal waves. Generation of Cnoidal waves requires a paddle
motion other than sinusoidal, as disussed e.g. in Mei (1989). In the ase of sinusoidal
motion, so-alled parasiti free seond-order waves are propagated, as disussed e.g. in
Hughes (1993). With seond order we here refer to an expansion of the potential in the
wave steepness parameter kA. In very shallow water as that in the upper snapshot, this
expansion beomes less valid from the disussion around the Ursell parameter above, but
the main feature is still explained in a qualitative manner.
The features disussed here introdue pratial issues when modelling long waves in
a wavetank. In ase of sinusoidal wave paddle motion, the lak of permanent shape
suggests that one should perform wave alibration tests without the model present in
order to measure the wave at the position where the model will later be plaed. The far
from sinusoidal shape further ompliates the matter on what is atually a representative
value for the waveheight H . An obvious option is to take the rest-to-trough height over
one paddle period. This is what has been done during the present work in the parts
involving shallow water waves. There is a question, however, if the rest-to-trough height
at e.g. the mid-position of the model is an adequate measure of say, the energy in the
wave. These kinds of issues illustrates some diulties regarding shallow water waves.
Not only do they involve a great deal of are in modelling, but one modelled, the way to
extrat of information from the results are not obvious.
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3.4.2 Boussinesq models
With respet to the modelling of shallow water waves we feel that so-alled Boussinesq
type of equations deserves to be mentioned. These equations basially keep some of the
nonlinearity in the dynami free-surfae ondition, and makes impliit restritions on the
dispersive harater of the waves. They are based on expansion of the veloity potential in
the two parameters µ = kh as well as ǫ = kA. One may assoiate with kh the dispersive
harateristis of the waves, and with kA the nonlinearity introdued by the nonlinear
free-surfae onditions. What is harateristi by the traditional Boussinesq models is
that ǫ and µ2 are assumed to be of the same order of magnitude. In newer formulations,
the two parameters are treated more separately. The variation in the vertial diretion
y is assumed small and represented traditionally as a power expansion in ky. The order
of the method with respet to dispersion is the highest order of ky kept. Sine the range
of y is in the order of h, one usually refers to kh rather than ky when disussing the
order of the method. So an expansion to (ky)2 is referred to as an expansion up to (kh)2.
Expansions other than power expansions, like Padé approximants has more reently been
applied.
The basi idea behind a Boussinesq model is that some of the nonlinearity of the water
wave problem is retained through the expansion in kA. Sine shallow water waves attain
nonlinear behaviour, this may be essential in a given physial problem. The apability
of the model to apture the nonlinear harateristis depends on how the nonlinear free-
surfae onditions, or expansion in kA, is treated. This varies from model to model.
A Boussinesq model will not model the exat dispersive harater of the waves. It
will be valid only for a ertain range of kh. The range of water depth to wavelength
ratios (kh) for whih a given Boussinesq model is appliable must be investigated for
eah spei model. It is a question of settling a limit for kh where the model aptures
global linear wave harateristis like the wave elerity C and group veloity Cg reasonably
well. Beyond this limit, the errors typially inrease very fast with inreasing kh. The
dispersive harateristis of the wave eld is modelled improvingly well the higher the
order of the Boussinesq model is. One may then in theory expand to a very high order in
kh. However, the resulting equations beome very omplex if expanding to orders higher
than, say, 4− 6.
The lassial Boussinesq equations were derived by Peregrine (1967), and is appliable
for λ0/h ? 8, or equivalently kh > 0.75. Signiant progress has been made in the last
one or two deades in the treatment of medium deep to shallow water waves. A wealth
of suggested models improving both nonlinearity of the free surfae as well as extending
the ranges of kh have been published. Reently, so alled enhaned Boussinesq type of
equations have been developed and presented in Madsen et al. (2002), appliable for
λ0/h ? 0.15 or kh > 40. Interesting to note is that, ompared to Peregrine's model, the
water depth may be about 50 times greater. Note also that the water depth may in the
latter model be about seven times greater than the wavelength, and that is denetely a
true deep water wave. In pratie this removes the restrition to shallow water almost
ompletely. They used a so-alled Padé approximant rather than a power expansion in
ky. A Padé approximant type of expansion involves a quotient in the shape p(ky)/q(ky).
For example, keeping the rst order term in eah funtion gives a seond order method,
as (1 + a(ky))/(1 + b(ky)) ≃ (1 + a(ky))(1 − b(ky)) when b(ky) is small. Aording to
their work suh an expansion gives a higher range of kh where the model is appliable
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relative to that for a traditional power expansion to the same order (seond order in this
ase). Further, one may hoose pairs of a, b suh as to maximize this range.
We mention last that originally our purpose was to study shallow water eets related
to oshore terminals, and so we onsidered oupling a Boussinesq type of model with a
BEM. The idea was to evolve the waves from deep sea waves entering a sloping bottom
and thereby undergoing transformations. The advantage of Boussinesq models is that
disretization is needed only along one horizontal strip, e.g. along the bottom. In a BEM
the whole boundary is disretized and thereby more omputationally demanding. A dis-
advantage of the Boussinesq models is maybe that they involve spatial derivatives in the
horizontal diretions. Solving the equations numerially typially involves using a nite
dierene sheme, and in that respet, numerial damping may be an issue. Numerial so-
lution of a set of Boussinesq equations by nite elements is, however, reported in Sørensen
et al. (2004) with appliation of waves entering a medium steep slope. Interesting results
are also reported by Fuhrman et al. (2005) in an appliation of wave interation with
a bottom-mounted surfae-piering struture using the high-order Boussinesq type equa-
tions presented in Madsen et al. (2002). In all these work, two horizontal dimensions are
onsidered.
We hose at an early stage not to pursue the approah of oupling Boussinesq and
BEM type solvers. We have developed numerial wavetanks based on the BEM only.
The wavetanks have been implemented suh as to aount for arbitrary bathymetry. The
present nonlinear wavetank was used for studying waves interating with a ship loated
near a steeply sloping bottom by Fredriksen (2008). In all the present appliations of the
numerial models, however, the water depth has been onstant. We have not onsidered
the nonlinear aspets of the transformation of waves entering from deep to shallow water.
We now turn to the formulation of the two-dimensional problem of a ship setion by
a bottom mounted terminal and the assoiated resonane problems.
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Chapter 4
The physial resonane problem
In this hapter we introdue the two-dimensional hydrodynamial problem of a retangular
ship setion by a bottom mounted terminal. We rst present in Setion 4.1 the geometri
parameters in the problem. Next, for the reader to get aquainted with the two resonane
phenomena that we denote the piston-mode resonane and the oupled ship and piston-
mode motion resonane, we present in Setion 4.2 a shemati and desriptive overview
with some diret referenes to spei parts of the results from our analysis whih are
presented in Chapter 10. We emphasize that some parts of the disussion is not based
on analysis only, but rather from observations during our ase studies by means of model
tests and simulations. However, we feel that several key features are enlightened and the
evidene for our reasoning quite strong.
4.1 Formulation of the basi two-dimensional problem
Throughout the present study we have onsidered our ship setion to be of a simple
retangular shape with sharp or rounded orners. A retangle with sharp orners will
resemble a typial mid-ship setion of an LNG arrier whih has rounded bilges inluding
bilge keels. In the present study we have not investigated the eet of bilge keels; we have
not onsidered ship setion geometries with that degree of detail. We have only onsidered
ship setions with 90◦ orners or with rounded orners. The details of the separated ow
will ertainly be dierent around a bilge keel ompared to those around a orner of a
retangle, but the ow will always separate in both ases. This is illustrated in Figure
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Figure 4.1: Instantaneous senarios of ow around bilges. The ow will always separate
around a sharp orner. Left: No bilge keel. The ow will still separate at suiently
large KC-numbers, but not in the illustrated ase. Middle: Bilge keel. Right: Sharp
orner with bilge keel superimposed for illustration purposes.
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Figure 4.2: Dimensions in the problem of a ship setion by a bottom mounted terminal:
Water depth h, bottom learane d, ship setion beam or breadth B, ship setion draft
D and terminal gap width b.
4.1, where streamlines indiate the imagined ow pattern. The eet of the depth or size
of the bilge keels on drag fores were investigated in Faltinsen and Sortland (1987). They
showed signiant inrease in the drag with inreasing bilge keel depth. This means the
eet of separation inreases with the bilge keel depth. We imagine that there would be
a similar signiant eet of bilge keel depth in the present ase of a ship setion by a
terminal. This has not been investigated, though.
In Figure 4.1 we also dene the bilge radius r. In the ase of nite radius r the ow
will separate provided the KC-number is suiently large, although in the gure we have
illustrated non-separated ow. More disussion on that matter is provided in Setion 10.1
in onnetion with the study involving a ship setion with rounded bilges.
We dene by B the ship beam or breadth and D the ship draft as illustrated in Figure
4.2. In the gure the vertial wall to the right of the ship setion represents the bottom
mounted terminal, and the distane from the ship setion to the terminal is denoted b.
We will throughout the work all the area between the terminal and the ship setion the
terminal gap, and b the terminal gap width. The still water depth is denoted h and the
bottom learane d.
There is a fair number of dimensions to onsider in this problem. The beam-to-draft
ratio B/D is a main parameter for the ship setion hull itself. For an LNG arrier this
is typially around B/D = 4. The ratio between the beam and the water depth B/h is
a relevant parameter when onsidering nite water depth eets on ship setion motion.
Considering the terminal, the ratios between the terminal gap width and the ship setion
beam and draft, b/B and b/D, are relevant. If we onsider fored motion of the ship
setion, these parameters desribe the ability the ship has to disturb the uid in the
terminal gap when fored to move in heave and sway.
Choosing one single dimension to haraterize our problem in full is of ourse not
possible. However, if fored to make a hoie, perhaps B is a reasonable andidate. It
denes in a way the relative extent of the terminal gap and further, the distane from the
external ow to the left of the ship setion and to the inner ow in the terminal gap.
We have in the present work mostly hosen B as our typial dimension of the problem
and hene present variations of the other dimensions as nondimensional parameters with
respet to B.
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We will onsider ship setions of dierent B/D ratios in settings with dierent water
depths h and terminal gap widths b. The ship setion will be subjet to inoming regular
waves of varying regular wave period T and wave steepness H/λ. It will also be fored in
sinusoidal motion in heave with varying heave amplitude η3a, or sway with varying sway
amplitude η2a. The results will in general be presented as funtion of the nondimensional
wave frequeny ω/
√
g/B.
4.2 Resonant behaviour
In the gap resonane problem that we study in the present work, there is in priniple
an innite number of resonane frequenies. Most of these are assoiated with modes of
the free surfae loalized in the terminal gap. We refer to these loalized modes as the
sloshing modes. Note that we make a distintion between the sloshing modes and the
piston mode, whih is of a more global harater. This should beome lear shortly.
We want to remark that the approah taken in the present work is solving the linear
and fully nonlinear problems by means of a BEM and not that of a modal method. With
the hosen BEM we may not separate modes as suh. We solve in priniple the full
problem without assumption of partiipating modes. We do, however, nevertheless nd
it useful to use the notion of modes in our disussion.
Now, unless the ship setion draft D is very small relative to the terminal gap width
b, that is, unless D/b≪ 1, these modes are similar to those in a losed retangular tank
of breadth b and water depth D. This is due to the exponential deay of the uid motion
under a traveling or standing wave, and that the uid motion is near zero at y = −D, i.e.
it is as if a horizontal solid boundary enloses the gap from below. The rst mode is under
the above restrition roughly that of a standing wave of wavelength 2b. Then omes the
higher modes. The rst and higher modes all have their assoiated resonane frequenies.
We note that there are also disturbanes of the free surfae in the terminal gap other than
those aused by the sloshing modes. These are evanesent-like disturbanes.
In addition to the sloshing modes, there is a zeroth mode whih is usually referred to
as the piston mode. The piston mode is haraterized by that the uid entrained in the
terminal gap undergoes near uniform vertial osillatory motion with a at, horizontal
free surfae. This is illustrated in the left part of Figure 4.3. The piston mode has an
amplitude whih we all the piston-mode amplitude and denote it by Ag. More speially,
we dene Ag = Hg/2, where Hg is the trough-to-rest height of the free surfae averaged
over the terminal gap. Following this denition of the piston-mode amplitude, it also
holds in the nonlinear ase where the magnitude of the trough might typially be slightly
dierent from the magnitude of the rest. Assoiated with the piston mode is a resonane
frequeny whih we denote the piston-mode resonane frequeny. This will typially be
lower than those of the sloshing modes. Hene, if the exitation frequeny is in the viinity
of the piston-mode resonane frequeny, the dominating part of the uid motion is that
of the piston mode, although also loal evanesent-like disturbanes of the free surfae
will be present. We denote this as piston-like behaviour. The piston-like behaviour is
illustrated in the right part of Figure 4.3.
It is the piston-like behaviour we study in the present work. We hene do not study
violent sloshing behaviour involving run-up and wave breaking, whih is a typial feature
of the internal resonane problem. The internal problem we refer to here is that of a losed
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the piston-mode motion. Piston-mode amplitude is Ag =
Hg/2 where Hg is the rest-to-trough height of the free-surfae elevation averaged over
the gap. Higher modes hardly ommuniate with the outer ow while the piston mode
must do so due to ontinuity of mass.
tank partially lled with liquid. The present external resonane problem dier from the
internal one basially in the following two ways. First, in the external problem there exists
a piston mode as just disussed. As a onsequene of mass onservation this does not
exist in the internal problem. Under fored heave of a partially lled tank, linear theory
predit zero sloshing. We mention, however, that nonlinear eets may ause parametri
resonane in that ase. Seond, in the external problem energy may in general esape
via radiated waves. The radiated waves generated by the uid motion in the terminal
gap introdues damping, and hene the motion is kept at a nite level. The system is
therefore, one might say, not fored to at in an essentially nonlinear manner. In the
internal problem, under fored osillation in sway at the natural frequeny of an anti-
symmetri mode, linear theory predits innite uid response. In reality, the behaviour
of that system around resonane is essentially nonlinear as desribed e.g. by Faltinsen
(1974). If the depth is nite, in a two-dimensional tank, nonlinear Dung type behaviour
limits the uid motion. See also thorough desription of the three-dimensional ase in
Faltinsen et al. (2005) and Faltinsen et al. (2003).
The damping eet due to radiated waves in the external problem applies in priniple
to all modes in the terminal gap, although most pronouned for the piston mode, sine
the basi nature of the piston mode is suh that it ommuniates appreiably with the
external ow due to ontinuity of mass. This is illustrated as Communiation in the
left part of Figure 4.3. The higher modes will ommuniate with the external ow to a
onsiderably lesser extent as the uid motion deays roughly exponentially from the free
surfae.
There are two separate resonant problems assoiated with the piston-like behaviour.
One is the resonant motion of the piston mode when the ship setion is xed or fored
to osillate. These are the usual diration and radiation sub-problems respetively. The
resonant piston-like motion will be triggered whether exited by waves entering the system
or by fored ship setion motion, so disregarding whih sub-problem, there is one single
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Figure 4.4: Simplied, linear hydrodynamial problem of piston-mode motion. The
uid motion within Ωp is assumed uniform, so the shaded mass ats like a rigid body.
Sp is the dashed (horizontal) urve only.
resonane frequeny of the piston-mode motion, whih we denote ωp. This is what we
have so far referred to as the piston-mode resonane frequeny. Sine the type of external
resonane we investigate is also alled gap resonane, we will use terms like terminal
gap resonane and piston-mode resonane interhangeably. The other resonant problem
appears when the ship setion is free to osillate. The system of the oupled ship setion
and piston-like uid motion then exhibits two other natural frequenies, one assoiated
with the stiness in heave and the other with the stiness in roll. We note that if the
ship setion is moored by linear, horizontal springs there will be another third resonane
frequeny assoiated with sway. We hoose to all the one assoiated with the stiness in
heave the oupled ship and piston-mode resonane frequeny, and denote it by ωn.
In the following we desribe how to obtain the piston-mode resonane frequeny ωp and
the oupled ship and piston-mode frequeny ωn. We also inlude some disussion on the
dependene on the geometri parameters as well as the overall behaviour of the system.
We will throughout the work also refer to the resonane periods whih are Tp = 2π/ωp and
Tn = 2π/ωn. Also, we will use the terms resonane and natural frequeny, or resonane
and natural period interhangeably.
4.2.1 Piston-mode resonane
An approximate method to estimate natural periods in gaps suh as in the present ase
was derived within linear theory by Molin (2001) for the ase of innite water depth.
The problem for nite water depth was treated by means of domain deomposition and
nding relevant Green funtions in Faltinsen et al. (2007). We have not in the present
work undertaken a frequeny domain analysis suh as in their works. Rather, a time-
domain approah has been taken. The resonane frequeny of the piston mode ωp is then
found by performing fored motion of the ship setion for a range of frequenies using
the linear time-domain numerial wavetank whih is desribed later in the text, and the
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the irulation introdued by the shed vortiity. The shed
vortiity is in the present work assumed to be ontained in thin free shear layers.
simulations run to steady-state. The resonane frequeny of the piston mode, ωp, is taken
as the frequeny for whih the averaged amplitude of the free surfae in the terminal gap
attains a loal maximum when plotted versus frequeny.
The piston body . The existene of a natural period of the piston mode is a
onsequene of the mass-spring type behaviour of the piston-mode motion. We illustrate
this by the following simplied, linear analysis. The starting point of the analysis is as
that of a moonpool in Faltinsen (1990) (see p. 99). We assume that the uid motion in
the whole terminal gap is uniform, and denote the at free surfae by η(t) as illustrated
in Figure 4.4. This means that all the uid in the shaded area denoted Ωp in the gure
osillates vertially with veloity ηt. Under the assumption of uniform uid motion within
Ωp, the uid in Ωp will at just as a rigid body on the surrounding uid. The equation of
motion in heave of the piston body Ωp is then
(ρDb+ Ap) ηtt +Bp ηt + ρgb η = FD. (4.1)
where Ap(ω) and Bp(ω) are the added mass and damping oeients of the piston body,
respetively, and FD is the exitation fore. If we in (4.1) assume harmoni motion,
η = ηae
iωt
, we may solve the homogenous problem to nd the natural period T˜p. The
homogenous equation is −ω2(ρDb + A˜(ω)) + iωB˜(ω) + gb = 0. The undamped natural
period is, from this,
T˜p =
1
2π
√
ρDb+ A˜p
ρgb
, (4.2)
where A˜p is the added mass at the natural period.
We see from (4.2) that the natural period inreases with the square root of the draft
D. It further depends on the added mass term A˜p. The added mass term will depend
on all geometri parameters B, D, b and h. The exat behaviour is aptured through a
dediated analysis only. It is not easy even to give a rough estimate on the dependene
of A˜, as the added mass typially varies appreiably in suh gap problems. In any ase, it
is maybe not so rewarding to make a detailed investigation of this simplied problem of
uniform ow in the present gap-resonane ontext, as it is not an exat approah; the uid
ow along the lower parts of Ωp will not behave as the assumed uniform ow. However,
what we have illustrated in this desription, is that the piston mode to a ertain extent
may be thought of as a rigid body. An expliit approximate formula for Tp is given by
Molin (2001) in the ase of deep water and small b/B ratio. The error in his formlula is
O{(b/B)2}.
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Figure 4.6: Shematis of the eet of irulation. Left: Deep water. Right: Finite
water depth.
Eet of ow separation. What we have shown in the previous paragraphs is that
the piston mode in the terminal gap behaves like a damped, linear harmoni osillator.
Therefore, the response level relative to the level of exitation is at resonane diretly
dependent on the level of damping, where linearly, damping is manifested through wave
radiation only. This is the potential ow damping. In reality, however, the ow separates
at the sharp orner. In other words vortiity is shed into the bulk of the uid with the main
onsequene that irulation is introdued as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The irulation is
roughly speaking 45deg out of phase with the relative ambient ow, suh that the phase
reates a bak-ow ating as a damping. This is further oneptually illustrated in Figure
4.6. The damping eet of ow separation on the piston-mode amplitude due to fored
heave of the ship setion is found signiant in the study presented in Setion 10.1, as also
desribed in Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2008). The results from the study further indiate
that nonlinear eets assoiated with the nonlinear boundary onditions are small.
4.2.2 Coupled ship and piston-mode resonane
The terminal gives rise to a oupling between the uid ow and all three modes of rigid-
body motion of the ship setion; sway, heave and roll. This is in ontrast to a ship setion
in open waters, where there is for symmetri bodies a oupling between sway and roll
only. The oupling between all three modes of motion and the piston-mode motion is an
essential feature of our problem. There is in partiular no pure heave resonant motion,
only that of the oupled ship setion and uid motion.
If onsidering the steady-state veloity potential as a funtion of omplex frequeny,
resonanes are related to poles in the omplex-frequeny domain that lies lose to the real
frequeny axis, see e.g. MIver (2005). In that work, he analyzed the gap problem for both
the radiation, diration and freely osillating problem by a linear potential ow analysis.
He investigated the behaviour around simple poles of the omplex potential. He rst shows
that the poles are the same in all the three radiation problems and the diration problem.
He next onsiders the homogenous solution of the equations of motion. The added mass
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and damping as well as exitation fores from the radiation and diration problems are
hene inluded. He heks for what he alls onsistene to see if the radiation/diration
natural frequeny ωp is existent in the equations of motion. His analysis shows that this
is not so. An exeption exists if the ship setion is xed in one or two degrees of freedom.
The system may then retain the ωp resonane. Further, he shows that in general, ωp 6= ωn.
He desribes this as a shift in the resonane frequeny, from ωp to ωn. The oupled ship
and piston-mode behaviour is thus, when free to osillate in all three degrees of freedom,
in resonane at ωn only. The pratial impliation is that when the ship setion is free to
osillate, the oupled ship and piston-mode motion will be onsiderable around ωn only.
Assuming no moorings, there are two resonane frequenies. These are found from
the two zeros of the determinant of the system of the three oupled equations of motion
when assuming steady-state motion e
iωt
. That is, the equations of motion in sway, heave
and roll. As we stated earlier, the one assoiated with the stiness in heave is what we
all the oupled ship and piston-mode resonane frequeny ωn. The required added mass
and damping oeients are in the present work found from fored motion simulations
using the linear time-domain wavetank presented later in the text. The simulations are
run to steady-state and the hydrodynami oeients extrated from steady parts of the
time-series. The proedure is standard and explained in more detail in Setion 10.3.
We now disuss the mehanisms that drives the oupled ship and piston-mode motion.
In the disussion we onsider only sway and heave. The reason we do not inlude roll, is
that it was not inluded in the onrete example that will be given shortly. Roll should
in priniple also have been onsidered.
Now, onsidering sway and heave only, there are three exitation mehanisms for the
piston-mode motion; sway, heave and the external ow. By external ow we mean the
inident waves. The relative phasing between the three exitation mehanisms is ruial
for the level of response in the terminal gap, i.e. the ahieved steady-state piston-mode
amplitude Ag. As a speial ase, if the ship motion resonane period Tn is low enough so
that the uid motion indued by the inoming wave does not reah into the terminal to
any signiant extent, the diret ommuniation between the external ow and that in the
terminal gap is small and the ship motion beomes the major exitation mehanism of the
uid in the terminal gap. Large piston-mode amplitudes are then ahieved when the sway
and heave motion is lose to 180deg out of phase, meaning the ship moves downwards and
towards the terminal simultaneously. However, with a relative phasing of around 0deg,
the terminal gap response may be almost aneled. Large ship motions may, however,
be experiened also in this ase. The relative phasing between sway and heave motion
in steady-state onditions seems in our experiene to be quite sensitive to the b/B ratio.
This matter is disussed more in Setion 10.3.
On the other hand, from a ship setion point of view the exitation fores ating on
the ship are due to the uid ow whih we may oneptually divide into two parts; the
external ow and the terminal gap ow. The relative phasing between the external fores
are then ruial for the ship motion response level. It is the net fore that the ship setion
responds to.
At resonane, the amplitude of the ship motion is proportional to the net fore and
also inversely proportional to the damping. Waves radiated both as a onsequene of the
ship setion motion and the piston-mode motion ontribute to the potential damping.
A onrete example. We now give a onrete example taken from the study of
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Figure 4.7: Nondimensional piston-mode amplitude due to fored motion of the ship
setion. Left: b/B = 0.2. Right: b/B = 0.15. Ag is the piston-mode amplitude. η2a is
the amplitude of the fored sway motion and η3a is the amplitude of the fored heave
motion. The natural frequenies of piston mode ωp = 2π/Tp and oupled ship and
piston-mode motion ωn = 2π/Tn are indiated.
a moored ship in Setion 10.3. The retangular ship setion has beam to draft ratio
B/D = 4, the water depth is h/B = 2.2 and we onsider two terminal gap widths
b/B = 0.2 and b/B = 0.15. The natural frequenies of the oupled ship motion and
piston-mode motion were ωn/
√
g/B ≃ 1.635 and ωn/
√
g/B ≃ 1.726 for the two ases
respetively. From the linear solution the steady-state amplitudes of the piston-mode
motion and sway and heave motion was in both ases
Ag/A ≃ 15,
η2a/A ≃ 2.5− 3,
η3a/A ≃ 2− 2.5,
(4.3)
where A is the amplitude of the undisturbed, inoming wave.
In both ases the diret ommuniation between the external ow and that in the
terminal gap was quite weak around the resonane frequeny ωn. This onlusion was
reahed based on the following hek. We performed simulations with the ship setion
xed and subjet to inoming waves at the frequeny ωn, with a resulting piston-mode
amplitude of Ag/A ≃ 0.4. Sine a piston-mode elevation Ag/A > O(1) is negligible in the
urrent disussion, the ommuniation between the external ow and that in the terminal
gap was mainly via the ship motion.
Further, from the simulations it was lear that around ωn, the relative phasing between
sway and heave was lose to 180deg. This means the ship setion moved downwards and
towards the terminal simultaneously. In light of the disussion above, the ahieved piston-
mode amplitude should then be a superposition of that resulting from fored sway and
fored heave separately. This was in fat what we found. This should beome lear from
the following.
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The piston-mode amplitude due to fored sway and heave is presented as funtion of
foring frequeny in Figure 4.7. The amplitude of the fored sway motion is denoted η2a
and the amplitude of the fored heave motion is denoted η3a. In these two partiular
ases, the terminal gap response due to sway and heave is very similar, but the behaviour
will depend on the beam to draft ratio B/D. With a smaller B/D ratio, sway will indue
larger piston-mode amplitudes than heave, and with a larger B/D value, the heave will
indue the largest piston-mode motion. What is the key information in the gure, is the
level of response at the natural frequeny ωn. This is indiated by vertial and horizontal
lines in the gure. We see that the piston-mode amplitude per unit motion of the ship
in both sway or heave at ship motion resonane ωn is approximately 2.5 - 3. This means
that superposing a unit amplitude in sway and and a unit amplitude in heave with a
relative phasing of 180deg should result in 5 - 6 units piston-mode amplitude. Now, with
approximately 2.5 units of ship setion motion in both sway and heave as that indiated
in (4.3), we shold get about 12 - 15 units of piston motion. This is what we got, as seen
from (4.3).
Eet of ow separation. So far we have disussed the linearized solution only.
What we have illustrated is that, given the ship motion, and under the ondition that the
exitation of the piston-mode motion was mainly via the ship, the terminal gap elevation
was predited well by linear theory using fored motions. The problem whih is not
taken into aount by linear theory is of ourse the ow separation. In reality, the ow
separation must be modelled in order to nd the atual ship motion near resonane. And
so, we need to inlude the ow separation diretly in our analysis. This is what we have
done in the present work and present in the main study in Setion 10.3.
A omment on three-dimensional eets. We want to omment on that the
present work has only onsidered the two-dimensional problem, whereas all realisti sit-
uations are three-dimensional. In the problem of a ship by a terminal, waves will be
sattered in all diretions and in partiular radiate from the fore- and aft ends of the
strutures. This means there is a further damping eet assoiated with these openings,
as the wave radiation represents an energy ux out of the system. This radiation is ap-
tured by linear potential ow theory. However, a three-dimensional visous eet is that
investigated in Aarsnes (1984), where the eet of ow separation from the fore- and aft
ends of a ship in open waters (i.e. without terminal) was onsidered. Seen from above the
ow separation from the longitudinal extremities indues a bak-ow, thereby reduing
the in-ow veloity on the bilge keels resulting in less vortiity shed from these. In the
present ontext, the net eet from this phenomenon on the piston-mode resonane is not
easily deduted without detailed investigation.
Chapter 5
Numerial wavetank - the basis
In this hapter we explain the basis of our time-domain numerial wavetanks. The plural
form wavetanks refers to a linear as well as a fully nonlinear wavetank. The inlusion
of the free shear layer and in- and out-ow of boundary layers are explained in the two
next hapters. We here introdue the boundary integral equation on whih all of the
numerial work is based, and its disretized version in terms of a set of boundary element
equations leading to a Boundary Element Method (BEM). Evolution in time is ahieved
by adopting the Mixed Eulerian - Lagrangian (MEL) approah. In the Eulerian phase we
solve the boundary element equations, whereas in the Lagrangian phase the free surfae
as well as the potential on the free surfae are stepped forward in time aording to the
free-surfae onditions using the solution aquired in the Eulerian phase.
None of the theories in this hapter are new to this work; the boundary integral
equations, the BEM as well as the MEL approah are well established in the literature.
One may therefore argue that some of the following text is, stritly speaking, unneessary.
We feel, however, that negleting to inlude the following theory would leave the present
text inomplete and the work nearly impossible to reprodue, in partiular that regarding
the alternative fore expression in Chapter 8, where e.g. sign onventions are ruial. We
therefore proeed by introduing the boundary integral equation.
5.1 Boundary integral equation
The Laplae equation (2.1) is our governing equation for the uid ow in Ω∪S (f. Figure
2.1) given in so-alled strong, or dierential form. This may, along with proper boundary
onditions, be reast into a weak, or integral form upon applying Green's seond identity,
leading to a boundary integral equation. The re-writing is of a purely mathematial
harater. Therefore, after the statement of the integral equations, we inlude a short
disussion on how to interpret the boundary integral, whih in our opinion is quite useful
for understanding the physial uid ow of our problem.
We assume that the veloity potential ϕ(x) that we aim at solving for is analyti for
all x ∈ Ω ∪ S. In order to apply Green's seond identity we need to introdue another
funtion ψ. If this is harmoni in Ω, we have ∇2ψ = 0. Then,∫
Ω
(
ϕ∇2ψ − ψ∇2ϕ) dΩ = 0 (5.1)
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We now take ψ = log r, whih is the fundamental solution of the Laplae equation in free
spae. This funtion is singular at the point r = 0, where r = ((x− ξ)2 + (y − η)2)1/2.
We all x = (x, y) the eld point and ξ = (ξ, η) the loation of the singularity. If we let
x ∈ Ω ∪ S, from (5.1) and Green's seond identity we get
0 =
∫
S1
(
ϕ
∂ψ
∂n
− ∂ϕ
∂n
ψ
)
ds+
∫
S
(
ϕ
∂ψ
∂n
− ∂ϕ
∂n
ψ
)
ds, (5.2)
where the integration is with respet to ξ. S1 is introdued in order to exlude the singular-
ity. This is explained in onnetion with Figure A.1. After the limiting proess desribed
there, we obtain the boundary integral equation that we will use for our numerial work,
whih is
α(x)ϕ(x) =
∫
S
ϕ(ξ)
∂ψ(ξ,x)
∂nξ
ds−
∫
S
∂ϕ(ξ)
∂nξ
ψ(ξ,x) ds. (5.3)
Here, α(x) is the internal angle measured ounter-lokwise, being e.g. −2π when the eld
point x is away from the boundary and −π when on a at part of the boundary. ∂/∂nξ =
nx ∂/∂ξ + ny ∂/∂η is the normal derivative with respet to the integration parameter.
When the eld point x is on the boundary, the rst integral in (5.3) must be interpreted
as a prinipal value integral. The ontribution from that integral is expliitly given by
the term on the left hand side.
ψ = log r is within the theory of uid mehanis referred to as a soure. Dierentiating
the soure with respet to ξ one obtains what is referred to as a dipole. The dipole has a
diretion, and when dierentiating in the nξ-diretion, it is alled a normal dipole. The
funtions are
ψ(ξ,x) = log r (Soure),
∂ψ(ξ,x)
∂nξ
=
∂
∂nξ
log r (Normal dipole),
(5.4)
whih are also often referred to as Rankine singularities in the present ontext. These are
singularities that do not satisfy any boundary onditions, they are solutions of the innite
uid ase. With the present hoie of ψ, the boundary integral equation (5.3) expresses
a distribution of Rankine singularities over the boundary S.
The dipole attains a stronger singularity at r = 0 than the soure. A soure has a
range of inuene far beyond that of a dipole of the same strength, but the dipole has a
more pronouned inuene in its immediate neighbourhood, for physially, the range is
proportional to the indued veloity whih is the gradient of the potential, being propor-
tional to 1/r for the soure and 1/r2 for the dipole. These fats are keys in understanding
how the uid reats when disturbed.
The soure distribution represents the motion of a boundary. In the boundary integral
equation (5.3), the soure strength ∂ϕ/∂nξ represents the normal veloity of the solid
boundaries, and is known via the solid body boundary ondition (2.5). The role of the
dipoles is not interpreted as easily. It is two-fold. Firstly, they ensure loally that no ow
indued by soures or dipoles elsewhere indues ow through the wall at its position, and
seondly indue ow felt in its neighbourhood, whih depending on the harateristis of
the problemmay be globally signiant or not. In any ase, the dipole strength represented
by ϕ is known on the free surfae via the free-surfae boundary ondition (2.3).
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We mention that the so-alled desingularized boundary element methods exists where
point singularities are distributed along titious lines outside the boundary S of the
domain, as well as outside the uid domain. Aording to the priniple of distributing
soures and dipoles for onstruting a solution as disussed above, this is another way of
doing that. However, the method is atually based on assuming analyti ontinuation of
the potential outside the onsidered domain. Due to this assumption, there are limitations
on how to go inside a body with sharp orners and also how to treat the intersetions
between the free surfae and solid boundaries. Singularities must be distributed there, and
are must be taken in doing that. We have not in the present work used or investigated this
method, but the desingularized method has been applied e.g. by Shønberg and Rainey
(2002) to study green water loading and Lalli (1997) to study the wave resistane problem.
They point out that a disadvantage of the desingularized method is that an ill-onditioned
matrix system appears if the position of the point singularities are not arefully hosen.
The argument for using the desingularized method, however, is aording to Lalli (1997)
a faster solver, ease of implementation and avoiding strong singularities assoiated with
higher order methods. On the other hand, it is expeted that the auray of the solution
at intersetion points between the free surfae and a solid surfae suh as a body, is redued
relative to the method applied in the present ase where singularities are distributed along
the boundary itself.
5.2 Wave making and absorption
There are two main strategies for generating waves in a time-domain numerial wavetank.
The rst is by moving a part of the solid boundary. This is rather straight-forward in a
BEM, and the hosen strategy in the present work. This was found most onvenient sine
we have a losed tank. The seond is by imposing analyti values for the uid veloity
along a vertial ontrol surfae as well as imposing the orresponding free-surfae elevation
there. This is a onvenient way to do it if the wavetank is not losed. This strategy has
been adopted e.g. by Baarholm (2001) where he investigated the two-dimensional problem
of slamming underneath platform deks using a fully nonlinear time-domain wavetank.
He modelled parts of the free surfae only, and the water depth was innite. The domain
was restrited laterally by a ontrol surfae on one side, and a numerial damping zone on
the other. On the ontrol surfae he applied the analyti results in innite water depth as
given by Bryant (1983). The fully nonlinear solution is there given as a series, whih in
pratie is trunated. In nite depth, similar solutions are given by Rieneker and Fenton
(1981).
In the present work, both the piston and single ap type wavemakers are implemented.
During the present study only regular waves have been onsidered. See Figure 3.1. The
user presribes the wavemaker type and height of the paddle hwm, the wave period and a
desired (linear) steepness, and the stroke S is alulated from the Bièsel transfer funtions
(3.4). Alternatively, the wavemaker stroke S(t) may be given as a time-series provided
by means of a text-le generated a priori, allowing e.g. for reprodution of model tests
or for irregular wave generation. We have used the latter extensively during the present
work. We have not, however, onsidered irregular waves.
A numerial damping zone is used to damp out waves in the far-eld. There are
several possible ways to ahieve wave damping as disussed e.g. in Newman (2008). We
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of numerial damping zone parameter ν(x). Typial senarios
of a body in inoming waves (upper) or in fored heave motion (lower).
follow that desribed by Clement (1996), where artiial dissipation terms are added in
the free-surfae onditions, here hosen to be proportional to the vertial oordinate of the
free surfae y and the potential ϕ in the kinemati and dynami free-surfae onditions,
respetively,
Dx
Dt
= ∇ϕ− νy on SF ,
Dϕ
Dt
=
1
2
(
∂ϕ
∂x
)2
+
1
2
(
∂ϕ
∂y
)2
− gy − νϕ on SF .
(5.5)
Here ν = ν(x) is typially a smooth funtion whih is nonzero in the damping zone, and
zero elsewhere. See Figure 5.1. It is taken suh as to smoothly inrease up to a value
νmax. The interval over whih ν(x) is nonzero is denoted Ld. Sine the funtion should
be smooth to minimize reetions, it must vary with x. The funtion ν is from (5.5) not
expliitly a funtion of x, it rather has the dimension of frequeny 1/s. This indiates a
dependene on wave frequeny or equivalently wave number, or equivalently, wavelength.
The dependene on wavelength justies the spatial variation. Choosing the atual shape
of ν(x) is a matter of experiene, and we have hosen the shape of a third order polynomial
as ν(x) = νmax(−2xˆ3 + 3xˆ2), where xˆ = (x− xd)/Ld, where xd is desribed in Figure 5.1.
During our work we have usually taken Ld to be a multiple of the wavelength. Typial
values are Ld = 3λ − 6λ. The atual value of νmax is determined empirially, typially
depending on water depth and Ld. The empirially based damping zone is found to work
satisfatory.
As kh dereases, the eetiveness of the damping strategy in (5.5) will derease. The
strategy provides no damping in the shallow water limit. This was disussed in detail by
Clement (1996). So for example the front of a wave train is not eetively damped out.
A piston-type strategy at the far end of the tank is then appropriate, as suggested by
Clement (1996). He presented a simple piston-type damping strategy based on ontrol
theory, and demonstrated its eetiveness for small kh. Suh a piston-type damping
devie has not been implemented in the present work.
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5.3 The Boundary Element Method
The BEM is the disretized version of the boundary integral equation (5.3). The boundary
of the uid domain, S, is divided into elements of some presribed shape, and the variation
of the unknowns over eah element assumed to be of a ertain order. A so-alled low order
method assumes onstant value of variation of the unknowns over eah element, while a
higher order method assumes a linear or higher order of variation of the unknowns over
eah element. Typially, one assumes a similar order of the shape of the elements as that
assumed of the variation of the elements. What one hooses is more or less a matter of
taste.
Assuming a onstant variation over eah element, the boundary onditions are typi-
ally satised at the mid-point of eah element, and with a higher order variation it is
satised at several olloation points on eah element. Methods with onstant variation
has been applied in studies on slamming by several authors and with good results, e.g.
Baarholm (2001) and Zhao and Faltinsen (1993). Note that in their works, a paraboli
t of the free surfae was introdued in order to properly onserve mass near the body in
onnetion with the kinemati free-surfae ondition. Linear variation over eah element,
with pieewise straight elements, has been adopted with suess for a nonlinear numerial
wavetank by Greo (2001). A method for free-surfae ows using arbitrary high order is
presented in Landrini, Grytøyr, and Faltinsen (1999).
A onsequene of hoosing a higher order method is that we satisfy the boundary
onditions at singular points involving onvex orners of the domain as well as the inter-
setion between the free surfae and solid boundaries. Although a higher order variation
provides a better desription of the solution in the main part of the domain, it does not
provide a more aurate solution at the singular points. It is perhaps natural to expet
problems of numerial harater assoiated with the singular points due to the lak of
proper mathematial modelling. However, the works referred to above presents numerial
results that are of good quality.
In the present work we have hosen pieewise linear elements and a pieewise lin-
ear variation of the unknowns over eah element. When dealing with propagating wave
problems, higher order variation (inluding linear) is perhaps more ommonly used than
onstant variation, judging from the literature. We believe that for propagating waves
over several wavelengths and over many periods it is proper to use a linear variation.
We divide the boundary S into a total of N straight elements. A linear variation of
some quantity z over element j is then
z =
zj+1 − zj
sj+1 − sj s− zj on Sj . (5.6)
In the present ontext, z represent ϕ, ϕn or xF , and s is the ar length along the element.
As introdued earlier, xF are the free-surfae oordinates. The boundary integral equation
(5.3) is satised at the N end points xi of the elements, hereafter alled nodes. The two
integrals in (5.3) beome sums of 2N integrals, eah over an element Sj, and the disrete
version of (5.3) is given by (A.1). Re-arranging the terms suh that the known quantities
are on the right hand side and the unknowns on the other, we obtain a linear system of
N equations in N unknowns, say
Ax = b, (5.7)
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where the unknowns in x are the values of ϕn and ϕ on the free-surfae and the solid
boundary nodes, respetively.
We require the potential to be ontinuous at the intersetions between the free surfae
and solid boundaries, suh that ϕ is known through the dynami free-surfae ondition
at these points. The unit normal vetor is here essentially disontinuous and the normal
veloity therefore double valued, with that on the wall known through the body boundary
ondition while that on the free surfae is an unknown.
5.4 Time-stepping - the Lagrangian phase
One the solution x in (5.7) is obtained as just desribed, the potential and the free-surfae
position are updated aording to the free-surfae onditions (2.3) and (2.4) respetively.
The free-surfae onditions are both ordinary dierential equations of type z˙ = f(t, z),
with z being the potential ϕ or the free-surfae position xF , while f is 0.5ϕ
2
n+0.5ϕ
2
s−gy
or ∇ϕ in the two free-surfae onditions respetively. In the present work we use an
expliit Runge-Kutta method of orderm for time integration sheme. The expliit Runge-
Kutta methods are preditor-orretor type of shemes, that is the right hand side of the
ordinary dierential equation f is estimated, iteratively, m times at positions updated
from the previous estimate, and the nal f taken as a weighted sum of the estimates.
This means that the boundary value problem must be solved at least m times eah main
time-step. When solving the fully nonlinear problem, the system matrix A in (5.7) must
be onstruted eah sub-step, whereas in the linear ase where the omputational domain
does not hange, the system matrix is onstruted and inverted one at the beginning of
the simulation. The system (5.7) must, however, be solved eah sub-step also in the linear
ase.
The present implementation is suh that an arbitrary order up to m = 4 may be
hosen. For higher orders, the number of preditions needed is higher than the ahieved
order, see e.g. Iserles (1996). Typial hoies in our eld is order two or four. Order one is
also used, but seems from the literature to be less popular in the ontext of time-domain
BEM odes. There is always a trade-o between omputational time and auray, and
in the present work we have preferred the fast onvergene provided by the fourth order
sheme on the expense of doubled omputational time relative to order two. The lassial
expliit Runge-Kutta fourth order sheme is
zn+1 = zn +
∆t
6
(f1 + 2 f2 + 2 f3 + f4) (5.8)
where ∆t is the length of the main time-step, the super-sript n means main time-step
number, and
f1 = f
n, f2 = f
n + 0.5∆t f1, f3 = f
n + 0.5∆t f2, f4 = f
n +∆t f3. (5.9)
Choosing the type of time integration sheme is a matter worth attention. Attention
must, however, also be given to how to atually update the position of the nodes, i.e.
how to alulate the right hand side f . Due to our hoie of having the olloation points
at the nodes, the unit normal and tangential vetors are not uniquely dened there. We
have hosen to introdue averaged unit vetors n¯j and s¯j at the nodes as illustrated in
Figure 5.2. In the present a seond order polynomial y(x) is tted through the node j
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Figure 5.2: Average unit normal and tangential vetors n¯j and s¯j at nodes estimated
by the tangent of a seond order polynomial tted through the node itself and its two
neighbouring nodes.
and its two neighbouring nodes. The tangent of the polynomial at node j is taken to
represent the tangential diretion. At intersetion points, n¯j and s¯j are taken as n and s
at its neighbouring element. The position of node j is hene updated by the veloity
(∇ϕ)j ≃ (ϕn)j n¯j + (ϕs)j s¯j , (5.10)
where the normal veloity (ϕn)j is the solution from (5.7), and the tangential veloity
(ϕs)j estimated by dierene-shemes orret to seond order in a urvilinear manner,
using entral dierenes at the main part of the free-surfae nodes, while forward and
bakward dierenes at the intersetions. Expressions for the dierene shemes are given
by the expressions (A.4) - (A.6).
In the onstrution of the seond-order polynomial above, we represent the free surfae
by the vertial oordinate as a funtion of the horizontal oordinate, y(x). This limits the
appliability to a non-overturning free surfae. This is, however, a limitation whih has no
pratial limitations in the present work. Throughout our studies, we did not onsider any
breaking waves. A plunging breaker would introdue problems in long-time simulations
without proper handling of these, and this was outside the sope of the present projet.
In ase one wishes to study overturning waves, however, the method is easily modied by
the following approah. For eah node j, rotate the two neighbour elements Sj−1 and Sj
suh that the two far end-points xj+1 and xj lie in the horizontal plane. Then ompute
the seond order polynomial in this rotated plane to obtain the tangent there. Calulate
the unit vetors in the rotated plane based on the tangent. The unit vetors n¯j and s¯j in
the physial plane are obtained by rotating these bak to the physial plane.
5.4.1 The intersetion point between the free surfae and a solid
boundary
Sine, as disussed earlier, within the framework of potential theory the intersetion points
between the free surfae and solid boundaries are singular, there is no way that we may
represent the physis in an absolute sense here. Thorough analysis of the problem of a
wavemaker of both sudden and innitely smooth start-up assuming linear potential ow
theory is presented in Roberts (1987), where he demonstrates that the solution in the very
near viinity of the wavemaker attains a spatially osillatory behaviour with the amplitude
nite, but the wave number inreasing to innity when approahing the singular point.
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Note that this is a onsequene of assuming linear theory. The osillatory behaviour is
not aptured in the present linear wavetank, as we in general disretize the free surfae
suh that these osillations are on a muh smaller sale than the rst element. This lak
of modelling is thought not to be of signiane in the present work.
However, there are inonsistenies introdued by the disretization; the veloity om-
puted based on ϕn and ϕs on the free surfae is in general not onsistent with that imposed
on the solid surfae. Eort should be made on treating this matter as onsistent as pos-
sible. We tried two methods, where the latter was found superior to the rst, providing
more stable long-time simulations. In the rst method, the position of the intersetion
node was updated simply aording to (5.10), and next extrapolated/interpolated along
the newly dened free-surfae element onto the new position of the solid boundary. This
was found to work satisfatory exept for long time simulations with large motion of the
solid boundary. This aused saw-tooth type of instabilities on the free surfae in the ter-
minal gap in ases of large ship setion motion. An improved, probably more onsistent
method was as follows. First denote by u the veloity from (5.10). Next, this is projeted
onto the solid boundary providing a veloity omponent along the wall usw = u ·sw, where
the subsript w refers to wall. The node veloity is then taken as
∇ϕ = unw nw + usw sw, (5.11)
where unw = U ·n is given by the solid boundary ondition (2.5). This is thought to give
a more onsistent motion seen from the solid boundary point of view.
There are also other, similar hoies, suh as the double node approah explained in
Tanizawa (2000). The idea of the double node approah is to require that nw · u = unw
and nf · u = unf . Here, u = (ux, uy) is the unknown and desired veloity vetor of the
intersetion point, unw is the presribed normal veloity of the wall at the intersetion
point, and unf the normal veloity of the free surfae at the intersetion point. This yields
two equations for the two unknown veloity omponents, ux and uy, whih is readily solved
for. We see that the double node approah does not make use of the tangential veloity
along the free surfae, ϕs, and hene avoids the use of a nite dierene sheme whih is
neessary for estimation of that quantity.
5.4.2 Mass onservation in the numerial sheme
Mass onservation is the ore of our method, expressed by the Laplae equation and re-
formulated in the boundary integral equations. At eah time-step we alulate the exat
volume V of the disretized surfae using Gauss's theorem (see Setion D.2), for example
by
V =
∫
S
y ny ds (5.12)
sine V =
∫
Ω
1 dΩ and ∇ · (0, y) = 1.
The spatial disretization naturally introdues errors, as does the temporal disretiza-
tion. Throughout our work we have heked the level of error in this respet in all ases.
We typially observe a nearly sinusoidal variation of V , but in no ases any sign of inrease
or derease of the volume. The osillation amplitude dereases with dereasing time-step.
Exept for some of the very early work, the amplitude has been within V/V0 ∼ O (10−6),
where V0 is the initial volume at still water onditions.
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5.5 Dynami re-gridding of the boundaries
Dynami re-gridding of the disretized boundary is applied in the nonlinear wavetank in
order to make it possible to impose a resolution at a ertain level. The disretization
of the boundary S is initially presribed. Typially, a osine distribution of elements is
used along eah part of the boundary, as desribed by (A.8). Note that the parameter
β in (A.8) indiates the degree of renement towards one or both ends of the seleted
part of the boundary. What we mean by a parts of a boundary in this ontext is either
one side of the ship setion, the terminal wall, the wavemaker, the sea oor or the two
separated parts of the free surfae. A gradually rened grid with renement near the ends
as provided by this kind of distribution is onsidered good pratie, in partiular towards
intersetion points between the free surfae and a solid part of the boundary. However,
with a ne disretization near an intersetion point the need for re-gridding is evident.
The implementation of dynami re-gridding was in the present work mainly inspired
by the large vertial piston-mode motion in the terminal gap. Re-gridding the right side of
the ship setion and the terminal was found neessary. The implementation was, however,
done slightly more general than only to inlude the terminal gap area. The two losest
elements near any of the intersetion points between the uid and the solid boundaries
are split upon exeeding 1.8 of their original lengths, and removed if smaller than 0.4 of
the original lengths. There is no re-gridding applied on other parts of the boundary other
than the elements losest to the intersetion points. The re-gridding is applied at the end
of eah main time-step.
The potential is linearly interpolated when splitting a free-surfae element. During our
work we experiened some parasiti osillatory saw-tooth like behaviour of the free surfae
nodes losest to an intersetion point following re-gridding of the free surfae. We believe
that the parasiti osillations are assoiated with the linear interpolation of the potential
when splitting an element, whih we suspet is too rude. We have not onsidered more
rened interpolation strategies, suh as using ubi spline interpolation, but have from
ommuniation with other researhers the feeling that the goodness of the re-gridding of
the free surfae is sensitive to these issues. We have hene tried to keep the ourrene
of re-gridding of the free surfae at a minimum. In our appliation of a ship setion by a
terminal, re-gridding is typially assoiated with two phenomena: Stokes drift and large
sway or roll motion of the ship setion. As for the rst, the Stokes drift will streth the
element losest to the wavemaker, but any pronouned Stokes drift is assoiated with
larger amplitude waves than those generated for the most part in the present work. For
the seond, sine we have studied piston-like behaviour, i.e. a near at free surfae in the
terminal gap, there has been no need to apply a ne disretization of the free surfae in the
terminal gap. The number of elements on the free surfae in the terminal gap has mainly
been hosen suh as to avoid splitting of the elements there. Saw-tooth instabilities would
arise and beome signiant typially after about 5 - 10 wave periods after a splitting.
We also want to mention a few words regarding smoothing of the free surfae. We
have seen that many authors mention that smoothing every time-step or at periodi
time intervals is a neessity for stable long-time simulations, e.g. for the propagation
of wave trains. They report that saw-tooth instabilities quikly arise and eventually
lead to simulation break-down if negleting smoothing. For example, Longuet-Higgins
and Cokelet (1978) used a stenil providing a weighting proedure of nearby points, and
prefers what they all the ve-point stenil. Koo and Kim (2004) refers to this as ve-point
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Chebyshev smoothing.
In the present work we have used no suh smoothing. There has been no need for this.
In our experiene there are three situations that give rise to the mentioned saw-tooth
instabilities. First, as disussed, improper re-gridding of the free surfae, with partiular
referene to the re-distribution of the potential ϕ. Seond, improper handling of the
intersetion points. And third, implementation errors, in partiular those assoiated with
reating the system matrix A in (5.7). For instane, bugs may easily be introdued if not
areful with respet to the prinipal value integrals, the internal angle α or the treatment
of the atan -funtion. We emphasize that these three situations are those experiened by
the author during work with weakly nonlinear ow only, e.g. with no overturning of the
free surfae or wave run-up, and does not onstitute a omplete list of reasons for the
ourrene of saw-tooth instabilities in general for more violent free-surfae ow.
Chapter 6
Numerial modelling of the ow
separation
In this hapter we present the numerial aspets of inluding the free shear layer in
the numerial wavetank. This involves the limiting proess of exluding the vortiity
from the domain to obtain an extended version of the boundary integral equation (5.3),
the disretization of the resulting thin free shear layer and an explanation on how the
Kutta ondition is imposed numerially. We next present an algorithm for automati
simpliations of the free shear layer whih was developed in order to be able to run
long-time simulations without exessively omplex vortial strutures in near sinusoidal
ow. We last present an appliation of the method to foil in innite uid serving partly
as a veriation of the present implementation.
The method of inluding the free shear layer as a dipole distribution into the boundary
integral formulation is not new to this work, inluding also its disretization and some
numerial aspets as how to enfore the Kutta ondition and a method of re-gridding
the free shear layer. However, the algorithm for the automati simpliations is new and
onsidered a ontribution from the present work to the eld of ow separation modelling.
6.1 Boundary integral equation inluding the free shear
layer
The free shear layer is inluded in the boundary layer equation by exluding the thin
strip ontaining vortiity, SV , in a similar manner as the singular points are exluded as
desribed earlier in onnetion with equation (5.3). The integration path is shown in the
left part of Figure 6.1. The limit is taken suh that S1, S2 and S5 tend to zero length,
while S3 and S4 tends to SV , resulting in the onguration shown in the right part of
Figure 6.1. The boundary integral equation (5.3) is then extended to
α(x)ϕ(x) =
∫
S
ϕ(ξ)
∂ψ(ξ,x)
∂nξ
ds−
∫
S
∂ϕ(ξ)
∂nξ
ψ(ξ,x) ds
−
∫
SV
Γ(ξ)
∂ψ(ξ,x)
∂nξ
ds,
(6.1)
for all points x ∈ Ω∪S ∪SV . If the eld point x is on one of the boundaries S or SV , the
orresponding integral over the dipole distribution must be interpreted as a prinipal value
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Figure 6.1: The limiting proess of a thin free shear layer. S1−5 are shrunk to a single
line. The unit normal vetor on the - side is denoted n
−
. We nally let n := n− and
s := s− along SV .
integral. The soure terms along S3 + S4 anel due to the assumption of an innitely
thin shear layer and opposite signs of the normal vetors on eah side, while the normal
veloity is ontinuous aross the free shear layer. The Γ-term appears sine Γ = ϕ+−ϕ−,
and sine ϕ+ 6= ϕ−, these terms do not anel. We reognize the negative value of the
irulation −Γ as the strength of the dipole distribution along the free shear layer.
We mention that, in reality, the free shear layer has a nite width atually expanding
from the time the shedding ours, as indiated in Figure 2.2. If modelling a nite width
free shear layer, the soure terms would model the spreading of the shear layer, a diusion
eet.
The veloity of the free shear layer, Uc, is given formally by (2.12). We may, however,
express Uc expliitly as the gradient of (6.1). Some are must be taken in this proedure,
as desribed in the following. In the limiting proedure for the exlusion of the free shear
layer desribed above, we now take the eld point x to be on the free shear layer. As the
two sides S3 and S4 are shrunk towards eah other, a full irle remains enlosing the eld
point, with the two halves of the irle residing on eah side of the free shear layer. So
the value of the potential is ϕ− over one half of the integral and ϕ+ over the other half
of the integral, giving −πϕ− − πϕ+ = −2πϕ¯, where ϕ¯ = 0.5(ϕ− + ϕ+). Considering now
equation (6.1) we get ϕ¯ on the left hand side and on the right hand side the last integral
beomes a prinipal value integral. The veloity of the free shear layer, being Uc = ∇ϕ¯,
is then
−2πUc(xv) =
∫
S
ϕ(ξ)∇∂ψ(ξ,x)
∂nξ
ds−
∫
S
∇∂ϕ(ξ)
∂nξ
ψ(ξ,x) ds
− −
∫
SV
Γ(ξ)∇∂ψ(ξ,x)
∂nξ
ds,
(6.2)
where ∇ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y) is as before the usual gradient operator, and the last term is a
prinipal value integral.
Riemann uts. Before we proeed with the disretization of the free shear layer,
we introdue so-alled Riemann uts. We dene by a Riemann ut a urve of any shape
in the (x, y)-plane with a disontinuity of the potential ϕ aross the ut, and with the
restrition that there is no hange in Γ along it. Sine Γ is onstant along it, there is no
shear along a Riemann ut. The Riemann uts are of purely mathematial harater and
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of Riemann uts represented by the three dashed lines olle-
tively alled SR. The solid line Sv represents the unsimplied part of the free shear
layer. Aross the Riemann ut SR, the potential ϕ is disontinuous, while the normal
and tangential veloities, ϕn and ϕs, are ontinuous. Expetions are at the onnetion
points denoted by squares. These points are singular and eah point represents a point
vortex.
is introdued basially as a means of simplifying the struture of the free shear layer. The
shape of the Riemann ut may typially be that of a straight line.
In the present methodology a Riemann ut is modelled as a urve with onstant dipole
distribution Γ. There are singularities at the ends of the Riemann uts that need speial
are. Introduing a Riemann ut is mathematially equivalent to introduing a point
vortex at its far end, and typially we want to simplify the free shear layer suh that a
near irular vortial struture is represented by a point vortex. Sine there is no shear
along the main parts of a Riemann ut both the tangential and normal veloities are
ontinuous along this part. All the shear is onentrated to the end vortex whih is
singular. An example of a Riemann ut made up from three straight lines is shown in
Figure 6.2. We denote the unsimplied part of the free shear layer by Sv and the Riemann
uts by SR. Together they represent what we onsider the whole free shear layer in our
model, i.e. SV = Sv + SR. Along eah Riemann ut the dipole strength Γ is onstant.
If the value of Γ on two neighbouring Riemann uts dier, the eet is a point vortex at
the onneting point, indiated by the squares. The far end square will represent a point
vortex as long as Γ 6= 0 along the last straight segment of the Riemann ut. We will often
refer to this set-up as having three Riemann uts, meaning the three straight urves.
There may in priniple be several Riemann uts onneting several unsimplied parts
of the free shear layer. We have in our work always onsidered Riemann uts to represent
the far end of the free shear layer. The reason is that we ut the end parts of the free shear
layer twie eah wave period. This will beome lear when we shortly disuss the auto-
mati simpliation proedure of the free shear layer. We rst present the disretization
proedure for the free shear layer.
6.2 Disretization of the free shear layer
We disretize the unsimplied part of the free shear layer Sv into Nv pieewise linear
elements, and assume Γ to vary pieewise linearly along eah element. Choosing the
lowest order method with onstant dipole distribution along eah element would provide
poor auray of the indued veloities lose to the free shear layer, as eah node would
eetively at as a disrete vortex, with resulting insuient modelling of the spiraling
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vorties. Anyway, sine we assume the same variation of ϕ and ϕn along S, inluding
the free shear layer into the system of equations is a straightforward extension. We
further inlude the NR Riemann uts as straight elements with onstant dipole strength
Γ over eah ut. A Riemann ut is thus in this sense treated similar to an element
of the unsimplied part of the free shear layer, exept it has always a onstant dipole
distribution. We denote by NV the sum of the free shear layer elements and Riemann
uts, that is NV = Nv +NR.
The disrete version of (6.1) is given by (B.1). This is the same as (A.1) exept with
also a sum over the dipoles of SV with strength Γj. The ontribution from the integral
over the free shear layer enters the right hand side of the system (5.7) as known quantities
sine Γ is known.
6.2.1 Kutta ondition
As stated earlier, there are two requirements in the Kutta ondition. First, the ow
must leave tangentially from one side of the body, and seond, the potential must be
ontinuous from the body and into the uid. In the numerial model these are imposed
by the following proedure.
First, the ow is imposed to leave tangentially by imposing the diretion of the free
shear layer element losest to the separation point to be in the diretion of the tangent of
the body element losest to the point of separation (on the shedding side). Node 2 of the
free shear layer, whih is the end of the rst free shear layer element, is fored to move in
the tangential diretion with the veloity 0.5Us.
Seond, the ontinuity of ϕ from the body and into the uid is imposed in the following
manner. When ow separation is enfored, we avoid to expliitly satisfy the boundary
value integrals at the node dening the separation point xs as we do in the ase without
separation. In that ase the boundary integral equation was satised at the orner with
α = −3π/2 in (5.3). Instead, extrapolation from both sides along the body is used.
Not solving for this node means we loose one equation. Further, sine the potential is
disontinuous over the free shear layer, i.e. ϕ+ 6= ϕ− in general at the orner, we impliitly
add one unknown. This means we are two equations short. However, we require the
potential jump on the body to be equal to Γ0, hene introduing one additional equation
sine the irulation is known. Next, we represent the two values of the potential at
the separation point by extrapolating ϕ linearly along the walls using the values at the
two elements on eah side next to the elements losest to the separation point. This
introdues two more additional equations, meaning there is an overhead by one equation.
We resolve that by not satisfying the boundary integral equations at the end point of one
of the elements adjaent to the orner. We have hosen to exlude ϕi−1 as unknown in
our alulations, where node i denes the separation point. We get that
ϕ+ − ϕ− = Γ0,
ϕ+ = aϕi+1 + b ϕi+2, ϕ
− = c ϕi + d ϕi−1,
(6.3)
where a = 1+∆si/∆si+1, b = −∆si/∆si+1, c = 1+∆si−1/∆si−2 and d = −∆si−1/∆si−2.
∆si is the length of element i whih has end-points xi and xi+1.
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6.3 Evolution of the free shear layer
One the system of equations (5.7) are solved, we may alulated the veloity Uc at the
nodes of the free shear layer as well as the separation veloity Us. Using these and the
position of the free shear layer xv and the irulation Γ may be stepped forward in time
aording to (2.13) and (2.14).
The hosen time integration sheme for the free shear layer is the simple expliit Euler
sheme, that is, in the numerial wavetank where the fourth order Runge Kutta method
is used, the free shear layer is updated only one at the beginning of eah main time-step.
Choosing the simple expliit Euler method must be seen in ontext with the re-gridding
and automati simpliations applied to the free shear layer whih will be disussed in
detail in the next setion. Also, the expliit Euler sheme was found to be adequate in
earlier works, e.g. in Faltinsen and Pettersen (1987). This means, given the solution of
ϕ and ϕn along S, and Γ along SV at the beginning of time-step n, we alulate the
separation point veloity Us and Uc based on these, and the updated solutions xv and Γ
are next used as foring on the right hand side of (5.7) in all the four sub time-steps of
the fourth order Runge Kutta sheme for the free surfae.
6.3.1 The veloity of the free shear layer nodes
We need to distinguish slightly the way to obtain the veloity at the nodes of the unsim-
plied part of the free shear layer, and that of the point vorties. The latter is explained
in the next sub-setion.
The disrete version of the veloity of the mid-point of an element of the unsimplied
part of the free shear layer is given by (B.2). Note that the summation over the free
shear layer is both the free shear layer elements and the Riemann uts, altogether NV
terms. The free shear layer veloities at eah node, exept for the end node, is found by
linear interpolation of the alulated veloities at the mid-points of the two neighbouring
elements in a urvilinear fashion.
The veloity at the end node, that is node Nv + 1, is obtained as follows. First, the
value from linear extrapolation using the values at the mid-points of elements Nv and
Nv−1 is alulated, all it ua. Next, the value based on tting a seond order polynomial
through the mid-point of element Nv − 1 and that of nodes Nv − 1 and Nv is alulated,
all it ub. Upon using only ua, the end node tends to ross the inner spiral ore after some
time, and upon using only ub the end element tends to rotate around its hinge point.
Sine extrapolation in general is a dubious aair, we hose to experiment with dierent
ombinations of ua and ub following the strategy of trial and error. The nal ombination
was taken as 0.6 ua + 0.4 ub (for node Nv + 1).
We mention that the omputer time assoiated with alulating the veloity of the Nv
nodes of the free shear layer is not negligible, at least when Nv/N ∼ O{1}. This is due to
the summation in (B.2) over all N + NV elements when alulating the veloity at eah
of the Nv free shear layer element mid-points.
6.3.2 The veloity of the point vorties
The veloity of a point vortex, or the far end of a Riemann ut, needs speial treatment.
Basially, the expression (B.2) is used, but modied in two ways. First the sum is over all
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free shear layer elements, so the j 6= i should be negleted. Seond, and more impor-
tantly, a point vortex does not indue any veloity on itself. Therefore, the ontribution
from its one or two neighbouring Riemann uts must be treated speially. If SkR is the
k'th Riemann ut with end oordinates xd and xe, then xe is the loation of the point
vortex for whih we want the veloity. The veloity indued by SkR, all it Ude, at some
position x is
Ude(x) = −Γk
2π
(
1
r2e
(y − ye)− 1
r2d
(y − yd),− 1
r2e
(x− xe) + 1
r2d
(x− xd)
)
.
(6.4)
The two terms involving 1/r2e must be interpreted as the ontribution from the point
vortex loated at position x = xe. When alulating the veloity of the point vortex at
xe, these two terms should be exluded. The proedure must be arried out for both the
neighbouring Riemann uts if not onsidering the very end vortex.
6.3.3 Separation veloity
The separation point veloity Us is in the present taken positive towards the separation
point, and basially taken as the largest of the two andidates on eah side, being
Us1 = −((∇ϕ)+ − vB) · s,
Us2 = ((∇ϕ)− − vB) · s
(6.5)
where vB = x˙G + ω × r is the ship setion motion at xs and s is the unit tangential
vetor along the body. Ideally, there is a stagnation point on the lee side of separation.
However, the uid veloities in (6.5) are alulated over the elements not next to, but
seond next to xs, and hene will take non-zero value in general. The hosen riterion
for swapping side of separation in ase of unsteady ow has in our experiene only small
onsequene regarding the auray, but is, however, a matter of importane with respet
to numerial stability. We believe that the treatment of the free shear layer element
losest to the body should be onsidered in onnetion with this as well. We have hosen
the following strategy for deiding separation diretion. Given a shedding diretion with
veloity, say Us1, this is hanged whenever Us2 exeeds (1 + ε)Us1 with ε a small value,
and left unhanged otherwise. We found that simulations using ε = 0 often resulted in
numerial instabilities in the ase of osillatory ambient ow around a ship setion orner
due to the small veloities ourring at both sides around the time of the ow separation
hanging diretion. This typially aused frequent hanges bak and forth every other
time-step leading eventually to entanglement of the free shear layer elements losest to
the separation point. We found a value of ε = 0.1 to improve this matter signiantly.
There is, however, still room for further improvements in order to ensure a more globally
robust numerial method. We report some problems related to the ow diretion hange
in onnetion with the study of a ship setion moored to a terminal in Chapter 10.
6.4 Automati simpliations of the free shear layer
In order to apply the present method to osillatory ow, repeated simpliations of the
free shear layer geometry as the simulation progresses is ruial. We begin by posing the
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two rules that (1) the free shear layer is not allowed to beome too omplex, and (2) the
free shear layer must not be over-simplied. We exploit our knowledge regarding the main
features of the free shear layer in order to dene a physially sound set of simpliations
whih obeys these two rules. Ignoring the simpliation proedure, even after one single
period the free shear layer strutures beome exeedingly omplex, as will beome lear
in this setion.
6.4.1 Charateristis in sinusoidal ow
In arbitrary osillatory ambient ow, there is no simple harateristi of the free shear
layer, while for sinusoidal ambient ow there is. Basially, in sinusoidal ambient ow four
single vorties, or two pairs of vorties, are shed eah period. The two single vorties
shed eah half period form a vortex pair, that is, they are formed in suh a way that they
remain lose to eah other and one reated they travel along under mutual inuene.
Their vortex strengths are of opposite sign due to opposite sign of the shed vortiity
from the two sides of the body, and typially they travel away from the body and return
in a large irular motion. The irular motion appears when the absolute value of the
strength of eah of the two are not equal. With idential absolute values of the strengths
they would in innite uid travel in a straight line, and most likely away from the body.
We illustrate the behaviour by means of an example. Figure 6.7 presents snapshots
of the free shear layer geometry during the rst few periods of a typial simulation. The
time step number is indiated in eah sub-plot. Referenes to the gures will be made
in the following explanations of the four main tools that we use: Re-gridding, dumping,
utting and resolution limitation (both temporally and spatially). None of these four
tools are new to this work. However, the automati identiation of the main vortial
strutures allowing for ontinuous simpliations ruial to long time simulations is new,
and is onsidered as a ontribution to the area of vortex traking methods. We disuss
this matter in some length and detail, as we have found, in aordane with earlier users
of the method (e.g. Braathen (1987), Faltinsen and Pettersen (1987)), that a substantial
amount of details must be dealt with properly in the pratial use of the method.
6.4.2 Re-gridding of the free shear layer
Sine a spiral ore will tend to streth the rest of the free shear layer, the atual length
Lv is in general longer than the sum of the lengths of the shed elements. Areas of large
vortiity urls up and strethes areas with less vortiity, thereby ausing element lengths
to beome inreasingly dierent. Our re-gridding strategy is as in Faltinsen and Pettersen
(1987)) based on keeping all elements of the free shear layer, exept the two losest to the
separation point, of equal length at all times. As illustrated in Figure 6.3(a), the nodes
on the Nv − 2 free shear elements are after eah time-step slided along the existing free
shear layer geometry suh that eah element obtain the length ∆s0v = Lv/(Nv − 2). The
length Lv is onserved in this manner.
More rened re-gridding strategies may have been hosen, suh as having ∆sv ∝ 1/κv
where κv is the loal urvature of the free shear layer, providing more elements to regions
of high urvature and hene providing higher resolution to ne strutures. The present
strategy, however, although perhaps somewhat rude, has the advantage of stabilizing the
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Figure 6.3: Left: Re-gridding of the free shear layer. Equal free shear element length
strategy. Foring equal length prevents large dierenes in element lengths as vortial
strutures urls up. Two seondary eets are that it (1) prevents unwanted perturba-
tions growing, but also (2) partly prevents formation of new vorties. Right: Expla-
nation of eet (2). The high veloity indued in between the two vorties dening a
vortex pair strethes the free shear layer.
free shear layer in the sense of preventing the growth of perturbations. This is in our
experiene in pratie ruial for the survival of the simulation.
On the other hand, a negative eet of the present strategy is the partly prevention
of new vortex formation in onnetion with the pronouned strething from a newly
formed vortex pair. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3(b). Here, the newly forming vortex is
struggling to url up due to the strething by the vortex pair. This problem may, however,
be overome by replaing the long at part of the free shear layer by a Riemann ut. The
replaement is plausible sine there is next to zero vortiity along this part anyway, that
is Γ is near onstant, so the exat shape, whih is more or less a straight line, is just as
well represented by a Riemann ut with onstant Γ. This proedure is alled dumping.
6.4.3 Dumping
By dumping we mean that a ertain number of elements of the free shear layer forming a
near irle are replaed by a single disrete vortex. This is feasible sine a losed irle with
uniform vortiity distribution, or equivalently, linearly varying dipole strength, indues
identially the same veloities outside the irle as a disrete vortex loated at its origin. A
spiral whih in shape is lose to a losed irle exhibits approximately the same properties.
The disrete vortex is represented by a onstant distribution of dipoles along a Riemann
ut. The Riemann ut is onneted to the remaining free shear layer in one end, while
the other end is loated at the origin of the spiral ore. This position, xd, is the weighted
mean of the positions of the mid-points of the dumped elements, weighted by the vortiity
over eah element, i.e.
xd =
1
Γk+1 − Γi
k∑
j=i
γj x¯vj (6.6)
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γj = Γj+1−Γj , x¯vj = 0.5(xvj+1+xvj), and the sum is over an appropriate set of elements
dening the near irle, or spiral ore, in this ase elements i to k. The riteria that we
use are purely geometrial, based on aumulated angles as well as distane of the spiral
ore from the separation point. The algorithm for identifying a spiral ore as well as the
riteria for dumping are desribed in detail in the following.
We rst denote by βj the angle between the neighbouring pair of elements at node xvj ,
being the elements Sj and Sj+1. The angle between two elements are determined using
the standard funtion atan2 along with the dot and ross produts. For unit vetors we
have that cos β = a ·b and sin β = ( a×b) ·k, where k is the unit normal vetor pointing
out of the paper, i.e. k = i× j. We use the unit tangential vetor along free shear layer
element j, that is sj = (xvj+1 − xvj)/(∆s)j, and get that
βj = atan2 (cj, dj)− π, (6.7)
where cj = ( sj × sj−1) · k and dj = sj · sj−1. This gives the angle βj in a robust manner
from −2π to 0. Next, we dene the aumulated angle αi at node i as that alulated
from s = 0 and further the aumulated angle αI at node I as that alulated from node
I to s = Lv, i.e.
αi = Σ
i
j=2 βj , αI = Σ
Nv
j=I βj . (6.8)
Note the onvention of upper- and lower-ase i.
The rst dumping ours as the spiralling vortex reahes four turns, or |αI | ≥ 16π
with I = 2. The elements forming the inner turn, identied by the node I whih is suh
that αI just exeeds 2π, are then dumped. This proess is repeated as long as the single
vortex ontinues to roll up, and is illustrated in Figure 6.7(a-).
When a vortex pair has established its shape suh as that shown in Figures 6.7() and
6.4(a), two riteria has to be met before dumping to a vortex pair. First the point i1 as
indiated in Figure 6.4(a) is identied by an aumulated angle |αi1 | ≥ 3π/2 where the
sign of βj for j = 1, .., i1 are required all to be equal. Next, the distane from the node
xvi1 to the separation point xs must be larger than a given harateristi length, that is
|xvi1 − xs| ≥ D0. A ertain distane from the orner is required so as not to violate the
rule of not over-simplifying. The impat of the dumping on the body will in general be
smaller the larger the distane is. D0 is in the present taken as the mean of the maximum
extent of the vortex in the x- and y-diretions, disregarding the part of the free shear
layer from s = 0 and to the point i1, as illustrated in Figure 6.4(a). If both riteria are
met, the point i2 is identied as one node of the element being losest to perpendiular to
the shedding diretion, that is suh that |αi2| ≃ π/2 with the sign of αi2 opposite to that
of αi1 . The part beyond this point is dumped into the existing end vortex, while the part
between i1 and i2 are dumped into the seond vortex. The situation is then typially as
illustrated in Figure 6.7(d) whih is just after the vortex struture in Figure 6.7() has
been dumped to the shown vortex pair.
When a new vortex has started forming, suh as that illustrated in Figures 6.7(e,i) and
6.4(b), the point i3 as indiated in Figure 6.4(b) is identied as that with aumulated
angle |αi3| ≥ 3π/2. If this exists, all elements beyond i3 are dumped into a new, single
vortex. Sine the vortiity is highly onentrated in the near viinity of i3, the long tail
extending to the vortex pair with almost zero vortiity has a negligible ontribution to
the position of the dumped vortex.
There are now three Riemann uts, representing three disrete vorties. At this stage,
however, the double pair is removed, as desribed in onnetion with the desription of
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of harateristi length sale for a double vortexD0 = 0.5 (Dx0+
Dy0) and the nodes i1 − i3 identied and used in the automati dumping proess.
utting. The situation after dumping to a new single vortex at i3 and removal of the
double pair is depited in Figures 6.7(f,j). The proess of dumping to a new double pair
repeats in Figure 6.7(h) and the simulation goes on.
Dumping has two main eets. First, it simplies the inner ore of the evolving spiral
vortex, vital to avoid too few elements per turn resulting in inadequate resolution. A
typial situation is the end element rossing the seond innermost spiral whih in general
is inevitable if dumping is ignored. A positive side eet is the redution of the number
of free shear layer elements whih in turn redues the omputational osts.
The seond main eet is to eetively disonnet the free shear layer from a newly
formed vortex pair. Sine the nature of the free shear layer is suh that it strethes
due to roll up, the forming of the new single vortex at i3 (see Figure 6.4(b)) is partly
denied if the free shear layer is allowed to roll up between the vortex pair as disussed
earlier under re-gridding and illustrated in Figure 6.3(b). Therefore, some time after the
double vortex is formed, all the free shear layer elements in its viinity are dumped. The
strething of the remainder of the free shear layer is then avoided, allowing the new vortex
to form. The fat that the new vortex formation is partly denied by the strething is of
purely numerial harater, while dumping is a matter of simplied representation of the
physis. However, the dumping is to our understanding physially sound in this situation
just as when dumping the inner spiral ore.
To give an idea of the ompliations arising when dumping is ignored an example
is provided in Figure 6.5. Also, utting, whih is desribed shortly, is ignored in the
example. The free shear layer enters into the body right after the situation shown in
Figure 6.5(b). The entering of the body ours in onnetion with the formation of a
new single vortex. Although the simulation proeeds, the numerial solution beomes
unphysial. Perhaps the situation ould have been avoided by dereasing the element size
on the ship setion side, with the zero penetration ondition thereby enfored to a higher
degree, but perhaps also the somewhat messy behaviour of the free shear layer introdues
the neessary numerial errors for the penetration to happen. The vortex pair reahes and
penetrates also the terminal wall some time later, where the resolution is poor relative
to the vortex dimensions as shown in Figure 6.5(). Again, perhaps this ould have been
avoided by dereasing the element size on the wall. However, the required resolution
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of typial breakdown when dumping is disregarded. In this
example, the simulation breaks down beause the free shear layer penetrates the wall
near the separation point, where-after the evolution is unphysial.
would lead to exessive use of omputer time. Also, the strutures will quikly beome
too ompliated for the present method to resolve properly. As a uriosity the situation
about three quarters of a period later, just before the simulation breaks down, is shown
in Figure 6.5(d).
6.4.4 Cutting
Cutting is in the present work assoiated with the ation of removing a vortex pair.
Cutting allows the simulation to go on for any wanted number of periods, as it basially
serves as a restart of the system. If utting is not performed the vortex pair will remain
forever and eventually be entangled in the new developing double vortex or interfere with
the free surfae. This is most probably ourring also in nature, but there, the vortex
strength will not be preserved. In reality, the vortex strength of the double vortex will
weaken due to turbulent dissipation. A vortex pair will dissipate at a higher rate than a
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single vortex, sine the two vorties whih remain lose inhibit opposite sign of vortiity
ausing a anellation eet due to visosity. Further dissipation ours if the vortex pair
slides along the wall interfering with the boundary layer whih may inhibit vortiity of
opposite sign. The interation between vorties and a boundary layer is in general not
well understood.
With dumping only, and no utting, the simulations in general survive for some time,
perhaps a ouple of periods, but the behaviour beomes to our understanding unphysial.
A typial senario is presented in Figure 6.6. Dumping is performed as desribed above,
but a number of vortex pairs are aumulated as they are not removed, in this ase two
pairs. The rstly shed vortex pair travels towards the terminal wall as indiated by the
arrow in Figure 6.6(a). This was also the ase in the disussion above where dumping was
suppressed, but now, the free shear layer does not penetrate the solid walls. However,
as this vortex pair reahes the wall, the two individual vorties start travelling along the
wall in opposite diretions as illustrated by the arrows in Figure 6.6(b), both remaining
lose to the wall. They would interfere with the boundary layer and further, in reality,
feel the no-slip onditions here. The seond shed vortex pair travels in a irle and nearly
inltrates the vortex sheet as shown in Figure 6.6(). The simulation eventually breaks
down as one of the disrete vorties from the rst vortex pair inltrates the free surfae,
see Figure 6.6(d).
The method of suddenly removing a pair may seem rude. A possibility is of ourse
to model the deay of vortex strength, i.e. the deay of Γ, and then eventually remove
the vortex pair when its strength is below some threshold. This requires a mathematial
model for the deay, and one suh model is due to Oseen, see e.g. Venkatalaxmi et al.
(2007). However, any substantial deay of single Oseen vorties that we investigated takes
in the order of ten or more periods, while the double vorties seem from informal physial
experiments to dissipate faster. An explanation to this disrepany may be that an
Oseen vortex only onsiders laminar visous eets, while in reality the ow is turbulent.
Therefore, without further reasoning we ut the pair at the instant the rst dumping is
performed for the new single vortex, i.e. at the instant just before that e.g. in Figure
6.7(f). The double vortex has then in general travelled a fair distane away from the body
and is onsidered not to indue onsiderable veloities there. A small, sudden jump in
the potential on the body in the viinity of the separation point is experiened in these
ases. The impliations related to the fore alulations and integration of the equations
of motion are to our experiene of little pratial importane as disussed in Chapter 8.
The free surfae seems free from suh jumps if the intensity of the irulation is not too
large and if the vortial strutures are onned to an area lose to the orner of separation.
We require the vortial strutures to be onned in the viinity of the orner of separation
if D0/D << 1, where D is the ship setion draft as before and D0 is illustrated in Figure
6.4. If this is the ase, also the vortex pairs will typially be removed when still in the far-
eld of other boundaries suh that the terminal and sea oor. The nature of the vortial
strutures are also of ourse a funtion of its strength, whih in priniple is independent
of the size D0, but in pratie strongly related. In our experiene the utting strategy
and hene the automati simpliation proedure works well if D0/D > 0.25, given that
the other strutural dimensions are in the order of the draft or larger, in this ase that
b/D ∼ 1 and d/D ∼ 1, where b and d are the terminal gap width and the bottom learane
respetively.
We illustrate in Figure 6.8 how the free surfae is aeted in a ase where D0/D ≃ 1.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of typial breakdown when utting is disregarded. All vortex
pairs are kept. The arrows indiate the diretion the disrete vorties travel. The
Riemann uts are represented by the dashed lines, and these are bent in order to avoid
possible rossing of the orner of the body.
A regular wave with period lose to the natural piston-mode period enter a xed ship,
and the uid motion in the terminal gap builds up. Veloity vetors are inluded in order
to visualize qualitatively the strength of the vortial strutures. The time-step number
is also shown, and there are Np = 600 time-steps per wave period. In the initial stage
(Figure 6.8 (a - b)), the vortial strutures are reasonably onned to the viinity of the
orner. As the ow builds up, however, the size and also its strength inreases. At a later
stage (Figure 6.8 (p - r)), the free-surfae kinematis beome somewhat violent. Although
not lear from the gures, shoks are indued by eah utting whih ours twie eah
wave period, and the indued sloshing behaviour hene onsidered artiial. From Figure
6.8 (n - o) it is lear that the uid ow in the lower part of the terminal gap is altered
appreiably by the removal of the vortex pair. The inuene from the pair on the ow
near the free surfae perhaps looks quite insigniant, but it does have a disturbing eet.
We also show the time of break-down in Figure 6.8 (r) when the free shear layer enters
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the ship setion. The simulation survives about six wave periods. This is not enough
in this ase to reah steady-state. In ase of surviving suiently amount of periods to
reah steady-state we would still, however, deem the results unphysial in this ase where
D0/D ≃ 1.
Note that from the veloity vetors in Figure 6.8 one may at least qualitatively feel
ondent that the Kutta ondition is fullled by the present implementation. That is,
the ow leaves tangentially from the orner of separation and stagnation of the uid ow
on the lee side is indiated by only very short veloity vetors there.
The disussed limitation on vortial struture size implies a limitation to the validity
of the algorithm, but in all the ases investigated during the present work, the requirement
has been fullled, i.e. D0/D > 0.25. In ase of investigating more severe vortex shedding,
we would reommend using other numerial methods.
6.4.5 Spatial and temporal resolution
The free shear layer has an unstable nature in the sense that short wave instabilities arise.
In fat, an innitely long and straight vortex distribution is unstable to any perturbation.
A stabilizing eet is that the ore of the vortex, if suiently strong, strethes the free
shear layer as desribed earlier. During one period there are, however, several stages where
the majority of the free shear layer may adopt small sale instabilities whose growth ause
destrution of the major strutures. This typially happens when very small elements or
time-steps are allowed.
A ruial parameter is therefore the lower limit of the length of the free shear layer
element losest to the separation point until a new rst element is born, ∆sminv . This
length should be related to the harateristi dimension of the free shear layer D0. We
have found ∆sminv ≃ D0/m with m ≃ 20− 30 a reasonable hoie through trial and error.
The hosen value of ∆sminv should not be too large either. If hosen too large, the
vortial strutures are poorly resolved, leading among other things to large vortiity in
the end free shear layer element whih then rapidly swirls around its hinge point, whih
is unphysial, as the free shear layer should not ross itself. This is basially a resolution
problem.
The hoie of the time-step length ∆t seems in our experiene also to be ruial. Too
small time-steps allows the free shear layer to grow small sale instabilities, and with too
long time-steps typially the free shear layer enters the body, after whih the results are
rendered unuseful. More speially, our experiene points to that Np = 600 time-steps
per period is a good hoie. While e.g. Np = 400 is slightly too oarse and the strutures
tend not to be adequately resolved with the risk of free shear layer entering the body,
Np = 800 is slightly too ne with small sale instabilities evolving.
The reommended values of the parameters ∆sminv and ∆t must be seen in ontext
with the fat that the re-gridding algorithm is applied eah time step. Using other re-
gridding strategies would probably yield other values of the parameters. In our experiene,
though, a suessful simulation depends on re-gridding eah time-step, as attempts with
every seond, fourth and eight all resulted in devastating small sale instabilities.
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6.4.6 Start-up and element shedding
The start-up of the free shear layer is implementation-wise straightforward. Us is al-
ulated and a free shear layer element of length 0.5Us∆t is reated. In the following
time-steps, this is prolonged by adveting node 2 whih is the far end of the rst element,
with the veloity 0.5Us, until reahing the length ∆s
min
v . The element is then split in
two. The node 2 is fored to move along the tangent diretion of the body from the side
the shedding ours as explained in onnetion with the Kutta ondition. The shedding
veloity is hene applied to a point somewhat away from the separation point (node 2),
but only by a small distane and so onsidered feasible. The physis are not well desribed
in the very early stages of the start-up proess, but the free shear layer urls up under the
inuene of its own indued veloities, as e.g. shown in Figure 6.7(a) in an early stage.
An improved desription of the physis in the early stages may perhaps be ahieved by
introduing a starting vortex, but this has not been done in the present work; it was not
found neessary.
We next present an appliation of the vortex traking method to a foil in innite uid.
The fous is there not on the automati simpliation proedure, rather on veriation of
the basi implementation. The automati simpliation proedure is validated through
the main studies in Chapter 10.
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Figure 6.7: Typial behaviour of the free shear layer from the initial stage and up to
steady-state. Time step number is given. (a-h) desribe roughly the rst period. The
free shear layer started at time step n = 391 and number of time steps per period is
Np = 600.
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Figure 6.8: The free shear layer and veloity eld in a ase of waves entering a xed
ship setion in piston-mode resonane ondition. Time step numbers are shown. The
piston-mode amplitude builds up and the vortial strutures beome too large for the
present method to be valid, with D0/b ∼ 1 and D0/d ∼ 1.
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6.5 Appliation to foil in innite uid - A veriation
The rst implementation of the invisid vortex traking method was in the present work
done for a foil in innite uid, and next further developed for arbitrary number of sep-
aration points in osillatory ow around a retangular box also in innite uid. The
resulting ode was nally exported nearly as a separate module into the existing numeri-
al wavetank. Choosing the ase of foil in innite uid was a matter of providing a safe
environment for the early development. The results serve, however, as a rst veriation
and we present some of the results in the following.
In the steady ase, analytial solutions of the ow exist for Joukowski foils, see e.g.
Milne-Thomson (1968). In the unsteady ase linear theory gives the lift for an impulsively
started at plate in terms of the Wagner funtion (see e.g. Newman (1977)). For a foil in
osillatory ow physial model tests show that under ertain irumstanes a mushroom
like wake is formed as in e.g. the experiments presented by Giesing (1968).
The boundary value problem is posed in the xy-plane in the usual manner where a
total potential φ is introdued as φ = ϕI +ϕ, where ϕI represents the ambient ow taken
in the present ase to be ϕI = U(x cos β + y sin β). Here, U is the magnitude of the
ambient ow. The angle β is measured from the x-axis with positive diretion in the
ounter-lokwise diretion. We impose a zero penetration ondition on the foil boundary
S, whih means that ∂ϕ/∂n = −∂ϕI/∂n, and solve for ϕ through (6.1). In the absene
of a free surfae in the ase of innite uid, the only unknown is ϕ along the foil. In
the steady ase the boundary value problem is solved one, while in the unsteady ase
the MEL approah as desribed earlier is used with a rst order expliit Euler sheme for
time stepping.
6.5.1 Joukowski foil in steady ow
We rst onsider the steady solution of a Joukowski foil at an angle β relative to the
inoming ow of onstant veloity U as desribed above. By steady we mean that the
magnitude and diretion of the ambient ow has been onstant for a very long time,
and further that there is a stagnation point both on the lower and upper sides of the
trailing edge. The ow is assumed to leave with half the apex angle from the trailing
edge. We note two things. First, the ow hene does not leave tangentially from any
of the sides of trailing edge of the foil, as in the ase of unsteady foil. In that ase the
side of shedding will hange with time; the ow will leave from the upper or lower side
of the foil in an osillating manner under steady inow ondition. Seond, the so-alled
homogeneous solution is obtained with an innite valued transverse ow at the trailing
edge if not imposing the Kutta ondition.
We rst revisit the essentials of Joukowski foil theory, being the analyti expression
for the omplex veloity and the irulation by whih we may diretly ompare with
our present simulations. Note that the omplex mapping is suh that one may diretly
ompare veloities in the physial plane with those in the auxiliary plane, but not the
values of the omplex potential itself.
The foil geometry in the physial omplex z-plane is expressed by the Joukowski
transformation
z = ζ +
l2
ζ
(6.9)
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Figure 6.9: Joukowski foil in steady ow. Angle of attak β = 1deg. Upper: Example
of foil geometry (l = 0.97 and µ = −0.03 orresponding approximately to 3% thikness,
and N = 121). The free shear layer extends approximately 100c to the right. Lower
left (four plots): The omputed and theoretial tangential veloity along the foil. The
orrespondene is good. Right: Convergene study of the irulation Γ with respet to
renement of the body disretization (inreasing N) for three foil thiknesses.
where ζ = ξ + µ with ξ = Reiθ desribing a irle of radius R in an auxiliary omplex
plane. The oordinate point ξ = R maps to the trailing edge of the foil. The hord length
of the foil is c = 2R + l2((R + µ)−1 + (R − µ)−1). Choosing µ < 0 has the eet of
twisting the right part of the irle. Choosing l and µ suh that l − µ = 1 provides a
foil with a smooth leading edge and sharp trailing edge. Taking µ = 0 yields a at plate,
and for small values it gives approximately the thikness of the foil, with e.g. µ = −0.01
being a foil with thikness approximately 1% of the hord length. The omplex potential
desribing the ow is f(ξ) = U
(
ξe−iβ +R2eiβ/ξ
)
+ Γ log ξ/2πi. The omplex veloity is
u− iv = df/dz whih is
u− iv =
(
U
(
e
−iβ − R
2
ξ2
e
iβ
)
+
Γ
2πiξ
)
1
1− (l/(ξ − µ)2) . (6.10)
Stagnation points on both the lower and upper sides of the trailing edge is enfored by
requiring that u− iv = 0 at ξ = R. From (6.10) a irulation of
Γ = 4πUR sin β (6.11)
is required to satisfy the zero ow ondition. Note that this is onsistent with linear foil
theory for a at plate whih predits a irulation Γ = πUc β, where c ≃ 4R.
We model the free shear layer by two elements of equal and onstant vortiity as il-
lustrated in the upper left of Figure 6.9. Only a small portion of the seond element
extending to the far-eld is shown in the gure. We do the following reasoning to justify
this representation. A onstant dipole distribution along a straight element is mathe-
matially equal to two point vorties of opposite strengths loated at eah end of the
element. As is well known, and will be exemplied below for an impulsively started foil,
the initially shed vortiity from a foil starting from rest will reate what we for simpliity
may all a starting vortex whih is onveted to innity with the ambient ow. The exat
path is not known, but in the present ase not of interest as long as the seond element
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represents a vortex in the downstream far-eld. The rst element may be short ompared
to the foil and has the diretion of the half apex angle of the trailing edge. The required
length of the seond element for it to represent a vortex in the far-eld depends on the
magnitude of the irulation (−Γ). In the ase presented in Figure 6.9 a distane ? 100c
was needed. In the lower left part a omparison between the alulated and theoretial
tangential veloity along the foil is shown, and the omparison is promising.
A onvergene study on Γ with respet to body disretization for the irulation is
presented in the right part of Figure 6.9, whih shows a reasonable onvergent behaviour.
In the gure, Γ0 is the analyti value given by (6.11), while Γ is the irulation obtained
by the present BEM.
We experiened some problems with divergene when inreasing the number of ele-
ments N on the body to higher values than those shown. We believe this is a numerial
eet due to the very ne elements near the trailing edge giving a near zero angle between
the two elements onstituting the trailing edge and hene a nearly singular system matrix
A. We did not pursue this further, as the problem of near zero angle is not relevant for
our main study, namely ow separation from a retangular ship setion. Even in the ase
of modelling a bilge keel, the angle would exeed by at least an order of magnitude that
enountered when rening the grid of the Joukowski foil.
6.5.2 Thin foil in impulsively started ow
We next onsider what we all a thin foil in impulsively started ow and ompare with the
solution for the linearized problem of a at plate as given by the Wagner funtion. The
hord length of the at foil is as before denoted c. The shape of the foil is like a diamond.
That is, the thikness inreases linearly, both in the upper and lower parts, from zero at
the two ends to the middle point c/2, where it attains its maximum thikness a. The foil
in the present study has a thikness of 1% (a/c = 0.01). The angle of attak is β = 4deg.
The geometry is shown in the middle part of Figure 6.10. The grid is rened towards
the trailing edge. For all grids the two elements dening the trailing edge was of length
∆s ≃ 0.002c.
The steady-state irulation given by the linearized problem of a at plate is Γ∞ =
πUcβ. The Wagner funtion whih represents Γ(t)/Γ∞ attains a value of 0.5 at t = 0. In
the numerial solution we model this by a starting vortex with strength equal to Γ∞/2.
The numerial solution may not apture this behaviour diretly without suh a starting
vortex. This is seen from the following. Consider the homogeneous solution whih predits
an innite veloity at the tip of the foil. We obtain numerially the homogeneous solution
if solving the boundary value problem without enforing the Kutta ondition, that is,
when solving without any free shear layer elements or Riemann uts, say, at the rst
time-step. The separation veloity Us is taken as the veloity over the lower aftmost
element on the foil by a simple nite dierene estimator Us = (ϕ2 − ϕ1)/∆s, where ϕ1
and ϕ2 are the values of the potential at the element ends, and ∆s the element length.
The evolution of the irulation is governed by (2.14), suh that when disretized, the
solution at time-step n is Γn = Γn−1 ± 0.5∆t U2s . Now, if Γ0 = 0 (no starting vortex),
the irulation after the rst time-step is Γ1 = 0.5∆t U2s . Now, sine Us alulated as
desribed is nite, the expression tends to zero with dereasing time-step, not to Γ∞/2,
and provides hene by no means a onvergent numerial sheme.
The starting vortex is modelled by a Riemann ut onneted to a short free shear layer
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Figure 6.10: Thin foil in impulsively started ow. Upper: Cirulation Γ/Γ∞ for a foil
in innite uid with impulsively started ow. Γ∞ = πUcβ is steady-state lift for a
at plate (linear theory). Wagner funtion representation given in Bisplingho et al.
(1996): Γ/Γ∞ ≃ 1 − 0.165 exp−0.091Ut/c−0.335 exp−0.6Ut/c. Numerial results referred
to as BEM are from the present simulations for a at foil of 1% thikness and angle
of attak β = 4deg. N refers to number of elements on the body. Nondimensional
time-step is ∆t U/c = 0.02. Middle: Flat foil geometry. Lower: Snapshot of the foil
and free shear layer after Ut/c = 14.
element of length 0.01c. The Riemann ut extends to a position xsv. The position is not
determined analytially, rather by numerial experiments. In the present ase, the position
was taken as (0.2c, 0.38c) relative to the trailing edge of the foil. The dipole strength over
the Riemann ut is taken as Γ∞/2, and as disussed earlier, this is equivalent to a single
potential vortex at position xsv. The boundary value problem is solved, giving Us, and
the time-marhing proedure of shedding free shear layer elements starts. The evolution
of the irulation should then follow quite lose to that of the Wagner funtion. We note
that the numerial results represent the fully nonlinear solution, whereas the Wagner
funtion is the solution to the linearized problem. We will expet some disrepanies due
to the nonlinearity in the problem. The nonlinearity is, as pointed out by Giesing (1968),
basially only assoiated with the vortex struture whih involves a urled up free shear
layer. This means we expet some disrepany at the initial stages, but this should vanish
for long times. The disrepany should also derease with dereasing angle of attak β.
For our hosen rather small angle of attak of β = 4deg, there should be quite small
disrepanies.
Time-series of the irulation are presented in the upper part of Figure 6.10. The
Wagner funtion is that of a representation given in Bisplingho et al. (1996). The
number of elements on the foil N is varied to hek the onvergene. The results seem
to onverge quite well. The time-step is in all ases ∆t U/c = 0.02. There was no visual
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dierene when using half the time-step. Choosing twie the time-step gave a slightly less
omparable result for Ut/c > 4, otherwise the same.
A snapshot of the foil and free shear layer inluding the Riemann ut whose far end
is represented by the small square is also presented in the gure. The snapshot is taken
at Ut/c = 14 for the ase with N = 240.
We also performed simulations of the impulsively started foil without a starting vortex.
The irulation Γ then starts with zero value as disussed. It does, however, approah
quite lose to the theoretial solution after the foil has travelled about 6-8c. This indiates
that a starting vortex is basially needed only to apture the initial stages of the evolution.
The steady-state value seems to be quite insensitive to the start-up of the proess.
6.5.3 Foil in osillatory inow
Sine we are in the main part of the present work investigating osillatory ow, we lastly
present some results from simulations of a Joukowski foil with 1% thikness in uniform
osillatory ambient ow. Appliation of the present BEM qualitatively gives the wake
piture as observed in physial model tests presented in Giesing (1968). In the model
tests presented there a NACA 0015 foil prole was used. Around a ertain osillatory fre-
queny, or Strouhal number UT/c, he obtained a mushroom like behaviour of the wake.
An example of a simulation with the present BEM is shown in Figure 6.11. The obtained
strutures as shown in the gure do ompare qualitatively well with those obtained ex-
perimentally by Giesing (1968). The amount of details aptured in the wake was found
quite strongly dependent upon the time-step. With twie the time-step there was no
strong urling up of the strutures furthest away from the foil as that in Figure 6.11, only
similar to those losest to the foil. This is in a way natural. The ner time-step, the ner
the problem is modelled. With inreasing time-step the physis is modelled in a more
averaged way. In reality, however, visosity will ause dissipation of the free shear layers,
diusing the strutures with time, so a more detailed representation of the free shear layer
than that shown is perhaps not orret in that respet anyhow.
We onlude that the present BEM with vortex traking method reprodues analyti
and experimental results in the setting of foils in innite uid satisfyingly well. This goes
for both steady and unsteady onditions.
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Figure 6.11: Foil with 1% thikness in osillatory ow with angle varying sinusoidally
with amplitude 17.8 deg. UT/c = 0.537. Simulation with Np = 100 time steps per
period. Time step number is shown in eah subplot.
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Chapter 7
Numerial modelling of the in- and
out-ow of boundary layers
The expression for the in- and out-ow veloity v˜ of a laminar boundary layer along a
smooth solid surfae in unsteady ambient ow was derived and given by (2.22). The
expression involved a onvolution integral. In the present hapter we desribe how the
matter is treated numerially.
The in- and out-ow was implemented in the linear wavetank only, and not in the
nonlinear wavetank. In the linear ase where the boundary of the domain S is xed, the
implementation was straight-forward, and in our experiene involving no numerial prob-
lems e.g. suh as instabilities or large assoiated omputation time. The implementation
involved evaluating the onvolution integral (2.22) numerially at eah time-step and at
eah node of the solid parts of the disretized boundary. This was done eah sub time-
step in the fourth order Runge Kutta sheme in order to provide a onsistent boundary
ondition on the solid boundaries at all times.
We onsidered also implementing the in- and out-ow into the nonlinear wavetank,
but the damping eet of the attahed boundary layer was found by all means negligible
in the present ontext of a ship by a terminal, or resonant piston-mode motion in a
moonpool (see Figure 10.9), and we therefore deided not to. We mention, however, some
thoughts around implementing the in- and out-ow eet in the nonlinear wavetank. In
the nonlinear ase, a question on how to treat the free-surfae zone would arise. First
of all, the basi idea behind modelling a visous boundary layer is to inorporate the
eet of the no-slip ondition. A physial modelling problem then arises, sine there is
a onit between the no-slip ondition at the wall and the treatment of the intersetion
between the free-surfae and the wall in the BEM. In this regard we stress that the no-slip
ondition is in the present visous boundary layer model not enfored expliitly in the
BEM, we rather impose the resulting in- and out-ow on the solid boundaries. Next, a
pratial problem is that the parts of the solid boundaries that are in the free-surfae
zone will alternately be dry and wetted. If one should attempt to implement the method
in the nonlinear ase, we suggest the following strategy: Re-start the onvolution integral
assoiated with positions in the free-surfae zone eah time the uid enter that position.
Now, sine (2.22) is derived assuming loally the ow to be of semi-innite extent, this
approah would perhaps be somewhat questionable in the initial phase of wetting of a
position. Further, nonlinear terms in the boundary layer alulations should be inluded
in the nonlinear BEM ase. We did not investigate the matter further.
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7.1 Numerial integration of the onvolution integral
There is no analyti solution to the onvolution integral (2.22) for general unsteady am-
bient ow Ue, and so, it must be integrated numerially. Being of the form
I(t) =
∫ t
0
f(τ)√
t− τ dτ, (7.1)
we see that some are must be taken due to the square root singularity at τ = t. The
square-root singularity is a weak singularity that we may remove in at least two standard
ways. One is by integration by parts and another by substitution of variables. Although
we hose integrating by parts, we rst briey outline a possible strategy if hoosing sub-
stitution of variables. In the following, we take f =
√
ν/π ∂Ue/∂s.
7.1.1 Substitution of variables
The method of substitution of variables may be applied by introduing an auxiliary vari-
able u. Substituting u2 = t − τ into (2.22) leads to the integral ∫ √t
0
f(s, t − u2) du. In
this expression the integration parameter appears in the argument of the integrand as u2,
whih means that numerially, where the integral is approximated by a sum, the integrand
would be evaluated at time-steps n, n − 1, n − 4 et., where time-step n is the present
time-step. The sum hene involves only
√
n and not n terms, whih redues the ost of
evaluating the sum. Note that this is so in the ase of onstant time-step length ∆t .
With a varying time-step some interpolation would be neessary.
7.1.2 Integration by parts
In the method of integration by parts, whih we have hosen to use, all n terms are
in priniple involved in the sum, but due to the 1/
√
τ term the sum may in pratie be
trunated, as the value of the integrand in (7.1) vanishes as τ beomes large. The perhaps
seemingly exessive time onsumption assoiated with the summation is therefore avoided.
The reason we disuss time onsumption is that in some appliations, this may beome an
important issue. However, in the simulations performed in the present work all n terms
were inluded with only a minimum of time onsumption experiened.
The following approximate expression for the integral is derived in Appendix C:
I(t) =
(
n−1∑
i=1
fn−i√
i
+ fn +
1
2
fn−1 − 1
2
f 1√
n− 1
)√
∆t . (7.2)
In the derivation, onstant time-step∆t is assumed, and the expression is orret to seond
order in time. The expression (7.2) was implemented into the linear numerial wavetank
with the outer ow taken as that on the solid boundary itself, i.e. ∂Ue/∂s = ∂
2ϕ/∂s2.
The seond derivative of the potential was estimated numerially by the dierene sheme
given by (A.7) and using the known values for the potential along the solid boundary from
the previous (sub) time-step.
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Figure 7.1: Deay of a standing wave in a retangular tank. Simulations using the
present linear wavetank ompared to theoretial deay. The deay is due to the damping
introdued by the in- and out-ow of the boundary layers along the tank bottom and
walls. Lower plot is zoom-in of the upper. Tank length is L = 1m, still water depth
h/L = 0.5 and ν = 10−5m2/s. Initial amplitude is A0/L = 0.0147.
7.2 Standing wave in a retangular tank - A veriation
A veriation of the urrent method and implementation of (7.2) into the linear numerial
wavetank is presented in the following by means of a free deay test. The test involves a
xed retangular tank, partially lled with water. The tank length is L = 1m, and still
water depth h/L = 0.5. We investigate the deay of the standing wave of wavelength
λ/L = 2, that is, the rst linear mode. The initial ondition for the potential ϕ and
the free surfae ζ is taken from the analyti linear solution. The free-surfae elevation
is initially at a maximum, suh that the uid veloity is zero in the whole domain. The
initial standing wave amplitude is A/L = 0.0147. The kinemati visosity that enters
(7.2) is here hosen to be ν = 10−5m2.
The simulated time-series of the wave elevation ζ at the left wall is presented in Figure
7.1. The numerial results are ompared to theory as presented by Keulegan (1959) where
the deay of the amplitude is, for small values of ν, assumed to be exponential exp(−αt/T )
where α is found from an energy onsideration. The expression for α is shown in the
gure along with the analyti solution exp(−αt/T ) represented by the dashed urve.
The number of elements along the boundary as well as the atual grid is also indiated
in the gure. The element size was rened near the two intersetions between the free
surfae and the vertial walls aording to a osine squared spaing with the resolution
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parameter β = 0.7 in the formulation given in (A.8). The number of time-steps per period
was Np = 120. From the gure it is lear that the numerial solution reovers that of the
theoretial quite niely. From the zoomed view in the lower part of the gure we may
estimate the disrepany to approximately 2 - 3% after 200 periods of osillations. We
performed no systemati onvergene study. However, we did some heks with dierent
grids. The results were slightly improved with the rened grid near the intersetions
relative to onstant element size. Further, they approahed the theoretial solution with
inreasing number of elements.
We feel omfortable that the present method of modelling the in- and out-ow of
boundary layers is feasible, and that its implementation in the linear wavetank has been
veried through this example.
Chapter 8
Numerial fore alulations
We have in the three preeding hapters introdued and disussed the numerial wavetanks
inluding the free shear layer as well as the in- and out-ow of boundary layers. In this last
hapter on numerial issues we present the numerial fore alulations and integration
of the equations of motion.
Rigid body motion may be fored or free, where in both ases the normal veloity is
imposed as a boundary ondition in the boundary integral equations (6.1). The dierene
between the two ases is that in the latter the veloity must be solved for simultaneously
and in a way beomes another unknown requiring an additional set of equations to solve.
The equations of motion provide the required additional set of equations.
The right hand side of the equations of motion are the fore and moment on the body.
When imposing a slip-ondition as we do here, these are found by integrating the pressure
given by the Bernoulli equation multiplied with the unit normal vetor along the full body
boundary. The integration of the pressure involves integration of the instantaneous time
rate of hange of the potential, ϕt. In the linear ase, the boundary is xed at all times
and the fore alulations rather straight-forward. However, in the nonlinear ase, ϕt is
not dened over a moving boundary, sine we have adopted the MEL approah. The
MEL approah is explained in Chapter 5.
There are to our knowledge three main strategies to overome this problem, and we
refer the reader to the introdution hapter of the present text for a review of these. There
are hallenges assoiated with eah strategy. In the present work we hose to pursue the
strategy of manipulating the fore and moment expression in suh a way that the time
derivative of ϕt is moved outside the integral.
In this hapter we start by deriving the alternative formulations for the fores and
moment. We next disuss some harateristis of these expressions. As a result of the
manipulation, the equations of motion are ast into a set of so-alled dierential algebrai
equations. We point at problems related to solving these. We last present some veriation
ases.
8.1 Alternative formulation of the fores and moment
In the present work we derive an alternative expression for the fore and moment on a
freely oating, surfae piering body in a nonlinear wavetank. The basi idea is as that
presented in Faltinsen (1977), where the time derivative is moved outside the integrals.
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Figure 8.1: Closed path of integration in fore alulations SI = SB + SF + S
±
V + S1+
S2+S3, enlosing a domain alled ΩI . Here, SF is the part of the free surfae between
A and B. S0 denotes the solid boundaries of the losed wavetank. Right: Path of
integration along S±V = S
−
V + S
+
V , where S
−
V is denoted simply as SV after ollapsing
S−V and S
+
V to one single urve.
In his work disturbanes all the way to innity was allowed, but only vertial dipole-like.
There were no waves allowed beyond a distane b from the body. This assumption was
suitable for ases with fored body motion with radiating waves in otherwise still uid. In
the ase of a body in a losed wavetank subjet to inoming waves that are generated at
one of the lateral boundaries, however, we may not make the assumption of no waves far
away. We therefore derive an expression whih is basially a generalization of the formula
presented therein. More terms are involved in the present expression.
8.1.1 Derivation of the alternative formulation
In short, moving the time derivative outside the integral is ahieved by manipulation by
use of Gauss' theorem for the fore and Stokes' theorem for the moment, as well as the
Transport theorem. We rst introdue a losed ontrol surfae as that shown in Figure
8.1 enlosing and inluding only the body of interest. Here the losed surfae is denoted
SI = SB + SF + S
±
V + S1 + S2 + S3. By SF we here mean the part of the free surfae
limited by the body and the intersetion points between S1 and S2 with SF , denoted A
and B in the gure. By S±V = S
+
V + S
−
V we mean a surfae enlosing the whole free shear
layer, inluding the unsimplied part as well as Riemann uts. This is illustrated in the
right part of Figure 8.1. We will later ollapse S±V to SV . The horizontal oordinates of
the vertial parts of the ontrol surfae, S1 and S2, as well as the whole of surfae S3,
are xed. Only the upper ends of S1 and S2 hange with time, and only vertially. For
onveniene in the derivation we dene SC = S1 + S2 + S3. The vertial axis is as before
denoted y being positive upwards, and the normal points into the uid as before. We
derive the expression for the fore only. The moment may be derived in the same manner,
only using Stokes' instead of Gauss' theorem.
We write the fore (2.24), after adding and subtrating the integral of pn over SI−SB,
as
F = −
∫
SI
pn ds+
∫
SF+SC+S
±
V
pn ds.
(8.1)
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In the seond term on the right hand side, the integrals of the pressure over SF and
S±V vanish, that is
∫
SF+S
±
V
pn ds = 0. This is so sine on the free surfae the pressure
is assumed zero in the present appliation of Bernoulli's equation. Over the free shear
layer, the pressure drop is zero while the normal vetor is opposite along S−V and S
+
V when
taking the limit of a thin free shear layer. Substituting the pressure given by Bernoulli's
equation (2.2) into (8.1) we now get
F = ρ
∫
SI
ϕt n ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
+ ρ
∫
SB+SF+S
±
V
0.5 |∇ϕ|2 n ds+ ρg
∫
SB+SF
yn ds− ρ
∫
SC
ϕt n ds. (8.2)
Here, the integral of gy over the free shear layer S±V vanishes for the same reason as just
explained above, sine y is equal along both sides. We proeed by rewriting I1. First,
using Gauss' theorem (D.3) we have that
I1 =
∫
SI
ϕt n ds = −
∫
ΩI
∇ϕt dΩ. (8.3)
Next, from the Transport theorem (D.4), we get
I1 = − d
dt
∫
ΩI
∇ϕ dΩ−
∫
SI
∇ϕU ds
=
d
dt
∫
SI
ϕn ds−
∫
SB+SF+S
±
V
∇ϕϕn ds,
(8.4)
where U is the normal veloity of the boundary, dened positive into ΩI . In the last
equality, Gauss' theorem and the fat that U = 0 on SC and U = ϕn on SB + SF + S
±
V is
used. Inserting this expression for I1 into (8.2), we get
F = ρ
d
dt
∫
SI
ϕn ds+ ρg
∫
SB+SF
y n ds
+ ρ
∫
SB+SF+S
±
V
(
0.5(ϕ2s − ϕ2n)n− ϕnϕss
)
ds− ρ
∫
SC
ϕt n ds.
(8.5)
where the expression in the seond last integral is obtained due to the equality
0.5 |∇ϕ|2 n−∇ϕϕn = 0.5(ϕ2s − ϕ2n)n− ϕnϕs s, (8.6)
sine ∇ϕ = ϕnn+ ϕss. Over S±V we show in Setion D.3 the following equality,∫
S±
V
(
0.5(ϕ2s − ϕ2n)n− ϕnϕss
)
ds =
∫
SV
(Ucns− Ucsn) Γs ds, (8.7)
where Ucs = Uc · s and Ucn = Uc · n where Uc is the wake veloity given by (2.12),
and SV := S
−
V in the limit that S
−
V and S
+
V ollapses to one single line. Note that
the ontribution over the Riemann uts vanish in this integral. Stritly speaking, the
integration is therefore over Sv only, although we write SV .
We see that there still remains an integral with ϕt in the integrand of (8.5). We redue
this term into two muh simpler terms as follows. We use the one-dimensional version of
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the Transport theorem (D.5). Take the funtion f in (D.5) to be f = ϕn. We may then,
aording to (D.5), write
d
dt
∫
SC
ϕn ds =
∫
SC
ϕt n ds+ [uϕn ]A + [uϕn ]B. (8.8)
The points A and B are the ontat points between SC and the free surfae as shown in
Figure 8.1. uA and uB are the vertial veloities of the free surfae at points A and B.
Both must be taken as positive in the positive y-diretion. This is so sine the diretion
of expansion of the urve SC is in the positive y-diretion. This means that the diretion
out of the domain SC in the Transport theorem is in that diretion. The values of the
potential is that at the time instant of evaluation. The normal vetors are those of the
ontrol surfae S1 and S2 at the ontat point, i.e. pointing horizontally (not vertially).
We may now substitute (8.8) into (8.5), and we arrive at the alternative fore expression
where the ϕt term is eliminated,
F = ρ
d
dt
∫
SB+SF
ϕn ds− ρ d
dt
∫
SV
Γn ds+ ρg
∫
SB+SF
y n ds+ ρ[uϕn ]A + ρ[uϕn ]B
+ ρ
∫
SB+SF
(0.5
(
ϕ2s − ϕ2n)n− ϕnϕss
)
ds+ ρ
∫
SV
(Ucn s− Ucs n) Γs ds.
(8.9)
The moment is derived in the same manner, only using Stokes' theorem rather than Gauss'
theorem, f. (D.3), and the result is analogous to (8.9), being
M = ρ d
dt
∫
SB+SF
ϕnθ ds− ρ d
dt
∫
SV
Γnθ ds+ ρg
∫
SB+SF
y nθ ds+ ρ[uϕnθ ]A + ρ[uϕnθ ]B
+ ρ
∫
SB+SF
(0.5
(
ϕ2s − ϕ2n)nθ − ϕnϕssθ
)
ds+ ρ
∫
SV
(Ucn sθ − Ucs nθ) Γs ds,
(8.10)
where nθ and sθ are given by (D.1), exept here, they apply to all surfaes, not only SB
as indiated in that expression.
Note that the present formulations may readily be used in multi-body problems. One
simply denes a separate ontrol surfae enlosing eah body. Eah ontrol surfae must
then enlose its assoiated body only, and not other bodies. If the bodies drift, suh that
one body drifts aross another body's ontrol surfae, one must redene the positions of
the ontrol surfaes at some stage. This will presents no onsiderable pratial problem
in a numerial implementation. This strategy of redening the ontrol surfae may also
be followed for a ship in forward speed.
8.1.2 Some harateristis of the alternative formulation
There are two key features of the alternative expressions (8.9) and (8.10). First, they
involve several integral terms as opposed to the original single integral term over the
body itself. Seond, and this was the primary goal, the time derivative is moved outside
those integrals involving ϕt. As for the rst, the additional ost of evaluating the extra
terms is negligible as they are over known quantities. A problem that arises, however, is
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that pairs of terms may attain large amplitude of opposite sign whih in theory should
nearly anel, but in pratie may pollute the numerial solution. This is so in partiular
when alulating the roll moment. As far as the seond goes, moving the time derivative
outside the integral means that the integral itself represents momentum, giving veloity
diretly without time integration. This may at rst sight seem attrative, but represent
in pratie what we might onsider a phasing problem with respet to the remaining
integrals. In mathematial terms we are left with a set of so alled dierential-algebrai
equations whih in general is not trivial to solve. This means the present method also has
its hallenges, where suggested resolutions will be disussed shortly in onnetion with
time integration of the equations of motion.
We rst shortly disuss some harateristis of the ontribution of eah of the terms
in (8.9) or (8.10) and onsider one of the fore omponents Fx, Fy or the moment M
and denote this simply by F . We refer to F as fore, although it also applies to the
moment. We further denote by n and s the orresponding omponents of the unit normal
and tangential vetors respetively. We write
F = ρ
d
dt
3∑
j=1
Kj + ρ
10∑
j=4
Kj, (8.11)
where the Kj -terms are
K1 =
∫
SB
ϕn ds, K2 =
∫
SF
ϕn ds, K3 = −
∫
SV
Γn ds,
K4 = g
∫
SB
y n ds, K5 = g
∫
SF
y n ds, K6 = [uϕn ]A, K7 = [uϕn ]B,
K8 =
∫
SB
f1 ds, K9 =
∫
SF
f1 ds, K10 =
∫
SV
f2 ds,
(8.12)
where f1 = 0.5 (ϕ
2
s − ϕ2n)n− ϕnϕs s and f2 = (Ucn s− Ucs n) Γs.
Assuming linear theory, and negleting ow separation, we indeed reover the linear
fore due to the following. All terms K6−9 are of seond order and therefore vanishes in
the limit of linear theory. Further, sine SF and SB are in the linear ase the xed mean
position of the free surfae and the body, the time derivative goes under the integral sign
of K1. Then, dK2/dt + K5 = 0 due to the linear free-surfae ondition, and we are left
with only dK1/dt representing the added mass and damping fore and K4 the restoring
fore. Removing the assumption of linear theory we may perhaps still assoiate with K1
the added mass and damping and with K4 the restoring term, at least for small ship
motion, although stritly speaking, these are no longer dened.
To seond order we observe the following. The terms K1, K2 and K3 do not ontribute
to the mean fore sine any onstant term is dierentiated away. K6 and K7 do not
ontribute to the heave fore at all, sine the normals of the vertial parts of the ontrol
surfae SC point horizontally. The two terms do, however, ontribute signiantly to the
mean drift fore in sway. Exept from K6 and K7, all the other terms K4 - K10 ontribute
to the mean fore or moment in all three degrees of freedom.
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8.2 Numerial integration of the fores and moment
The numerial treatment of the spatial integrals as well as the integration of the equations
of motion are disussed in the following. We begin with the rather straight-forward im-
plementation of the spatial integrals and next desribe in some detail that of the temporal
integration.
8.2.1 Spatial integration
Numerially, the Kj terms in (8.12) are obtained by summation over the body, free surfae
and free shear layer elements. Sine the potential et. vary linearly over linear elements,
the expressions are straight-forward to dedue onsistent to seond order auray in spae
as other quantities in the present work. The sums representing the integrals are given by
(D.8). Note that for the term K9 there is a ontribution from the Riemann uts, while
it was shown in the derivation of (8.7) that the ontribution from Riemann uts was zero
for K10.
8.2.2 Time integration of the equations of motion
The fore is integrated to veloity and the veloity to position. As a standard mathe-
matial proedure the equations of motion (2.23), being a set of seond order dierential
equations, may be onverted into another set of twie as many rst order dierential
equations by introduing the veloities in the three degrees of freedom vx, vy and vθ, and
we write the six equations of evolution
x˙G = vx, v˙x = Fx/m
y˙G = vy, v˙y = Fy/m
θ˙ = vθ, v˙θ =M/I
(8.13)
where for eah there is an initial value at t = 0. Although neessary in the boundary
integral formulation (6.1), the veloities may in a sense be onsidered auxiliary funtions.
As a mean of further studying the nature of the alternative fore expression (8.9) we
introdue yet another set of auxiliary funtions as follows. We express the motion x
and veloity v in one of the degrees of freedom, eah by a sum of two auxiliary terms
x = xa + xb and v = va + vb suh that v˙a = dKa/dt and v˙b = Kb where Ka = Σ
3
j=1Kj
and Kb = Σ
10
j=4Kj. In the seleted degree of freedom we therefore have the set of four
equations of evolution
va = Ka, v˙b = Kb, x˙a = va, x˙b = vb, (8.14)
where we have assumed va0 = 0. We see that one part of the veloity, va, is governed by
an algebrai equation and is known expliitly at time t given the geometry and potential
at that instant in time, while for the seond part of the veloity, vb, and for the positions
xa and xb rst order ordinary dierential equations govern the solutions.
Now, onsidering all three degrees of body motion, we have three algebrai and nine
ordinary dierential equations. Further, for the oupled uid-struture problem, we also
have the two free-surfae onditions, (2.3) and (2.4), as well as the evolution equation
of the free shear layer (2.13) and that of the irulation (2.14). In the MEL approah,
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where total derivative is like a normal time derivative, we then have thirteen ordinary
dierential equations, and these together with the three algebrai equations onstitute a
so-alled set of dierential-algebrai equations (DAE).
Dierential-algebrai equations are known to be non-trivial to solve, and some
aspets of the numerial solution are disussed e.g. in Hairer, Lubih, and Rohe (1989).
Here we only give a quik outline of our understanding of the implied diulties. As an
example, onsider the motion of some arbitrary objet in three-dimensional spae with
solution (x(t), y(t), z(t)) with the motion governed by
x˙ = f(x, y, z, t),
y˙ = g(x, y, z, t),
0 = h(x, y, z, t),
(8.15)
together with proper initial onditions. Note the zero on the left hand side of the last
equation. This is a set of two ordinary dierential equations and one algebrai equation.
Now, the algebrai equation is not an equation of evolution, but rather a onstraint as
to where the objet might travel. The solution is thus dened over a manifold, i.e. lives
in this ase on a surfae in three-dimensional spae, with the surfae possibly of omplex
shape. Intuitively, keeping the solution on that surfae is harder than having available
the whole three-dimensional spae. This goes in partiular for a numerial method where
one in a disrete time stepping algorithm is prone to fall o the surfae.
Auray and stability. The onsequene of the above disussion is in a way two-
fold, although the two matters are inter-related. The rst matter is regarding the order of
auray of the time-stepping algorithm. This will beome lear in a while. The other is
regarding numerial stability. Both matters are related diretly to the diulties with the
numerial solution of DAE. Here we explain the way the problems are overome thus far,
regarded suient for the present problem. More eorts would nevertheless be welome
in order to handle the problems in an improved manner in future works.
As for the rst, from a pratial point of view, the DAE represent a phasing problem.
For example, onsider the linearized problem and resonant heave motion of a ship setion.
The relative phasing between the added mass and damping fore represented by dK1/dt
and the restoring fore represented by K4 is ruial at resonane. The only way we have
managed to model this in a proper way with onvergent results is using a sense of averaging
during the four sub-steps of the fourth order Runge Kutta sheme. The impliation is that
we reover a numerial method only rst order in time, not fourth order. Although the
ship motion is in this way only aptured to rst order in time we still use the fourth order
Runge Kutta method as it gives a truly superior numerial solution of the free surfae in
the far eld, e.g. the propagation of the inoming wave train.
As far as the numerial stability goes, a tehnique as used by several other authors
is adopted in the present implementation. The rst one known to the auther to use the
tehnique was Kvaalsvold (1994). Later it has been used by e.g. Wu and Eatok Taylor
(2003), Sun and Faltinsen (2006). The tehnique is simple and robust. In the equations
of motion an artiial added mass term is added on eah side of the equality sign. For
example, in the equation of motion for heave, where we denote the artiial added mass
by Ayy, we get (m+ Ayy)y¨G = Fy +Ayy y¨G. In the numerial sheme, the aeleration on
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of peaks ourring in the fore and moment time-series due to
simpliations of the free shear layer.
the left hand side is the unknown to be solved for, while that on the right hand side is
taken as that of the previous time-step or sub time-step. This does not redue the order
of auray, as it is already rst order as desribed above. In our experiene the results
are not sensitive to the hosen value for Ayy as long as it is in the same order of magnitude
as the atual added mass. We have found this tehnique to be stritly neessary in heave,
as negleting its use leaves an unonditionally unstable numerial sheme, the simulation
will break down after only few time-steps even in still water tests. In our experiene it
also stabilizes the roll motion in ases with more pronouned roll than in the present. We
have not applied the tehnique for sway as was done by Wu and Eatok Taylor (2003), as
it was not found neessary. Reommended values for the added mass terms for all degrees
of freedom is given therein. This may not, however, be adopted diretly here due to a
dierent formulation of the problem relative to the present.
An observation regarding this stabilizing tehnique whih has to our knowledge not
been noted in the literature on the matter is the following. The desribed tehnique
is intrinsially similar to a nite impulse response (FIR) lter ommonly used among
other plaes in ontrol theory, see e.g. Rabiner and Gold (1975). It basially averages
new estimates and existing known values. In this respet, we performed a quik study by
applying a FIR lter for reprodution of a sinusoid when solving a seond order dierential
equation similar to the equation of motion. With Ayy = m, this gave a reprodution
lagging one time-step disregarding the size of the time-step, and an error in the reprodued
amplitude whih was by all means negligible. The small disrepanies found in this simple
test explains qualitatively the goodness of the method experiened by others as well as
the present author.
8.2.3 Problems related to large roll motion
We now look loser into some problems of the method based on the alternative formulation
of the moment to alulate roll motion. In ases of onsiderable roll we found it neessary
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Figure 8.3: Close-ups of the heave fore time-series presented in Figure 8.2.
to neglet all other terms than dK1/dt and K4. That is, we keep only the linear terms.
The main problem was that the sum of the terms over the free surfae dK2/dt and
K5, whih in theory only should ontribute to seond and higher order, in general gave
ontributions in the same order as the linear terms, gave rise to inauraies that in turn
aused instabilities. One reason that the numerial inauraies arise is perhaps that in
the integration over the free surfae, eah term involve multipliation with the distane
from the enter of gravity, whih may beome large depending on the extent of the ontrol
surfae. We did not resolve this problem satisfatory during the present work, and we
reommend for future use a proper investigation possibly resolving the problem. We an
not, for example, neglet the possibility of a bug in the ode.
We emphasize that in ase of small roll angle, the instability does not arise, and all
terms may be kept. We realize that small roll angle is not well dened in this disussion.
However, for example in the study of a moored ship by a terminal presented in Setion
10.3, the roll amplitude was small, and no sign of instability was observed during that
study. We did, however, perform numerial experiments with a retangular box oating
in a sloshing tank. The motion was started from rest, and a sinusoidal motion of the tank
walls was presribed. The frequeny was that of the rst sloshing mode of the tank. The
box was plaed in the middle of the tank. The roll moment of inertia was taken suh that
the roll motion of the box should be equal to the slope of the free-surfae at its position
in the tank, i.e. in the quasi-stati roll regime. In the initial stages of the simulations, the
box behaved well in both sway, heave and roll. However, as the free-surfae motion built
up, the roll motion of the box beame unstable. This was in the ase all the Kj-terms
were kept. Negleting all terms exept the linear, however, the roll motion was stable,
and did follow the free-surfae slope, even up to the stage where the free-surfae was near
breaking.
8.2.4 Eet of free shear layer simpliations
As was explained in Chapter 6 we automatially simplify the free shear layer during a
simulation. We argued that dumping near irular vortial strutures to a single vortex
and utting pairs of vorties of near opposite strength were aeptable ations both based
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Figure 8.4: The veloities resulting from integration of the fores in Figure 8.2.
on physial reasoning as well as in a mathematial sense. The surroundings do, however,
feel these simpliations as a shok. The experiened level of the shok depends on the
size of the vortial strutures and of ourse their strengths relative to the magnitude of the
ambient ow. For example, utting a vortex pair will have an inuene on the potential
ϕ near the orner of the ship. A vortex pair of large strength relative to the ambient ow
will naturally ause a larger inuene on the surroundings than a pair of modest strength.
An example involving large vortial strutures was given and disussed in onnetion with
Figure 6.4. In all of the present work, however, the ow has been suh that the vortial
strutures have been onstrained to the viinity of the orner of separation.
In any ase, removing a part of the free shear layer either by dumping or utting will
inevitably lead to a peak in the fore time history, sine parts of SV disappear with a
jump in the veloity va in (8.14) as a onsequene. We illustrate this by an example
from simulations using the present nonlinear wavetank with ow separation from the ship
bilges. The example involves a moored ship in inoming waves, and is taken from the
same simulation as that presented later in Figure 10.21, with further speis explained
there. The speis are not important to the present disussion. The fore and moment
time-series in all three degrees of freedom are presented in Figure 8.2 with lose-ups of the
heave fore in Figure 8.3. We observe from Figure 8.2 that four main peaks our eah
wave period. These are assoiated with utting of the two free shear layers emanating
from eah of the two ship bilges. Eah free shear layer is, as explained in Setion 6.4,
ut twie eah wave period. Other irregularities in the time-series are assoiated with
dumping, but these are very small.
From Figure 8.3 it seems that the fore simply ontinues on its trak after some high-
frequeny osillation lasting about ve to six time-steps. The way it ontinues bak on
trak is onsistent with the ndings of Braathen (1987). The urve denoted Dierentiated
veloity is the time derivative of the veloities as written to le after eah main time-step
during the simulation and multiplied by the body mass. The other urve represents the
fore or moment as written to le. There is a small disrepany between the reonstruted
fore and that written to le. This is a onsequene of the diulties assoiated with
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the DAE disussed earlier. The disrepanies are so small that they have no pratial
relevane.
At rst sight the fore peaks may look devastating. However, the inuene on the
resulting veloities is small as illustrated in Figure 8.4. The shok are smoothed out. The
shoks are further smoothed out when integrating to position. Physially we may say that
the large peak in the fore ours over suh a small interval of time that any momentum
of signiane is not transferred to the body.
8.3 Solving the equations of motion - Veriation tests
In this setion we seek to verify the alternative fore and moment expressions (8.9) and
(8.10), and their implementation into the nonlinear numerial wavetank. We may not
verify all aspets regarding this problem due to lak of theoretial results of the fully
nonlinear problem. Only linear motion and seond order drift fores are veried. No
veriation assoiated with ow separation is done. The method is, however, validated
through the study on a moored ship setion by a terminal presented in Setion 10.3.
We have hosen to investigate three ases. First, free heave and roll under wave
exitation. Seond, heave deay of an initially displaed ship setion in still water. Third,
horizontal mean drift fore on xed ship setions. In all the ases we investigate surfae
piering, retangular ship setions of beam to draft ratios B/D = 2 or 4. An important
feature in the present work is a orret reprodution of heave damping, ruial to the level
of response around ship motion resonane. This is veried by the rst two ases. Another
feature is the mean drift away from the terminal in resonant ondition. The third ase
serves qualitatively as a veriation in that respet.
Sine we have adopted a time-domain approah, the simulations are run until steady-
state. Here, as well as later on the appliations to ship by terminal, we have based
our hosen time-windows on the group veloity Cg as well as visual inspetion. In the
veriation ases presented in the following, we have deep water onditions with h = 2λ.
8.3.1 Free heave and roll
Assuming linear theory, the ship setion behaviour in a free, single degree of freedom
motion is desribed as a damped harmoni osillator. The nonlinear numerial wavetank
should be able to reprodue this behaviour in ase of a body in heave or roll in vanishingly
small amplitude waves. Given an inoming wave of presribed steepness we ompare
the omputed ship setion response to the theoretial. For the theoretial solution we
need the added mass and damping oeients. These are provided by Skeji (2008)
using a frequeny domain boundary element ode for innite water depth. The provided
oeients are assumed to be of high auray, and hene regarded as benhmark results
for our purpose.
We follow the standard six degree of freedom onvention of sway being diretion 2,
heave 3 and roll 4. The vertial oordinate is y as shown in the lower right part of Figure
8.5. The linearized equations of motion are in heave and roll given as
(m+ A33) y¨G +B33 y˙G + C33 yG = F3,
(I44 + A44 + 2yGA42 + y
2
GA22) θ¨ + (B44 + 2yGB42 + y
2
GB22) θ˙ + C44 θ = F4,
(8.16)
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where I44 is the moment of inertia alulated around the enter of gravity xG = (xG, yG),
that is, around the origin of the oordinate system 0x˜y˜ indiated in the lower right of
Figure 8.5. Aij and Bij are the added mass and damping oeients in the i'th degree
of freedom due to motion in the j'th degree of freedom. Cii is the stiness in the i'th
degree of freedom. The oupling terms between sway and roll, being the third, fourth,
sixth and seventh terms in the seond equation of (8.16) appear sine the hydrodynami
oeients Aij and Bij are alulated with respet to the 0xy oordinate system, and not
with respet to 0x˜y˜.
In steady-state, the ratio between the amplitude of the motion xa to the amplitude
fa of the exitation fore is for a linear damped mass-spring system given by the transfer
funtion
xa
fa/c
=
1
1− ω2a/c+ iωb/c. (8.17)
If we relate the equations of motion (8.16) to (8.17), the parameters a, b and c are given by
the added mass, damping and restoring oeients. For heave, a = m+A33, b = B33 and
c = C33. For roll a = I44+A44+2yGA42+ y
2
GA22, b = B44+2yGB42+ y
2
GB22 and c = C44.
The roll moment of inertia is taken as I44/(mB
2) = 1/6. The restoring oeients are
C33 = ρgB and C44 = ρB
3/12 + ρg(yb − yG), where yb is the enter of buoyany. In the
present ase yG = yb.
We investigate free heave for two ship setions of B/D = 2 and 4, and free roll for
a ship setion of B/D = 2. We mention that we also attempted to investigate free roll
for a ship setion of B/D = 4, but due to the very small potential damping for this
B/D ratio (see Figure 3.17 in Faltinsen (1990)), we were not able to reah anywhere near
steady-state around resonane within aeptable CPU times.
The steepness of the inoming waves was small, with H/λ = 10−4. We emphasize that
it is the nonlinear wavetank we are verifying. With the small wave steepness used, we
adopt the strategy of linear theory where we solve several sub-problems. First, the ship is
restrained to osillate and subjet to inoming waves. This provides the amplitude of the
exitation fores or moments Fex. Next, the ship is subjeted to the same waves while free
to osillate in the hosen degree of freedom, providing the amplitude of the motion. This
is performed for a range of wave frequenies from the small frequeny, stiness dominated
regime through the resonane and to the high frequeny, mass dominated regime.
The dimensions of the nonlinear wavetank are shown shematially in the upper part
of Figure 8.5. The still water depth was h = 2λ, providing deep water onditions. Ten
wavelengths in front of the ship setion provided a suient amount of wave periods so
that steady-state ould be ahieved before re-reetions from the wavemaker reahed the
ship setion. The damping zone started two wavelengths downstream of the ship setion
and extended four wavelengths. This was through testing found to suiently damp out
the transmitted waves. The spatial resolution was in all ases the same. NF = 300, with
200 elements on the free surfae upstream of the ship setion and 100 downstream with
inreasing element length along the tank. NB = 60 on the ship.
The results are presented in three of the sub-plots of Figure 8.5. Convergene with re-
spet to temporal resolution was performed, with Np = 40, 80, 120 and 160 time-steps per
period. The results from the simulations are presented by markers, while the results from
using (8.17) with the oeients obtained by the frequeny domain ode is represented
by the solid urve. For ve seleted frequenies the values of the transfer funtion from
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Figure 8.5: Transfer funtion between response and foring for a square ship setion.
Upper: Shematis of numerial wavetank. Middle left: Heave (B/D = 2). Middle
right: Heave (B/D = 4). Lower left: Roll (B/D = 2). Lower right: Coordinate
systems. Nonlinear numerial simulations with H/λ = 10−4 and h = 2λ.
the present simulations are presented as funtion of temporal resolution 1/Np, nondimen-
sionalised by those aquired from the frequeny domain ode, are presented in Figures
8.6 and 8.7. The seleted frequenies are indiated in the gure. The results indiate a
onvergene rate approximately rst order in time, as argued earlier in the hapter. Con-
sidering that the spatial resolution is xed, the results onverge rather niely for heave.
For roll, it is lear that a suient number of time-steps per period is neessary around
resonane in order to reah an aeptable level of error. We tried running these simulation
both with only K1 and K4 as well as with all Kj-terms inluded, with no dierene. The
reason is the very small amplitude waves. The remaining terms introdue inauraies
and instabilities only when the steepness beomes appreiable.
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Figure 8.6: Convergene results for heave transfer funtions η3a/(F3a/c33) at ve se-
leted frequenies. B/D = 2.
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Figure 8.7: Convergene results for roll transfer funtions η4a/(F4a/c44) at ve seleted
frequenies. B/D = 2.
8.3.2 Heave deay
We next study heave deay of a square setion with B/D = 4 with initial displaement
∆yG/D = 10
−2
and zero initial veloity. In this study we use both the linear wavetank
as well as the nonlinear wavetank. The results are ompared with digitized data from
theoretial results on free deay presented by Yeung (1982).
The parameters used in the present numerial simulations were idential for the linear
and nonlinear wavetanks. The ship setion was loated in the middle position of the
wavetank whih had length L/B = 50. The still water depth was h/B = 7.5. The
number of elements on the free surfae was NF=240 with half on eah side and a osine
spaed variation with β = 0.5 (f. Equation (A.8)) and inreasing element size away
from the body. On the body the number of elements were NB = 120, with renement
towards the intersetion points, using also here β = 0.5. Two damping zones extending
from 10B away from the ship setion and to both tank ends were used. Several dierent
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Figure 8.8: Heave deay of a retangular body with B/D = 4 using the present linear
and nonlinear numerial wavetanks, and omparing with the theory of Yeung (1982).
Initial displaement ∆yG/D = 10
−2
and zero initial veloity.
time-steps were used, ranging approximately from Np = 60 to 600 per period, with the
period taken in the ase of this transient behaviour, as the time from the rst to the
seond positive peaks in the time-series of the vertial displaement. For values higher
than about 120, there was no visible hange in the behaviour. We also tried varying the
artiial added mass term Ayy desribed earlier, and the behaviour proved insensitive to
the atual value, exept when exeeding about 20 times the body mass m. For Ayy = 0,
the simulations broke down after ve-six time-steps.
The time-series of the vertial displaement of the retangular setion obtained by the
linear wavetank, nonlinear wavetank and from Yeung's theory are presented in Figure
8.8. The omparisons are in general good. There are no nonlinearities predited by the
nonlinear simulations on the hosen sale of the gure. This is as expeted. There are,
however, some disrepanies between Yeung's theory and our simulations, in partiular
around the two rst negative peaks. We attempted to run simulations with several larger
water depths h as we suspeted that perhaps the initial wave front whih is indued at the
time of release, experiening nite water depth in any nite depth ondition, in some way
ould ause the disrepanies, but the results seemed absolutely insensitive to variation
in h beyond that used here. The disrepanies are, however, very similar to those noted
by Yeung (1982) between the theory and model tests reported therein, in that ase for a
irular ylinder.
With the good omparison to Yeung's theory and the numerial method proving in-
sensitive to the hoie of Ayy, we feel quite ondent that the heave damping properties
are well desribed in the present numerial work.
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8.3.3 Mean drift fore
In the last ase of the veriation proess, we investigate the mean horizontal drift fores
due to inoming waves on xed retangular ship setions of beam to draft ratios B/D = 2
and B/D = 4. Knowing the inoming wave amplitude A as well as transmitted wave
amplitude AT we may ompare with the analytial expression known as Maruo's formula,
whih is orret to seond order in deep water,
F¯x =
1
4
ρg(A2 + A2R − A2T )
=
1
2
ρg(A2 − A2T ),
(8.18)
where AR is the amplitude of the reeted wave and the overbar indiates mean value.
We mention that in the ase of nite water depth, a formula due to Longuet-Higgins is
Fx =
1
4
ρg
(
A2 + A2R −A2T
)(
1 +
2kh
sinh 2kh
)
, (8.19)
where k is as usual the wave number given by the linear dispersion relation (3.1).
The wave steepness was in our numerial tests taken to beH/λ = 1/100. The wavetank
arrangement in the numerial simulations is presented in the upper part of Figure 8.9, and
the speiations are as follows. The still water depth h = 2λ, i.e. deep water onditions.
The total length is L = 38λ + B with the ship setion front 16λ from the wavemaker,
and a downstream tank length of 22λ. The numerial beah starts at xd = 22λ giving a
relatively long beah of length 16λ in an attempt to avoid reetions from the transient
wave front. The spatial resolution was taken quite high, with NF = 600 elements on the
free surfae, 400 upstream and 200 downstream of the ship setion. In the downstream
part the element size inreased along the tank aording to β = 0.6. The number of
elements on the ship setion was NB = 120, with a variation aording to β = 0.6 along
eah of the sides. 100 elements were used on the tank bottom. The number of time-steps
per period was Np = 120. We did not perform a systemati onvergene test, but found
that the resolution needed in order to approah good solutions was higher than in the two
previous ases validating linear quantities. This is perhaps not a surprise.
Results from the simulations with the nonlinear wavetank by means of the normalized
mean fore are presented as a funtion of the sattering parameter kB in Figure 8.9. The
markers represent the mean fores taken from a part of the fore time-series that seemed
stationary. The values for A and AT was taken as steady-state values from the same part
of the time-series and used in (8.18). These values are represented by the solid urves and
indiated as Maruo in the gure. Although the omparison is qualitatively quite good,
there are notieable disrepanies. The disrepanies are small for small wavelengths, say
less than 2 - 3% for kB > 4. For 1 < kB < 4 the disrepanies are within 10%. For the
smallest sattering parameters, the relative error is large. However, the values are very
small sine nearly all the wave energy is transmitted, as the long waves do not feel the
presene of the body. The disrepanies may be due to numerial errors in the estimated
amplitudes. Sine AT → A as kB tends to zero, only small errors in the wave amplitudes
will ause signiant relative errors in the mean fore as seen from (8.18).
Reahing steady-state of the mean fore. Some eort was made to understand
the disrepanies more in-depth. Using the same arguments based on group veloity as
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Figure 8.9: Upper: Shemati overview of the nonlinear numerial wavetank in Maruo
tests. Total tank length is L = 38λ + B, length from wavemaker to ship front is 16λ,
while the damping zone extends from 6λ downstream the ship until the far tank end.
Deep water onditions (h = 2λ). Flap type wavemaker hinged at y = −λ/2. Bottom:
Results from simulations with the present nonlinear numerial wavetank. (◦): F¯x taken
diretly from the fore time-series. (-): F¯x taken from Maruo's formula (8.18) with the
amplitudes A and AT from the simulations using the nonlinear numerial wavetank.
above, the wave elevation time-series from visual inspetions seemingly reahed steady-
state. However, the seond order quantities perhaps did not really reah a proper steady-
state. We base our speulation on the following. Consider two wave-trains propagating
in opposite diretions in a domain extending to innity in the horizontal diretion. This
may for example be the inoming wave-train and that reeted from the ship setion.
Then, a spatially uniform and osillatory seond order disturbane is reated below these
wave elds, with the solution of this seond order potential given in Faltinsen (1990) (see
p. 168). In the present nomenlature the solution is ϕ2 = 0.5AAR ω sin(2ωt + δ). The
solution osillates with the sum-frequeny 2ω, and has an amplitude of 0.5AAR ω. Upon
visual investigation of the potential at the mid position between the wavemaker and the
ship setion at y = −h, we found this to seemingly approah the value 0.5AAR ω, but
approahing in a manner muh slower than what we have observed the linear quantities
to do. The linear quantities suh as A and AT typially reah steady-state ondition
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about 10 - 15 periods after the wave-train has reahed the position of measurement. The
amplitude of the seond order 2ω osillation was still inreasing about 40 wave periods
after the wave-train had reahed the ship setion, and was at the end-time about 10% o
the theoretial value. Sine mean values may not undergo visual inspetion in the same
manner, we do not know whether this quantity also experiene a similar slow onvergene
to steady-state, but it is possible.
The above disussion indiates that a time-domain fully nonlinear numerial wave-
tank does experiene hallenges regarding nonlinear eets despite the seemingly straight-
forward handling of these. However, in the appliation of the nonlinear numerial wave-
tank used in the main part of the work related to a moored ship by a terminal as pre-
sented in the next hapter, the sattering parameter is kB ? 2, a regime where the error
is thought to be aeptably low for our purposes.
Chapter 9
Model tests
Altogether four sets of model tests were performed during the present work. Two related
sets were performed in September and November 2006, and another two related sets in
April and June 2008. In all four sets a two-dimensional retangular shaped ship setion
by a bottom mounted terminal subjeted to waves was onsidered. In the 2006 tests a
xed ship setion with rounded bilges was used, while in the 2008 tests we onsidered a
moored ship setion with sharp bilges. For onveniene we shall heneforth refer to these
as the September and November 2006 tests and April and June 2008 tests.
In the September 2006 tests the aim was to investigate shallow water eets on the
fores as well as the kinematis onsidering waves of full sale periods 6s - 15s. The
resulting fores and free-surfae kinematis ontained onsiderable nonlinearities assoi-
ated with the shallow water. However, more interestingly the results suggested we were
approahing a resonant behaviour of the uid olumn in the terminal gap at the highest
wave periods, and we deided to perform another set of tests around the natural periods
whih resulted in the November 2006 tests. Only the results from the November tests
have thus far been published, see Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2009a).
In the 2008 tests the ship setion was moored by horizontal, linear springs and thereby
free to move in three degrees of freedom, this time essentially in deep water. The purpose
was two-fold, rst to validate the numerial work involving solving the equations of motion
in the nonlinear numerial wavetank, and seond to investigate resonant behaviour also
in the more realisti ase of a moored ship as opposed to the xed ship in the previous
model tests. It turned out, however, that during the April 2008 tests the terminal, being
only an unstiened and hardly horizontally supported 3mm aluminum plate had slightly
exed due to the hydrodynami pressure. This aused additional damping, and the model
tests had to be repeated. This resulted in the June 2008 tests. Results from the June
tests have been published in Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2009b).
In addition, model test results from moonpool experiments performed in 2005 and
reported in (Faltinsen, Rognebakke, and Timokha (2007)) were re-analyzed for further
investigation of some rather surprising results reported therein. The model tests involved
fored heave of two surfae piering retangular setions in a wave ume resembling the
present problem of a ship by a terminal under the assumption of symmetry around the
mid-line of the moonpool. The re-analysis showed that the somewhat surprising results
were aused by wave reetions. The re-analyzed data have been published in Kristiansen
and Faltinsen (2008).
In the rst three setions of the present hapter, we desribe the test set-up, test
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Table 9.1: Key parameters in the September 2006 model tests. Full sale and 1:70
model sale. Full sale dimensions are based on a typial mid-ship setion of an LNG
arrier.
Quantity Term Full sale Model sale 1:70
Beam [m℄ B 45.0 0.64
Draft [m℄ D 12.0 0.17
Bilge radius [m℄ r 4.2 0.06
Water depth [m℄ h 16.0 - 20.0 0.23 - 0.29
Bottom learane [m℄ d 4.0 - 8.0 0.06 - 0.12
Terminal gap [m℄ b 15.0 - 22.0 0.22 - 0.32
Periods [s℄ T 6 - 15 0.72 - 1.79
Wave steepness H/λ 1/60 - 1/40 1/60 - 1/40
onditions, some results and a disussion around soures of model test errors and its
possible inuene on the results from the 2006 and 2008 tests. In the last setion we
present the re-analysis of the moonpool tests.
9.1 Fixed ship setion in shallow water - Sept 2006
The nearly two-dimensional model tests of a xed ship setion by a bottom mounted
terminal subjet to inoming medium deep to shallow water waves were onduted in a
26.5m long and 0.595m wide wave ume at the Division of Marine Civil Engineering at
NTNU. The ume had plexiglas walls, and was equipped with a piston-type wavemaker
from DHI with a paddle extending from the bottom. The wave paddle ontroller inluded
an ative wave absorption system (AWACS). The system proved to eetively damp out
reetions during the tests, and was useful also for damping out the waves in between
runs. A paraboli beah was used at the far end as wave absorber during wave alibration.
In this setion we rst present the hoie of parameters in these model tests, next
desribe the models, rigging and instrumentation, and last disuss soures of error and a
brief look at some results. Results from the present model tests have not been published
earlier.
9.1.1 Model test overview - hoie of parameters and test ondi-
tions
The dimensions and environmental onditions used for the model tests were hosen based
on a mid-ship setion of a typial LNG arrier subjet to near regular waves of periods
orresponding to typial deep water wave spetra at sea. The full sale wave period range
was T = 6s - 15s. LNG arriers typially have beam of B ≃ 45m, a beam to draft ratio
as large as B/D ≃ 4, and a bilge radius of r ≃ 4m. In reality, bilge keels extend about
half the length of the ship, but these were not modelled. The bilges were rounded suh
as to avoid ow separation as far as possible, with the KC-number bringing relevane
to the problem. The water depths were hosen aording to typial water depths were
Gravity Based Struture (GBS) type of oshore terminals are to be installed, whih are
h ≃ 15 − 30m. The arrier is typially fendered out from the terminal with relatively
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Figure 9.1: Shematis of the ship setion and terminal wall used in the xed ship
setion tests of September and November 2006.
large terminal gap widths of typially b/B ≃ 0.2− 0.35.
The model sale was hosen to be 1:70. The main parameters and environmental
onditions are listed both in full sale and model sale in Table 9.1. The still water depth
h and impliitly the bottom learane d, the terminal gap width b as well as the inoming
wave period and steepness were varied. The draft D was not hanged during the tests.
The ship setion dimensions in model sale are presented in detail in Figure 9.1. The ship
setion height of 0.6m was hosen to ensure no uid overturning the model. The terminal
was modelled as a straight wall extending from the sea oor.
The test matrix is presented in Table E.2 and additional information about the waves
suh as group veloity and nite water depth steepness is presented in Table E.5. The true
shallow water onditions aording to the usual denition of λ0/h > 10 are indiated by
light grey bakground in the tables. The test numbering onvention was as the following.
Eah run was named by a four digit number where the rst number orresponds to b, the
seond number to h, the third to T and the last is reserved for either repetition or re-
running. Eah of the eight test onditions indiated in the test matrix by two test numbers
onneted by a hyphen were run in total ve times for repeatability hek. Exept for
these, all other tests with other than zero last digit is a re-run. In partiular, the 8000-
series was originally run as H0/λ0=1/30 steepness, but this was found too steep for our
purpose as breaking oured for the two longest waves on water depth of h = 0.29m, so
the 8000-series and 8100-series were re-run with the indiated H0/λ0=1/40 steepness and
named 8005 - 8095 and 8105 - 8185.
Among the parameters subjet to variation as mentioned above was the wave steepness
H0/λ0 where subsript 0 means deep water limit. The nite depth waveheights H were
hosen based on the following philosophy. When a deep water wave with steepness H0/λ0
propagates up a very gentle slope it will beome shorter and also loose some height. The
(linear) wavelength at nite water depth λ is then alulated using the linear dispersion
relation (3.1), whereas the (linear) waveheight H is given by the steady wave ation
equation (3.3). Sine in the model tests, the wave ume was suh that only the nite
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Figure 9.2: Two snapshot from the September 2006 tests. The ship setion is xed and
subjet to waves entering from the right. The water depth is h = 0.23m.
depth part was modelled, the nite water depth waveheight H was that input to the
wavemaker. The stroke of the paddle was then automatially found through the transfer
funtion (3.4).
9.1.2 The models, rigging and instrumentation
The ship setion was onstruted by steel plates of 1.5mm thikness. The setion was
onneted to a vertially adjustable steel rig through a six degree of freedom (dof) fore
transduer. The fore transduer was onstruted by two horizontal 0.45m x 0.45m and
1.5m thik aluminum plates onneted to eah other at six positions. The model and the
rig are shown Figure 9.2 and also in the lower part of Figure 9.3. The fore transduer
is shown in the upper left part of the upper photo of Figure 9.3. The fore transduer
produed at MARINTEK was of high quality, but not very robust. Stieners were there-
fore plaed in between the top and bottom plates when being moved during rigging and
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Figure 9.3: Upper: Fore transduer (top left orner), lter box (lower left orner),
wave gauge amplier (middle) and fore amplier of type Hottinger MGCplus (right).
Lower: Reinforement of the rig by two steel bars.
transportation. Further, the model was loaded with weights in order to balane the buoy-
any fore, suh that the fore transduer experiened a minimum of pretension. The
transduer was mounted with its midline in the still water line, that is, 0.17m above the
bottom of the model in order to minimize moments. Eah of the six onnetion points
between the two plates were assoiated with a fore measuring unit, one in the transverse
diretion, two in the x-diretion and three in the (vertial) y-diretion, giving a total need
of six hannels for logging. Total fores and moments were obtained by summation.
Using a six dof fore transduer when a three dof is ideally enough for two-dimensional
model tests was a matter of availability. It proved, however, useful to measure transverse
fores due to some transverse sloshing in the wave ume during the model testing.
The terminal was fastened to the wave ume frame by lamps, and loaded with about
30kg of weights, as illustrated in Figure 9.1.
A total of twelve wave gauges denoted by w1 - w12 were mounted for measurement
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Figure 9.4: Shematis of the wave ume in the September 2006 tests inluding the
1:30 sloping bottom. See Table E.1 for positions of the wave gauges w1 - w12. Mid-ship
position is x = 18.30m as indiated. The terminal gap width b was varied by hanging
the position of the terminal.
of free-surfae elevation. The loation of these are shown shematially in Figure 9.4 and
listed in Table E.1. The wave gauges were of standard apaitane type with two metal
bars 1m apart, eah with diameter of approximately 1mm. The length of these ranged
from about 35m to 46m. Manual alibration was done at least one per day, and exept
for two of the wave gauges only very small drift was observed. The zero level and gain
was sensitive to temperature hanges, that is, when adding water or hanging the water,
the drift was large until room temperature had been reahed. After ompletely relling
the tank, it typially took one day and night to reah a steady temperature, while the
atual proess of lling in itself only took about one minute. For wave alibration runs,
all twelve wave gauges were used, whereas in the tests with ship setion only ten were
used in order to t six fore hannels in the sixteen hannel ltering box whih is shown
in the lower left orner of the upper photo in Figure 9.2. The amplier reeiving the wave
gauge signals is shown in the middle part of the same photo.
The amplier of type Hottinger MGCplus reeiving the fore signals is shown in the
lower right orner of the upper photo in Figure 9.2. The fore and wave elevation signals
were aquired at a sampling frequeny of Fs=200Hz, while the wavemaker signals were
by default aquired at 40Hz.
9.1.3 Estimation of measurement error and observed artefats
Although we believe that the model test results in general were of fairly high quality, in
our opinion, a areful identiation of possible soures to error with attempts to provide
estimates of these is ruial. There are two kinds of error; random error and bias error.
The random errors may be quantied by repetition tests. Other means of investigations
are needed in order to identify possible bias errors. The proess of identifying possi-
ble soures of bias error inludes ations suh as quantifying known limitations of the
equipment, utilizing your own and others' experiene, brain storming as well as are-
ful observation during the model testing. During the model testing, ontinuous eorts
were hene made to observe and identify artefats of possible signiane to the results.
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A summary of the possible soures of error and observed artefats with their assumed
signiane, quantitative or qualitative, is given in Table 9.2, and eah disussed in the
following.
A paraboli beah, or any shaped beah, will not in general be a perfet wave
absorber. The strategy of suh a beah is induing wave breaking. This will never
remove all the energy in a wave. This is true in partiular for shallow water waves.
In fat, a paraboli beah is basially a low-pass lter. Therefore, some reetion was
inevitable in the present tests. No quantitative analysis of the reetion intensity has
been performed, although the available data would allow suh an analysis, but some non-
negligible reetion is expeted for the longest waves, say for T ? 1.5s. Wave reetions
are typial examples of bias errors in model tests.
Capaitane type wave gauges onsist of two parallel steel wires penetrating the
free surfae. Bias error is introdued through nonlinearity in the voltage reated, the sur-
fae tension ausing the water to limb on the steel wires, also known as the menisus
eet, as well as drifting over time. A semi-quantitative estimate of that introdued by
nonlinearity based on our experiene from daily alibration is in the present > 0.5mm.
Drifting was kept under ontrol by daily realibration, and no signiant drift was ob-
served. The menisus eet is said to introdue an error in the order of the diameter of
the steel wires. In our ase this would mean 1mm. However, based on our experiene it
is muh less than that, perhaps an order of magnitude lower. This is shortly disussed
later in onnetion with the June 2008 tests. There, we did a short investigation using
wave gauges of dierent diameters. Based on this we would say that the error introdued
by the menisus eet is negligible in the present ontext.
A slight motion of the ship in the order of 1 - 2mm was observed during the
tests with the longest waves. The motion was aused by that the rig was originally
not onstruted adequately sti with respet to fores in the x-diretion. The mounting
brakets were plaed near the top of the rig impliitly indiating large moments. This
was mended by mounting additional steel bars to the rig at a lowest possible position as
shown in the lower left piture in Figure 9.2. About half of the runs were made prior to
this remedy, but were not re-run. Another related eet was an observed indentation of
the ship side due to the hydrodynami fores exerted on the unstiened 1.5mm steel plate
onstituting the ship setion. The indentation might have been in the order of 1 - 2mm
as well. Whereas the motion of the whole model was of a rigid body harater, the latter
eet was a hydroelasti eet. Assuming the ship motion was repeatable, this introdued
a bias error. The measured fores may have been somewhat aeted by the motion as well
as the indentation, but we have not investigated quantitatively the signiane. We also
mention that during a few tests the srews onneting the fore transduer (and hene
the model), to the rig were loose, and a lear 6Hz disturbane was introdued in the fore
measurements due to the sudden jerky movements of the ship. These tests were re-run,
however.
Seihing is a low-frequeny osillation of the uid orresponding to the rst longitu-
dinal eigenperiod of the basin, that is, a standing shallow water wave. This is in theory
always triggered in any ume or basin. Typially the standing wave has a very low ampli-
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Table 9.2: Summary of possible error soures and their estimated or assumed signi-
ane in the September 2006 tests.
Artefats Signiane
Beah reetions Non-negligible for longest waves
Wave gauge random error > 0.5mm
Ship moved slightly (rig stiness) Little
Indentation of the ship side Some
Seihing Negligible
Transverse sloshing and glass wall gap Little (exept when T = 0.96s)
Three dimensional eets near model Unknown
tude, but results in uid motion of possibly appreiable horizontal extent, i.e. it basially
ats as an osillating urrent. As the AWACS is based on wave elevation, the seihing was
not eetively damped out. It typially took 3 - 5min and sometimes loser to 10min to
adequately damp out seihing following the tests with the longest waves. Osillating shear
type urrents, both in the vertial plane as well as in horizontal plane, were also observed
to some extent, although of signiantly smaller amplitude than that of the seihing. The
seihing and shear urrents were observed until almost vanished before starting a new
run, and any eet therefore onsidered negligible.
Transverse sloshing is the orresponding transverse standing wave of the rst eigen-
period in the transverse diretion of the ume. With a breadth of 0.595m, the resonant
period using the deep water limit of the dispersion relation is 0.87s. Transverse sloshing
was observed in partiular during the tests with wave periods T = 0.84s, 0.96s and 1.79s.
For the latter wave period, the seond harmoni triggered the transverse instability. The
onset of transverse sloshing is a onsequene of the three dimensional instability inher-
ent in wave trains as investigated theoretially in e.g. MLean et al. (1981). In our
ase, the slightly three-dimensional ow introdued e.g. by the gaps formed between the
wave paddle and the glass walls would provide the neessary perturbation from pure two-
dimensional ow. In the measurements the transverse sloshing is manifested as a slight
phase dierene between the side-by-side mounted wave gauges, that is, between w8 and
w9 as well as between w10 and w12, aompanied by a transverse fore of appreiable
magnitude for these periods on the model as seen in Figure E.1.
Glass wall gap. The transverse fore must be seen in ontext with the 3 - 4mm wide
water olumn in the gap between the model and the glass wall, hereby denoted by the glass
wall gap. The gap was a matter of neessity in onnetion with fore measurements. The
ship setion had to be denied any mehanial ontat exept through the fore transduer.
Using a quasi-stati approah, the amplitude of the transverse fore due to the water
olumns in the glass wall gaps on eah side is Fz = 0.5ρgB ((D + AT )
2 − (D −AT )2)
where B = 0.64m is the beam, D = 0.17m the draft and AT the amplitude of the standing
wave. As two examples, in tests 2120 (T = 0.96s) and 2130 (T = 1.08s), the amplitude of
the linear fore was 4N and 13N, and this is ahieved if AT is 2mm and 6mm respetively.
From visual observations and qualitative inspetion of wave elevation time series from
w8 and w9 in front of the ship these predited values of AT are probable. Although of
appreiable amplitude for some wave periods, the transverse sloshing is onsidered not to
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have inuened the other results signiantly. For example, no transverse motion of the
ship setion leading to mehanial ontat with the glass walls oured.
Slight tilt. Another three-dimensional eet of unknown signiane was a slight
transverse variation of the distane b between the terminal and the ship of about 0.5m,
due to a small mounting angle of the ship as seen from above. From video reordings we
observed slightly three dimensional kinematis in terms of higher modes in the terminal
gap during the tests with the longest and steepest waves.
9.1.4 Short disussion of the results
The results of the September model tests were not used further throughout the present
work as our fous turned to resonant behaviour in general water depth rather than shallow
water eets, and an extensive analysis has therefore not been performed. However,
following the testing ondensed results as well as all time series were inluded in a model
test report. The ondensed results inluded steady-state values taken from steady time
windows of the time series of the rst three harmonis, mean value as well as peak to
peak values of the fores and the wave kinematis. A seletion of results are presented in
Figure E.1.
The repeatability proved to be good, even in some rather extreme test ases with
transverse sloshing indued. A seletion of results from the random error analysis of the
repetition tests is shown in Figure E.2 where bars represent mean values from the ve
tests in eah of the eight test groups as indiated in the test matrix, and diamonds and
numbers the orresponding standard deviation relative to the mean value in perentage.
In general for all ases and all hannels, the standard deviation is less than 0.5% for the
rst harmoni, and for the seond and third harmonis in the ases with an appreiable
mean value, below 3% and 10% respetively.
9.2 Fixed ship setion with piston-mode resonane -
Nov 2006
The November 2006 tests were performed in order to investigate the resonant piston-mode
motion in the terminal gap. The model test set-up was very similar to the September
tests; the same faility, ship setion and terminal as well as equipment was used, exept
the 1:30 sloping bottom had been removed and fore measurements were not made.
9.2.1 Model test set-up and test onditions
A shemati overview of the set-up is presented in Figure 9.5 and pitures are shown in
Figure 9.6. Expeting large uid motions in the terminal gap in resonant ondition, the
glass wall gap was attempted sealed with rubber bands at the expense of loosing fore
measurements. Wave elevation was measured at twelve loations, denoted by w1 - w12
as before, but at slightly dierent loations due to re-rigging. See Table E.1. New to
the November tests was video reordings by a high-speed amera aquiring images with
resolution 1280×1024 at 200Hz, as well as video by an ordinary digital amera.
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Figure 9.5: Shematis of wave ume in the November 2006 tests, same as that used
in the September 2006 tests (see Figure 9.4). See Table E.1 for positions of the wave
gauges w1 - w12. Mid-ship position is x = 18.50m as indiated. The terminal gap
width b was varied by hanging the position of the terminal.
As in the September tests, the water depth h, the terminal gap width b, the wave
period T and the wave steepness ǫ = H0/λ0 were varied in a systemati manner and
wave alibration tests without the model were performed for all waves used. The wave
steepness was lower in the present model tests due to expeted large resonant motion as
well as higher wave periods. We group the tests into three ases denoted by Case 1 -
3 with the speis given in Table 9.3. More details are provided in the test matrix as
given in Table E.3. There, the theoretial resonane periods alulated from the theory
by Faltinsen et al. (2007) are indiated by a dark grey bakground. The resonane period
in general inreases with dereasing depth h and inreasing terminal gap width b. Those
tests with shaded numbers were not suessfully run simply due to a limitation of the
maximum possible stroke length of the paddle whih was S = 0.3m.
Table 9.3: Speis of the three ases denoted Case 1 - 3 in the November 2006 model
tests. In the ase denoted (x) the free surfae in the terminal gap reahed below the
ship setion bilge, introduing violent sloshing in the gap.
h/B b/B ǫ1 = 1/170 ǫ2 = 1/115 ǫ3 = 1/70
Case 1 0.625 0.34 x x (x)
Case 2 0.45 0.34 x x -
Case 3 0.45 0.17 x x -
Repetition tests were not performed in the November 2006 tests, as good repeatability
was found from the September 2006 tests.
9.2.2 Wave generation apability
Analysis of the results from the wave alibration tests after performing the model tests,
showed a disrepany between the theoretial and ahieved waveheight given by the wave-
maker stroke an the Bièsel transfer funtions (3.4). Although (3.4) is based on linear
theory it should adequately desribe the situation at least in the majority of our regime
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Figure 9.6: November 2006 model tests. Left: Model test set-up. Terminal seen to the
far left. Clay and rubber bands were used to seal gap between glass wall and models.
The blak loths redued reetions when aquiring high-speed photos. Right: Sample
of high speed amera.
of periods and steepness. This introdued a pratial problem when attempting to repro-
due the model test results using the reorded wavemaker signal as input to the numerial
wavetank. Some eort was made in order to understand the disrepany, inluding re-
visiting the laboratory, heking wave gauge alibrations and manually measuring the
paddle stroke in order to hek the reorded wavemaker signal. No negative observations
were made in this respet. One question was why the DHI software ame with an op-
tion ampliation fator ontrolled entirely by the user. In the urrent model tests, the
wavemaker signal was multiplied by a fator of 1.28 in all tests, with its hoie based on
one single wave alibration test from the beginning of the model tests without further
thoughts on the matter. Our post-proessing analysis showed, however, a signiant vari-
ation between the tests, with an ideal value for the ampliation fator being between
about 1.05 to 1.35, depending on all parameters h, H and T . A phone all to DHI revealed
that in general, and in partiular for shallow water wave umes, the desired waveheight is
not ahieved using (3.4) only, thereby for pratial purposes allowing for a user speied
ampliation fator (or alibration fator) depending on the atual test ondition. The
phone all was followed by a literature searh, and a disussion of the wave generation
apability of a paddle wavemaker was found in Madsen (1970). They analysed the ow
due to leakage around the sides and bottom of the paddle and found this to explain most
of the observed disrepanies between wavemaker theory and their model tests. The wave
ume was in those model tests similar to that used in the present model tests, and with
similar gap width of about 0.5m between the paddle and the walls and bottom of the
tank. A more general disussion of the problem is given in Hughes (1993) with the on-
lusion that the wave generation apability of the wavemaker is in general less than that
predited by two-dimensional potential theory, and dereases in pratie with dereasing
water depth. The disrepany is, however, signiantly redued when sealing the gaps
between the paddle and the walls and the oor. Intuitively, letting ω → 0, eetively al-
lowing the free surfae to at as a rigid lid, the uid will prefer owing through the gaps.
A pratial impliation is that when reproduing the wave in a two-dimensional numerial
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wavetank, the wavemaker signal must be adjusted aording to this ampliation fator.
This disussion also in prinipal applies to the September tests, but as these were not
equally in-depth analysed nor the results ompared to numerial simulations, this was not
an issue.
Note that the purpose of the November model tests was to investigate the resonane
in the terminal gap, so the main fous was on the exitation period, and not on the exat
shape of the waves. When disregarding the AWACS, the paddle motion was harmoni,
so waves of permanent shape, or Cnoidal waves, were not generated. The waveheight
is therefore not uniquely dened as the wave may have typially two loal minima per
period, basially due to free traveling seond order waves, but it is hereby dened as the
vertial distane from the minimum to the maximum free-surfae elevation during eah
period.
9.2.3 Short disussion on error soures
The same disussion on soures of error and their estimated signiane to the results
applies here as in the September tests. We do, however, make some further remarks on
the possible three dimensional leakage eets around the ship setion in light of the above
disussion on redued wave making apability. Also, we emphasize the possibly signiant
inuene from deetions of the side of the ship setion on the piston-mode amplitude in
resonant onditions. The deetions ourred also in the November 2006 tests.
The gap between the glass wall and the ship setion was sealed with rubber bands and
lay along the vertial sides of the ship setion. The horizontal part was not. Leakage-like
behaviour thus oured along the horizontal part of the ship model, where the dynami
uid pressure in the area below the ship setion reated uid motion in the glass wall gap.
Although the sealing of the vertial parts signiantly redued the ow in the glass wall
gap, leaving the horizontal part open only partly gave the desired sealing eet. Thinking
in terms of this being in reality a passive wavemaker by means of reeting waves, the
same gap eets as those disussed with regard to the wave paddle may have been of
relevane.
We believe that a more important soure of error was introdued by the ship side
deetions. This was most likely rather insigniant in the September tests as the on-
ditions were not resonant. However, in ase of resonant piston-mode motion, this most
probably ated eetively as a damping. This matter is disussed in detail, and quan-
titative analysis performed, in onnetion with the model tests of a moored ship in the
next setion. There, small deetions of the terminal was in fat the reason for re-running
those experiments. We have not made a quantitative analysis of the possible eets on the
results from the present model tests. But disrepanies with respet to linear and nonlin-
ear simulations of approximately 20 - 25% around resonane as presented in our studies
on resonant behaviour in Setion 10.1 indiates a possible eet. The KC-numbers indi-
ate that ow separation may have oured to some extent around resonane, but then
an eet of wave steepness should have been more pronouned than that found. More
thorough disussion on this matter is presented there.
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Figure 9.7: Shematis of the April 2008 model test set-up whih involved a moored
ship setion by a terminal. The skethes are not to sale.
9.3 Moored ship setion in resonant motion - April and
June 2008
Two sets of model tests onsidering a moored ship by a bottom mounted terminal subjet
to inoming waves were performed in April and June 2008. The fous was the oupled
resonant ship setion and piston-mode motion.
Basially, the June tests were re-runs of the April tests as the results of the latter were
ontaminated by bias error due to a slight exing of the terminal ausing a large redution
in the response of the system in resonant ondition. In this setion we report both sets
of model tests together. We point out main dierenes and assoiated improvements,
with the main improvement being a thorough stiening and horizontal support of the
terminal as opposed to the unintentionally exible terminal in the rst tests. Although
the results from the rst set of experiments were unusable, we still report the test set-
up along with some results. We justify this by arguing that negative results should in
priniple be reported not only through the odd omment, but in a manner allowing the
reader to extrat knowledge useful for his or her work, possibly avoiding making the same
mistakes.
We proeed by reporting the model test set-ups, instrumentation, test onditions and
a qualitative investigation of the eet of a exing terminal.
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Figure 9.8: Shematis of the June 2008 model test set-up whih involved a moored
ship setion by a terminal. The skethes are not to sale.
9.3.1 Model test set-up and test onditions
Shematis of the test faility, test set-up and ship setions for the April tests are presented
in Figure 9.7, and those for the June tests in Figure 9.8. Main speiations for both sets
are given in Table 9.4. The tests were performed in a wave ume at MARINTEK with
glass walls and bottom, of total length 13.67m and breadth 0.60m, essentially in deep
water onditions with xed water depth h = 0.88m, wave period range T = 0.6s − 1.0s
and with xed beam to draught ratio B/D = 4. The wavemaker was of hinged ap
type with dry bakside, hinged 0.12m above the at ume bottom, having a slight initial
forward tilt, and was ontrolled by a Rexroth system.
In up-right position we found the ap to be slightly skewed, produing transverse waves
of signiane, partiularly pronouned in some pre-tests with terminal and without ship
setion. This resembles a sloshing tank whih is vulnerable to any transverse exitation.
After some trial and error we found the transverse waves to be aeptably low using an
initial forward tilt of approximately 5 deg, as indiated in the gures, as the skewness of
the ap was there at a minimum. The small amplitude waves generated during the tests
required ap stroke of less than 1m, and hene the transverse wave generation was kept
at a minimum, although not ompletely removed. The transverse uid motion will be
disussed later in the setion.
In the April tests, the input to the wave making system was merely an amplitude
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Table 9.4: Relevant measures of moored ship setion model tests. The tank length L
is the distane from the ap top, i.e. the intersetion between the wavemaker ap and
the free surfae in still onditions, to the terminal. The water depth range indiate a
slight variation along the ume, assumed negligible for the present model tests.
April 2008 tests June 2008 tests
Tank length L (from ap top) 9.40m 9.515m
Tank width (transverse) 0.60m 0.60m
Water depth h 0.880m - 0.882m 0.880m - 0.882m
Initial forward tilt angle wm ap 4.3deg 5.5deg
Ship setion breadth B 0.40m 0.4m
Ship setion draft D 0.099m 0.10m
Ship setion width lw 0.595m 0.590m
Ship COG yG (above still water line) 0.034m 0.025m
Ship roll moment of inertia I 0.21kgm 0.31kgm
Spring stiness (4 springs) 21.95 - 22.30N/m 21.95 - 22.30N/m
in voltage along with desired wave frequeny, and the ap motion had a sudden start-
up, i.e. no initial ramping period, and also a sudden stop taking the ap bak to zero
position. Although parasiti disturbanes were hene reated, steady-state was in our
opinion adequately reahed during all the tests within the range of periods tested. In
the June tests a signal in voltage was produed a priori, and we used a linearly varying
start-up during the rst three seonds and a similar ramp down by the end of the signal.
The smooth ramp down helped avoiding rather large transients to be generated, pratial
with respet to redued waiting time in between tests. Unfortunately there was no ative
wave absorption implemented on the wavemaker system, and slow dissipation of the uid
disturbanes in between runs was experiened as expeted. A alm free surfae was in
general reahed after about 7 - 12 minutes, with the longest waiting time for the shortest
wave tests with the ship hardly moving, ating as a total reeting wall, and shortest
around resonane where the ship motion aused damping.
For all tests, the reording time was one minute, with re-reetions from the wavemaker
reahing the ship setion within that amount of time.
The test matrix for the June tests is presented in Table E.4, where hyphens indiate
repetition tests. The test program inluded two terminal gap widths of b = 0.08m and
b = 0.06m, 16 wave periods and two wave steepnesses ǫ1 = H/λ ≃ 1/170 and ǫ2 = H/λ ≃
1/85. We group the tests into two ases denoted by Case A and B with the speis given
in Table 9.5.
Table 9.5: Speis of the two ases denoted Case A and Case B in the June 2008
model tests. Here, ǫ = H/λ. The water depth was h/B = 2.2.
b/B ǫ1 ≃ 1/170 ǫ2 ≃ 1/85
Case A 0.2 x x
Case B 0.15 x x
The same two terminal gaps and range of wave period and steepness were used in the
April tests. We do not report the exat test matrix here. The test onditions were then
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determined more or less ad-ho during the testing, with the eigenperiods estimated from
free deay tests of the ship setion in the initial phase of the testing sine no simulations or
other estimates had been done prior to the testing for that partiular geometry. We believe
a proper investigation of the system to be tested prior to model testing is important. The
ad-ho proedure followed in the April tests are not, in general, reommended. It was,
however, a question of availability of the laboratory whih was very limited in time and
somewhat earlier than originally planned.
One the test set-up was ompleted, meaning the weights inside the model was prop-
erly positioned, the spring arrangement ne-tuned, wave gauges positioned and sensible
amera arrangements inluding adequate lighting found, the atual testing went quite
smooth. For the June tests we spent about one week for the set-up while three days
ompleting the test runs, inluding the repetition tests. In the ases of more than one
repetition, the repetition tests were run both just before and just after eah of the four
test series, meaning the repetition tests were basially run over 4 - 5 hours, and should
therefore inlude any drift in the gain of the instrumentation. The drift was aording to
this argumentation found to be small, and any observed variability of signiane aused
by other fators.
9.3.2 Rigging and instrumentation
A desription of the rigging of the ship setion and terminal as well as instrumentation
now follows.
Ship setion, moorings and terminal. The ship setion used in the June tests
had only slightly dierent measures relative to that used in the April tests. The measures
are given in Table 9.4. They both onsisted of painted bloks of diviniell (ompressed
foam) that were hollowed out. A 4mm aluminum plate was used as lid for the ship setion
model. Two photos of the ship setion from the June tests are shown in the upper part of
Figure 9.9. Weights were positioned inside the ship setion for orret draught, positioned
suh as to give a somewhat realisti roll moment of inertia I44. The roll moment of inertia
as well as the enter of gravity yG were, as is usual, alulated by summation of weights to
I44 = 0.21kgm around COG, and yG = 0.034m above the still water line in the April tests,
whereas I44 = 0.34kgm around COG, and yG = 0.025m above the still water line in the
June tests. A ertain level of pith and yaw moment of inertia was found to be important
with respet to stability in those modes suh as to avoid mehanial ontat with the
glass walls due to transverse disturbanes. In the preliminary stages of the testing this
was not onsidered. The weights were positioned near the mid-ship position only, leaving
the model prone to in partiular yaw motion under minor disturbanes. The impliation
was that mehanial ontat ourred between the ship setion and the glass walls. The
problem was remedied before the atual testing started by re-distributing the weights,
hene ahieving higher moments of inertia in pith and yaw. These two quantities were
not measured or alulated, but found during model testing large enough for the ship
setion model to be stable.
The mooring arrangement was as simple as possible, onsisting of four horizontal
linear springs with two on eah side of the ship setion xed 20m apart for stability in
the transverse diretion. The distane from the ship side to the onnetion between the
springs and the extending rope, denoted by ls in Figures 9.7 - 9.8 was ls = 0.62m in
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Figure 9.9: Pitures from the 2008 moored ship setion model tests. Upper: The June
test set-up. Lower: unstiened terminal from the April tests (left), and the stiened
and supported terminal from the June tests (right).
the ase of terminal gap width b = 0.06m and extended by 2m on eah side in the ase
of terminal gap width b = 0.08m. There was a variation of the spring stinesses of the
four springs of about 1.5%, and the length at rest with about 3.5%. Given their slightly
unequal properties we hose pairs as equal as possible in order to obtain transverse spring
fores and moments on the ship setion at a minimum. The total pre-tension in eah
spring pair was 16.3N in the ase of terminal gap width b = 0.06m.
As will be disussed somewhat further below, the ship setion preferred a position
lose to either of the glass walls, hoosing one or the other side aording to only small
perturbations of the position of the far end mounting point of the springs. Based on
observations the model kept that side during an entire test, and further, no mehanial
ontat between model and wall did, aording to our observations, our.
The terminal is depited in the two lower pitures of Figure 9.9 and presented shemat-
ially in Figure 9.10. The terminal was in fat the same as that used in the xed ship
setion tests of 2006, but desribed in more detail here. The terminal onsisted of three
main parts; a vertial aluminum plate of 3mm thikness, 0.595m width and 0.90m height
118 Model tests
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Figure 9.10: Left: The terminal being a 3mm thik aluminum plate as used in the April
tests before stieners were mounted, with deetion wT and assoiated veloity vT as
indiated. Right: Three vertial pipes are welded onto the vertial aluminum plate as
well as to the bottom plate and an added top plate, and an additional horizontal pipe.
Based on at plate theory, the estimated maximum deetion given the onditions in
the urrent tests were redued from 1 - 2mm to O(10−6m) when inluding stieners.
welded onto a similar horizontal plate of approximately 0.3m length, and with two skew-
mounted stieners extending from the top orners of the vertial plate and to the far
end orners of the horizontal plates. As we mentioned earlier, the aluminum plate that
represented the bottom mounted terminal exed during the testing. The exing ourred
due to the hydrodynami pressure from the water motion in the terminal gap, and was
of stati harater sine the frequenies were far from any natural strutural frequeny.
There was obviously a lak of stiening, as is indiated in the left of Figure 9.10. For this
reason, in the June tests three vertial pipes were welded onto the vertial plate as well as
to the bottom plate and an added top plate, and an additional horizontal pipe was added
near the middle part, as shown in the right part of the gure. Further, the reinfored
terminal model was next supported by horizontal wooden piles lamped to the terminal
top plate at one end and to the xed wave beah at the other end. This is shown in the
two right photos of Figure 9.9. The terminal was after the reinforement and support
onsidered to adequately represent a xed and rigid bottom mounted struture. A layer
of rubber bands provided a sealed gap between the terminal and the wave ume oor,
and for the same purpose lay was used along the gaps between the terminal and the
glass walls of the ume. The sealing property was tested when lling the wave ume with
water and found lose to absolute. In omparison, no rubber bands towards the ume
oor were used in the April tests, and only the top 30 - 40m was then sealed with lay.
Wave elevation and ship setion motions. Relevant information of the instru-
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Table 9.6: Instrumentation in April and June 2008 model tests. Positions and relevant
speis of instrumentation of the moored ship setion model tests. Dw means diameter
of the wave gauge wires. Range indiates the maximum measurable aeleration of eah
aelerometer where g is the aeleration of gravity. Position of aelerometers are pairs
of transverse/longitudinal distanes relative to the lower left orner of the ship setion
as seen from above when keeping your head pointing along the inoming wave diretion.
Text in brakets indiate from where the distane is measured.
April tests June tests
Dw[mm℄ Position [m℄ Dw[mm℄ Position [m℄
w1 4.0 2.232 (ap top) 1.5 2.345 (ap top)
w2 4.0 ≃ 5.1 - 5.18 (ap top) 1.5 
w3 4.0 0.62 (terminal) 4.0 3.42 (ap top)
w4 4.0 0.025 (terminal) 4.0 0.624 (terminal)
w5 - - 4.0 
w6 - - 4.0 0.037 (terminal)
w7 - - 4.0 
Range Position [m℄ Range Position [m℄
ax1 100g (0.217 , 0.20) 20g (0.172 , 0.20)
ax2 - - 20g (0.418 , 0.20)
ay1 100g (0.2975 , 0.20) 20g (0.295 , 0.345)
ay2 100g (0.2975 , 0.271) 20g (0.295 , 0.20)
ay3 - - 5g (0.295 , 0.055)
Freq. [Hz℄ Resolution Freq. [Hz℄ Resolution
HS 100 1280×1024 bw 100 1280×1024 bw
Ixus 32 640×400 32 640×400
Casio - - 60 6Mp
mentation is given in Table 9.6. Wave elevation was measured by apaitane type wave
gauges, four in the April tests and seven in the June tests, while ship motion was mea-
sured by aelerometers mounted on the aluminum top plate, three in the April tests and
ve in the June tests. The diameter of eah wire of the wave gauges was for the main
part 4mm, exept for w1 and w2 in the June tests having a diameter of 1.5mm in an
eort to investigate the inuene from wire diameter on the menisus eet, that is, the
harateristi urved uid surfae at the intersetion between the uid and the wire due
to surfae tension. We were not able to detet or onlude on any measurable dierene
between wave measuring apability of the 1.5mm and 4mm diameter wave gauges in our
tests based on pre-tests with wave only using rst the 4mm diameter wave gauges as w1
and w2.
In the April tests two aelerometers in the vertial diretion gave heave and roll, while
one in the horizontal diretion gave sway. The aelerometers used in the April tests had
maximum range of 100g, far beyond the aelerations experiened in our tests whih was
in the order of 0.1g, and typially showed drift of some signiane during a single run.
Signiant low-frequeny noise disallowed measurements of the slowly varying motion as
well as the mean drift in sway. Also, noise in the wave period range gave, when integrated
twie to motion, approximately 0.5mm amplitude motions. Further, notieable zero drift
during one single run was observed, and although ltered out in the post-proessing, we
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Figure 9.11: Two examples of photos from the high-speed (HS) amera apturing the
terminal gap kinematis. Number marks are in entimeter. Resonant ondition of
oupled ship and piston-mode motion. Free surfae at lower (left) and upper (right)
position during a wave period.
felt that the equipment was somewhat improper. The three 100g aelerometers were
therefore hanged with one 5g and four 20g aelerometers for the June tests. Although
muh more stable during the test period as well as with hardly any drift during a run,
the low-frequeny noise still disallowed diret integration to motion without band-pass
ltering, and the noise in the wave frequeny range was also for these about 0.5mm. This
meant that e.g. roll less than 0.5deg was dominated by noise. In the tests with wave period
below about 0.8s, the roll was based on visual observations from video reordings, well
below 0.5deg, and therefore in reality not measured. Other measuring tehniques ould
have been hosen, suh as optial systems, in order to redue noise as well as getting the
low-frequeny and mean sway position, but this type of equipment was not available. A
fore ring onneted to the spring arrangement was used in the April tests, and would in
priniple give ombined mean roll and sway, but too muh noise preluded also this signal,
and the fore ring was not used in the June tests. However, we believe the wave frequeny
motion was aptured satisfatorily well by the aelerometers used, in partiular those of
range 5g and 20g.
Flow visualization. Three dierent ameras with slightly dierent purposes were
utilized during the tests, denoted here as the high-speed (HS) amera, the Ixus and the
Casio.
First, the wave kinematis and ship setion motion in the terminal gap area was ap-
tured by a high-speed amera with frequeny hosen at 100Hz and resolution 1280×1024
giving ti-images in blak and white. Two examples of HS images are presented in Figure
9.11. The model and glass wall were both marked with grids so that both ship motion
and terminal gap elevation were monitored in detail. We mention that a white plate po-
sitioned laterally, that is on the bak side of the wave ume relative to the amera side,
was found essential with respet to setting the lighting for lear high-speed photos. With
no suh bakground plate, or dark bakground, the free surfae was not aptured well.
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Figure 9.12: Attempts to apture vortial strutures using a green olour mixed in
the water. HS amera (left image) and Casio amera (right photo). One may vaguely
observe a vortex just below the ship orner of approximately 2m extent.
Seond, the whole set-up was aptured by a standard digital amera of type Canon
Ixus 60 for a more qualitative observation of the global behaviour of the system.
Third, a Casio Exilim EX-F1 amera able to reord a total of 60 olour images over one
seond with resolution of 6Mp along with powder providing green olour (bottle labeled
Fluoresenium Natrium) mixed in the tank was used in an attempt to apture vortial
strutures. This turned out not to be suessful to any satisfatory degree. The high-speed
amera was also used during repetition runs by the end of the model testing in further
attempts to study the ow separation. The green olour was hardly visible on the blak
and white high speed photos using the white bakground due to the light appearane of
the oloring, something a blak bakground improved. The green olour was, however, in
general too evenly distributed throughout the uid, so any lear vortial strutures were
in general not aptured. We therefore tried mixing the olour with syrup and/or honey,
stiking a lump on the ship orner just prior to a run using a ruler, resulting in relatively
niely visualized vorties during the initial stages, but dissolving almost ompletely before
any steady-state motion was reahed. An example from the Casio amera with white
bakground and one from the high-speed amera with dark bakground, both in steady-
state onditions, are shown in Figure 9.12. Although nearly dissolved, the olouring
indiates some vortial strutures of about 2m extent just below the ship setion orner,
in partiular in the high-speed photo.
We onlude that the free surfae and ship motions were aptured well by the ameras,
while the ow separation not so well.
9.3.3 Main dierenes between April and June tests
In Table 9.7 we summarize the main dierenes between the April and June tests with
possible improvement indiated in the right olumn. We have already touhed upon most
of these through the above desription of models and test set-up, but still dwell somewhat
on this matter to emphasize the importane of taking previous experiene into aount
when designing experiments.
The main and deisive improvement in the June tests relative to the April tests was
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Table 9.7: Main dierenes between the June and April tests. Potential improvements
are indiated in the right olumn. The main improvement in the June tests relative to
the April tests was that the terminal was thoroughly stiened and supported.
April tests June tests Improvement
Terminal plate Sti and supported Unstiened Yes - major
No. of wave gauges 4 7 Yes
Calibration First day only Eah day Yes
No. of a.meters 3 5 Some
Wavemaker signal Abrupt start-up Smooth start-up Some
Test program ad-ho Planned Some
Terminal sealing Top 30 - 40m All boundaries Little
HS Lighting No bakground White bakground Little
Ship setion marks Tiks 2m x 2m grid Little
Model length 0.595m 0.590m Unknown
by all means the stiening and support of the terminal. Two other improvements not
regarded ruial, although still providing results of what we believe is somewhat higher
in quality than in the rst tests were that (1) three pairs of wave gauges in side-by-side
arrangements allowed identiation of transverse osillations, and (2) the wave gauges
and the aelerometers were alibrated eah morning. Also, a new set of aelerometers
whih proved to have less drift, and with a redundany of one in eah diretion, gave more
trustable body motion measurements. For example, alulating roll using three dierent
ombinations of the vertially positioned aelerometers gave dierenes only within 1-2%.
As far as the wavemaker motion goes, a smooth wavemaker start-up is onsidered an
improvement in partiular with respet to reprodution by a numerial wavetank, avoiding
transients of non-smooth harater.
Following a well dened model test plan is onsidered an advantage as opposed to
the approah of more or less ad-ho type of testing. It is on the other hand of ourse
the danger of being biased towards the aquired results when expeting ertain results.
We feel, though, that we have treated both sets of data neutrally during the testing and
post-proessing.
Proper sealing of the terminal intersetions with the ume bottom and walls is regarded
a deent ation, although the deep water onditions and relatively small gaps would
indiate very small leakage in any ase below about 30 - 40m from the free surfae.
Improved image quality in terms of better lighting as well as grid on both the ship and
the glass wall provided an opportunity to qualitatively double hek both the ship setion
motion and the free-surfae elevation in the terminal gap, in partiular the former.
Lastly, a 0.5m shorter length of the ship setion lw (in the transverse diretion of the
wave ume) may have redued possible, yet quite unlikely, glass wall frition. By glass
wall frition we mean the shear fores ating on the ship setion due to the boundary layer
ow in between this and the glass walls. On the other hand, it did most likely introdue
additional three-dimensional eets, therefore the indiation unknown in Table 9.7. By
three-dimensional eets we mean the following. In the April tests the setion length was
0.595m, leaving a 2 - 3mm gap between the ship setion and glass walls on eah side, while
in the June tests there was a total gap of about 1m. The fritional fores were in the
April tests a priori estimated using a Stokes seond problem approah. In Stokes seond
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Figure 9.13: Numerial investigation of the eet of exing terminal wall. Time-series
of terminal gap elevation from simulations using the numerial wavetank without ow
separation. Results from numerial simulations with no deetion of the terminal and
with deetion aording to wT = 0.05 ζg and wT = 0.1ζg are shown.
problem there is a semi-innite uid over a at plate of innite extent. In our approah
there were two parallell plates a distane d apart. Both plates were of innite extent, one
at rest and the other one osillating laterally in harmoni motion. No-slip ondition was
presribed on both plates. The resulting shear fore was obtained by integration over an
area equal to BD and multiplied by 2 due to the two sides of the ship setion. The opening
eets near the ends of the ship setion sides were thus not aounted for. We mention
that the resulting fritional fore was not signiantly dierent from that estimated using
the lassial approah. This goes for the given osillation periods and gaps of 2 - 3mm.
For smaller gaps, the two estimates deviated. The fore estimation indiated the shear
fores to be by all means negligible relative to other fores ating, even with respet to
roll damping. However, adding an extra 5mm gap was nevertheless hosen in ase of
misalulation or lak of validity of the simplied approah. During the June tests it
turned out, however, that the ship setion always preferred a position approximately 2 -
3mm from one of the sides, leaving a 7 - 8mm gap on the other. This introdued some
three-dimensionality through the ship setions' role as wave making devie. The measured
wave elevation at w6 and w7 in the terminal gap diered in some ases around resonane
by up to 15%, with the lowest on the side with the largest gap. Slight justiations
of the spring arrangement between runs allowed ontrol of whih of the glass walls the
model preferred being lose to, and we found that hanging sides also hanged the side
on whih the highest terminal gap amplitude was measured. We believe that a model
length of lw = 0.595m, leaving a gap of about 2 - 3mm on eah side, would have resulted
in somewhat higher responses, say maybe 7 - 8% higher than those aquired during the
present tests.
9.3.4 The eet of a exing terminal
We here present a qualitative investigation of the eet of a statially exing terminal.
The exing amplitude wT (f. Figure 9.10) of about 1 - 2mm as observed during the
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experiments is rst substantiated by estimates using beam theory on a horizontal strip of
the terminal. The atual exing and its eet of reduing the amplitude of the resonant
ship and piston-mode motion is next modelled by use of the nonlinear numerial wavetank.
We assume that the terminal plate is free at the ends towards the wave ume wall,
that is, neglet the stieners onneting the vertial and horizontal aluminum plates.
We further assume a uniform hydrodynami pressure over the breadth and onsider a
horizontal strip at the top of the terminal. The maximum deetion is then given by
wT = (5/384)ql
4/EI, where for aluminium E = 0.7 · 105MPa, I = t3/12 with t = 0.003m
being the plate thikness, l = 0.6m the breadth of the tank and q = p× 1 is the pressure
times a unit setion. The bak of the plate was wetted, suh that the net pressure ating
was the dynami pressure in the terminal gap, and we estimate q from the amplitude of
the dynami pressure near the free surfae ρφt ≃ ρgAg. As dened earlier in the text, Ag
is the amplitude of the piston-mode motion. As an example, for one test near resonane
with Ag ≃ 9mm, meaning ρφt ≃ 100Pa, we get that the deetion amplitude would be
wT ≃ 1mm, whih orresponds well with that observed. The averaged deetion over the
breadth is then 2wT/π ≃ 0.64mm whih is about 7% of the piston-mode motion.
Next, we assume the plate deetion to vary linearly along its height as indiated in
Figure 9.10, with deetion wT at the top due to the dynami pressure ating there, and
zero at the bottom. Sine the range of wave periods was away from that providing any
plate dynamis, we may further safely assume the plate deetion to have been quasi-
stati. This means we may express the plate deetion as w(y, t) = wT (1 + y/h), with
wT = aζg The fration a is hosen based on observation and the above estimates of the
deetion. The time derivative of w serves as body boundary ondition (2.5) along the
terminal, i.e. ϕn = −w˙ in the numerial wavetank. Examples of terminal gap elevation
time-series from running the nonlinear numerial wavetank is shown Figure 9.13. Flow
separation is not inluded. In the gure, the thin solid urve orresponds to no deetion
of the terminal, and the other two urves orresponds to deetions of wT = 0.05ζg and
wT = 0.1ζg. The eet of the deetion is signiant. Although steady-state is not
reahed, the results indiate that the terminal gap amplitude is redued to about 60%
and 30% of that without deetion in the two ases respetively.
Condensed results from both the April and June tests by means of steady-state termi-
nal gap amplitudes normalized by the amplitude of the inoming wave is shown in Figure
9.14. These show that the near resonane amplitudes of the April tests were about 60% of
those in the June tests. This fration of about 60% orresponds well with the numerial
results ombined with the estimates and observations of the exing amplitude.
The above disussion provides lear evidene of the signiant redution eet of a
exible terminal. We onlude that emphasis must be made on modelling boundaries
that are supposed to be xed and solid thoroughly sti when investigating resonane
phenomena.
Last, we suggest that this eet ould also be utilized in pratie in design. For
example, a plate hinged near the bottom of a terminal or inside a moonpool, allowed
to under-go quasi-stati motion might be an eetive devie to redue motions around
resonane. The spring eet ould be ahieved for example by plaing piees of rubber
or similar between the hinged plate and the terminal. The onept is based on a passive
system, meaning no ative ontrol is needed.
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Figure 9.14: Comparison between the nondimensional terminal gap amplitude from the
April tests with a slightly exible terminal, and the June tests where the terminal was
stiened. ǫ = H/λ is the wave steepness and b/B the terminal gap width nondimen-
sionalized by the ship setion beam. Around resonane the results from the April tests
are about 60% of those from the June tests.
9.4 Moonpool tests briey reapitulated
The so-alled moonpool model tests were performed in onnetion with the work by
Faltinsen et al. (2007) during summer 2005, and results from these are reported therein.
Time-series were provided eletronially for use in the present work. A re-analysis was
done as reported in Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2008) in order to investigate in-depth the
rather surprising results that the piston-mode amplitude in the model tests in one ase
atually exeeded that predited by linear theory. The re-analysis revealed that wave
reetions from the far ends of the wave ume aused the disrepanies. This is presented
briey in the following.
9.4.1 Model test set-up and test onditions
Model tests involving fored heave of two retangular setions with sharp orners were
performed in the same wave ume desribed in onnetion with the moored ship setion
model tests, and the model test set-up is presented shematially in Figure 9.15. Under the
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Figure 9.15: Shematis of model test set-up in the moonpool tests with a seletion of
the twelve wave gauges and dimensions. Note that the sketh is not to sale.
assumption of symmetry about the enter-line of the moonpool, the set-up is equivalent
to that of a single ship setion by a wall at a distane half that between the two setions.
The still water depth was h = 1.03m. The beah was of paraboli shape, approximately
2.3m long, and the wavemaker was at that time equipped with an ative wave absorption
system. The enter-line of the model was l1 = 4.2m away from the wavemaker and
a distane l2 = 9.47m from the tank wall behind the beah. There were twelve wave
gauges, denoted by w1 - w12, where w3 was in the enter-line, and w10 and w11 were
0.7m away from the model extremities on the wavemaker side and beah side respetively.
w1 - w5 dened an array positioned longitudinally along the tank with 40mm  distane
between eah.
As in Faltinsen et al. (2007) and Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2008) we group the
results in three dierent ases denoted by Case I - III with variations in the draft D and
the terminal gap width b = L1/2, where L1 is the distane between the two setions.
There were two foring amplitudes in Cases I and II, and one in Case III. The speis of
the three ases are summarized in Table 9.8. The normalized heave amplitude is denoted
by ǫ = η3a/B, where η3a is the amplitude of the fored heave motion with 2.5mm and
5mm used in the model tests, suh that ǫ1 = 1/144 and ǫ2 = 1/72. A linear ramp
during the rst test seonds were used for the fored heave motion. We use the ship
setion beam B = 0.36m as harateristi length, rather than the quantity L1 = 2b in
the mentioned works, and a nondimensional wave frequeny ω/
√
g/B, where ω is the
irular frequeny, rather than Λ = ω2L1/g. Redening the harateristi length and
nondimensional frequeny is purely a matter of providing onsistent presentation relative
to the other studies in the present work.
Table 9.8: Speis of the three ases denoted Case I - III in the moonpool model
tests. ǫ = η3a/B is nondimensional fored heave amplitude. The still water depth was
h/B = 2.86.
B/D b/B ǫ1 = 1/144 ǫ2 = 1/72
Case I 2 0.25 x x
Case II 1.33 0.25 x x
Case III 2 0.5 x -
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9.4.2 Wave reetions
Investigations of time-series showed lear indiations of wave reetions in the wave ume,
both from the beah side and from the wavemaker side. It seems that neither the wave-
maker absorption system nor the beah was able to properly damp out waves radiated by
the fored heave motion, and we speulate that this was due to the very low wave steep-
ness, typially H/λ ∼ 1/1000− 1/300. As far as the beah goes, the waves will refuse to
break at suh low steepness, and for the wavemaker, the indued fores were perhaps in
a lower range than the working range. The authors are not aware of the working range
or the atual funtionality of the absorption system of the wavemaker.
The existene of reetions is best illustrated by a few examples. In Figure 9.16 the
time-series of w3, w10 and w11 from four tests (a-d) are presented. We denote the time
instants when the wave train fronts are, roughly, to return from the two extremes of the
tank by Tr1 = 2l1/Cg and Tr2 = 2l2/Cg. The Hilbert envelopes, low-pass ltered at 1Hz,
reeting the energy in the signal, are superimposed as solid urves enlosing the time
histories, and the time instants t = Tr1 and t = Tr2 are indiated by dash-dotted vertial
bars. The solid vertial bars denote the time window used for estimation of the uid
elevation amplitudes. The spurious behaviour in the very beginning of eah signal is due
to band-pass ltering, and does not aet the following observation.
If there are no asymmetries inside the moonpool, the radiated waves to eah side
should evolve equivalently. This means that, given a symmetri behaviour of the uid in
the moonpool, the measured signals from w10 and w11 should be the same. From visual
observations during the testing (oral ommuniation) and from movies of the free surfae
elevation reonstruted using the signals from w1 - w5, there were no asymmetries in the
moonpool of signiane. This means that any disrepany beyond measurement au-
ray between w10 and w11 must be a onsequene of reetions. Signiant disrepany
between the signals from w10 and w11 is indeed observed in several ases suh as that in
Figure 9.16(). We therefore onlude that reetions did our at least in this test taken
from Case III, but most likely in all tests to some extent. Modulations of the amplitudes
our around Tr2 whih is a lear indiation that waves reeted from the beah side is
the ause of the strong modulations in the partiular test shown in Figure 9.16(). A on-
sequene of the reeted wave is an altering of the uid behaviour also in the moonpool
with a resulting lowering of the amplitude as seen from the bottom time-series of w3.
In Figure 9.16(d), the dierene between w10 and w11 is not pronouned, but small
amplitude modulations in w3 around both t = Tr1 and t = Tr2 are observed. In Figure
9.16(a) and (b) whih are from Case I and Case II, there are some visible modulation
around both Tr1 and Tr2, although very small.
We onlude that wave reetions of some signiane oured in Case III, while in
Cases I and II, reetions did our, although not that signiant. This is taken into
aount in our study on resonant piston-mode motion due to fored heave in the next
hapter.
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Figure 9.16: Time-series of w3, w10 and w11 from four tests: (a) Case I with ε2
and ω/
√
g/B = 1.017. (b) Case II with ε2 and ω/
√
g/B = 0.885. () Case III with
ω/
√
g/B = 0.842. (d) Case III with ω/
√
g/B = 0.872. The Hilbert envelope reeting
the energy in the signal is superimposed.
Chapter 10
Studies on resonant behaviour
In this hapter the results from our studies of a ship setion by a bottom mounted terminal
in resonant onditions are presented. The studies are presented within the ve setions of
the present hapter. The rst three setions represent the main work that inludes both
experimental and numerial results. Most of these results have already been published over
three papers. The two last setions inlude numerial studies only, and are onsidered as
supplement for the three preeding main studies. Results from these have not previously
been published. A summary of the studies with main partiulars is presented in Table
10.1. We further summarize the studies as follows.
In Setion 10.1, a study on a xed ship setion with rounded bilges by a bottom
mounted terminal subjeted to inoming shallow water waves with fous on the piston-
mode resonane is presented. The rounded bilges were suh as to avoid ow separation as
far as possible. The numerial part of the study involves simulations from both the linear
wavetank as well as the nonlinear wavetank without ow separation. The results are om-
pared with experimental results from the November 2006 model tests performed within
this work as reported in Setion 9.2. The majority of the results have been published in
Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2009a).
In Setion 10.2, a study on fored heave of a ship setion with sharp bilges by a bottom
mounted terminal with fous on the eet of ow separation on the amplitude of the piston
mode near resonane is presented. The numerial part of the study involves simulations
from both the linear wavetank as well as the nonlinear wavetank with and without ow
separation. The onsidered ase is equivalent to that of a moonpool, and the results
are ompared with experimental results from the moonpool tests briey reapitulated
in Setion 9.4. The results have previously been published in Kristiansen and Faltinsen
(2008).
In Setion 10.3, a study of a moored ship setion with sharp bilges by a bottom
mounted terminal with fous on the eet of ow separation on the resonant oupled ship
and piston-mode motion is presented. The numerial part of the study involves also here
simulations from both the linear as well as the nonlinear wavetanks with and without ow
separation. The results are ompared with experimental results from the June 2008 model
tests performed within this work as reported in Setion 9.4. The results have previously
been published in Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2009b).
In Setion 10.4 we present numerial results of fored sway motion with otherwise the
same set-up as in the work on fored heave reported in Setion 10.2. This work involves
simulations from both the linear wavetank as well as the nonlinear wavetank with ow
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Table 10.1: Overview of the studies presented in Setions 10.1 - 10.5. By Wave foring
we mean inoming waves generated by a wavemaker.
Setion: 10.1 10.2 10.3 10.4 10.5
Ship setion Fixed Fored Moored (as 10.2) (as 10.1)
Foring Wave Heave Wave Sway (as 10.1)
Flow separation No Yes Yes (as 10.2) Yes
Model tests Nov. 2006 Moonpool June 2008 - -
Water depth Shallow Deep Deep (as 10.2) (as 10.1)
B/D 3.76 1.33 - 2 4 (as 10.2) (as 10.1)
h/B 0.45 - 0.625 2.86 2.2 (as 10.2) (as 10.1)
b/B 0.17 - 0.34 0.25 - 0.5 0.15 - 0.2 (as 10.2) (as 10.1)
r/B 0.09 0 0 (as 10.2) 0 - 0.014
B [m℄ 0.64 0.36 0.40 (as 10.2) (as 10.1)
T [s℄ 1.3 - 2.8 1.0 - 1.7 0.6 - 1.0 (as 10.2) (as 10.1)
separation. In Setion 10.5 we study numerially the eet of ow separation on the
piston-mode resonane for a xed ship setion by a bottom mounted terminal subjeted
to inoming waves, with the same set-up as that reported in Setion 10.1. We present
numerial results involving simulations from both the linear as well as the nonlinear
wavetanks with ow separation, and the ship setion bilges are modelled both as sharp
and with a nite urvature with xed separation point.
10.1 Fixed ship setion by a bottom mounted terminal
We now present and disuss the results from our rst main study involving a xed ship
setion with rounded orners by a bottom mounted terminal. The ship setion and ter-
minal are subjet to inoming regular waves with wave periods around the piston-mode
resonane period Tp. The study is based on the November 2006 model tests desribed in
Setion 9.2, and the partiulars of the geometry and wave onditions are desribed there.
Before we proeed, we want to make the following three remarks. First, the relatively
high piston-mode resonane period Tp implied rather shallow water waves (h/λ0 < 1/10),
with whih one will typially assoiate large nonlinearities in the inoming waves. We do
observe lear nonlinearities assoiated with the shallow water waves on the wave kinemat-
is in the external part of the uid. In the terminal gap itself, however, from observation
during the model tests and video reordings we found that no higher modes of signiane
were triggered, exept in some extreme ases where the terminal gap amplitude was large
enough for the free surfae to reah the rounded bilges, hene introduing signiant
disturbanes. Video reordings from the high-speed amera shows learly that violent
sloshing, or run-up along the ship and terminal oured in these ases. The desribed
disturbanes were, however, introdued by the urved geometry, and not by the nonlin-
earity in the inoming waves. These tests were not onsidered in the following study. The
terminal gap elevation, ζg, turned out to be nearly harmoni in all other ases. Seond,
this study involves a xed ship setion. This is not a realisti ase, of ourse. It was,
however, onvenient to begin with a xed ship setion. Third, the results of this study
and the disussion of these must be viewed in light of being our rst study on the resonant
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behaviour and the rst real study applying the numerial models. More knowledge on the
resonant behaviour was naturally aquired throughout the later studies. This goes both
for the model testing and the appliation of the numerial wavetanks. For the former, the
level of response is highly sensitive to additional damping whih may easily be introdued
by bias errors. For the latter, in the later studies we were typially more areful with
studying the neessary resolution in time and spae.
We now present the parameters in the numerial simulations and next ompare the
numerial results to those aquired from the model tests.
10.1.1 Parameters in the numerial simulations
The length from the mean position to the terminal is denoted L. The exat wave ume
geometry from the model tests was reonstruted in both the linear wavetank and nonlin-
ear wavetank, exept for the beah. This means that in the simulations inluding the ship
setion and terminal, the exat geometry was reonstruted. In the wave alibration runs,
however, the part from the position of the terminal and onwards was not reonstruted as
this would involve wave breaking over the parapoli beah as in the physial tank. Wave
absorbtion was done by using the numerial beah approah, that is, using (5.5).
The motion of the wave paddle in the numerial wavetank was that reorded during
the model tests with the signal divided by the ampliation fator disussed in sub-setion
9.2.2.
Although the ship setion in the model test had rounded orners of radius r/B =
0.09, the ship was in the numerial model taken as a retangle. The argument was that
quantities suh as added mass and damping of this struture of area ratio AS/(BD) ≃
0.986, where AS is the atual area of the ship setion with rounded bilges, would not be
aeted to any signiant degree.
Table 10.2: Numerial parameters in simulations of a xed ship setion by a bottom
mounted terminal. Initial number of elements on the dierent parts of the boundary
S.
Free surfae (external + terminal gap) NF = 357 + 3 = 360
Ship setion (side + bottom + side) NB = 5 + 5 + 5 = 15
Bottom of wavetank NBOT = 240
Terminal NTERM = 7
Wavemaker NWM = 10
Numerial beah length Ld = 3λ
Dissipation parameter νmax = 0.8
No. of time-steps per period NP = 20− 80
The initital number of elements used on the dierent parts of the geometry, the nu-
merial beah parameters and the time disretization parameter are tabulated in Table
10.2. These parameters applied to both the linear wavetank and nonlinear wavetank.
Typially 30 periods were run, but in some ases the simulations broke down earlier. The
CPU time for a single run on a 2.67GHz PC ranged from about 6min for the linear runs
without beah and up to 40min for the nonlinear runs inluding the beah.
No formal onvergene testing with respet to the beah length Ld was performed
for the spei ases in the present study. Rather extensive testing of the parameter Ld
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was done during the implementation of the numerial beah prior to the study. We then
found that Ld = 3λ in general gave reetions less than 1% of the inoming waves. This
was done in intermediate to deep water onditions. We have no reason to believe that an
extensive amount of reetion did our in the present study. However, sine the present
damping strategy is not valid in the shallow water limit, we expet that Ld = 3λ might
have been a little too short to ahieve less than 1% reetion for the longest waves in the
study.
A seletion of numerial tests involving the ship setion and the terminal were heked
for onvergene with respet to resolution in time and spae. These indiated that the
numerial error assoiated with the present simulations were within 1 - 3%. Note that
this was for tests inluding the ship setion and terminal. A similar onvergene study
was not done for the wave alibration runs.
As pointed out in Setion 5.4.2, the total uid mass showed an osillatory behaviour.
In the present study this had an osillation amplitude of O(10−4). There was never any
sign of mean mass loss. This holds also for the wave alibration runs when the artiial
damping was applied. We remark that in later studies the amplitude of osillation was
O{10−6}.
10.1.2 Results - Piston-mode resonane
The results from our study are organized as follows. First, time-series and snapshots of
the free-surfae elevation in two seleted onditions are presented. Next redued data
are presented as funtion of wave frequeny. As desribed in onnetion with the model
tests we grouped the tests into three ases, alled Case 1 - 3, with speis given in Table
9.3. Sine in Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2009a) the work was limited to investigating
Cases 1 and 2 only, we present these results in the same detail as therein in onnetion
with Figures 10.3 - 10.5. We also shortly present some results from Case 3, inluding
piston-mode amplitudes from linear simulations and model tests, shown in the left part
of Figure 10.6. In the right part of the same gure we inlude some results also from the
September 2006 tests for frequenies higher than the resonane frequeny.
Time-series. We rst present the seleted time-series from the model tests and
nonlinear numerial simulations. Time-series at ve loations along the wave ume from
wave alibration tests are presented in Figures F.1 and F.2, and from orresponding tests
with ship setion and terminal in Figures F.3 and F.4. The wave ondition in Figures F.1
and F.3 represent near piston-mode resonant ondition in Case 1. The wave frequeny
is ω/
√
g/B = 0.791. The nominal wave steepness in deep water is ǫ2 = H0/λ0 = 1/115.
In the atual water depth where the wavelength and waveheight have both hanged, we
have H/λ = 1/115 and H/h = 1/10. Figures F.2 and F.4 present near piston-mode
resonant ondition in Case 2. The wave frequeny is ω/
√
g/B = 0.707. In this ase we
also have ǫ2 = H0/λ0 = 1/115, but H/λ = 1/73 and H/h = 1/6. The wave alibration
time-series ompare in our opinion quite well. Exeptions are the troughs at w8 and w12
in Figure F.2. This disrepany might just as well be due to beah reetions in the wave
alibration tests during the physial model as well as due to inauraies in the numerial
model.
In all the onsidered tests, we have a similar level of omparison as in Figures F.1 -
F.4. The troughs at w8 and w12 in Figure F.2 represent the worst level of omparison.
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Figure 10.1: Snapshots of wave elevation in the run orresponding to that in Figure
F.3. The lower plot represents other time-steps than the upper plots.
In other words, we feel the results ompare reasonably well.
When the ship and terminal is present, the time series for w1 - w8 ompare quite well
up to the stage when the wave is re-reeted from the wavemaker to the wave gauges.
The disrepanies after this stage is due to the leakage eet around the wave paddle
whih was disussed in sub-setion 9.2.2. The AWACS adjusts the motion of the paddle
ontinuously in order to damp out the reeted waves, and does so rather suessfully
in the physial tank. However, the reorded wavemaker motion will not eetively damp
out the reeted waves in the numerial model due to the leakage in the physial tank.
It will partly work, though, one may say, and the behaviour of the simulated free-surfae
elevation is qualitatively similar to that in the model tests. See for instane w1 after about
t/T = 15 in Figure F.3 and w4 after about t/T = 12 in Figure F.4. The kinematis in
the terminal gap (w12), however, is over-predited right from the start. The disrepany
stays onstant for some time, until it inreases about when the re-reeted wave reahes
the model. This last inrease is due to the leakage around the paddle. The disrepany
in the rst steady-state part is the ore of the present study. We disuss this in detail
below, in onnetion with the redued data.
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Figure 10.2: Snapshots of wave elevation in the run orresponding to that in Figure
F.4. The lower plot represents other time-steps than the upper plots.
Snapshots. In Figures 10.1 and 10.2 snapshots of the simulated wave elevation for
the two onditions are presented. The geometry is strethed in the vertial diretion
for illustration purposes. From the gures it is lear that nonlinearities in the wave in
the up-stream part of the wavetank are more pronouned in the latter ase. The free
surfae beomes very messy in the seond ase as illustrated in Figure 10.2, but the time
series nevertheless ompare quite well, ref. Figure F.4. Note that the steepness H/λ is
roughly the same for the two onditions. However, H/h is not the same. The values are
H/h = 1/10 and 1/6 in the two ases, respetively. The large motion in the terminal
gap is lear, and dominated by the piston motion. Some disturbanes other than the
piston mode are also seen. So, as disussed in Chapter 4, the behaviour is piston-like, and
not that of pure piston-mode motion. We take ζg = 0.5(w11 + w12) as a representative
measure of the piston-mode elevation. The positions of these are given in Table E.1.
Wave gauge w10 gave a few spurious results, and was not inluded in the analysis. For
onsisteny, we use the same measure in the numerial simulations.
Redued data. Steady-state values of the free-surfae elevation are taken from steady
parts of the time-series. The simulated time-series were only stationary until the re-
reeted waves reahed the position of eah wave gauge, but we found that the free-surfae
elevation at w11 and w12 were steady in the time-interval t = 25−35s. This was a matter
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Figure 10.3: Wave amplitude A = H/2 from wave alibration runs. H is taken as the
average of the trough-to-rest heights of w8, w11 and w12.
of visual inspetion ombined with arguments using the group veloity Cg. The value of
Hg is in this way estimated using 3 - 7 periods, depending on the wave period. The mean
undisturbed waveheight H was taken as the rest-to-trough distanes taken from the wave
alibration runs, using the same time interval for onsisteny.
In Figures 10.3 - 10.5 there are four sub-plots in eah of the gures, representing Case
1 by the two upper and Case 2 by the two lower plots. The left plots represent the highest
wave steepness ǫ2, while the right plots the lowest wave steepness ǫ1.
In Figure 10.3, the wave amplitude A is presented. As explained earlier, A = H/2.
In the model tests, the wave gauges were positioned equally in the wave alibration tests
and the tests with ship setion and terminal. The waveheight H is taken as the mean
of those from w8, w11 and w12 from the wave alibration runs. The wave amplitude
from the nonlinear simulations ompares well with those from the model tests, exept
for some of the longest waves. The disrepanies might be due to beah reetions in
both the physial and the nonlinear wavetank. The nonlinear wavetank length was in the
wave alibration tests not the same as the physial wavetank length, so reetions would
inuene the solution dierently in the measured and simulated wavetanks.
In Figure 10.4, the terminal gap elevation Ag is presented. We note that some data
points seem to be missing in the lower left plot for Case 2 with ǫ2. This is due to
the following. First, the model tests ould not be run for lower wave frequenies than
those shown due to limitations in the wave paddle stroke S. The missing nonlinear
simulations broke down before steady-state was reahed due to entanglement of the free-
surfae elements near the sharpest peaks of the free surfae up-stream of the ship. The
break-down may perhaps be avoided by using a re-gridding algorithm of the whole free
surfae, but this has not been done in this work. We mention that this sharp rest was
denoted fountain by Buhner et al. (2004), something they observed during model
testing of a ship by a terminal in shallow water. The same fountain eet was observed
during our model testing.
In Figure 10.5, the nondimensional terminal gap amplitude Ag/A is presented. The
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Figure 10.4: Piston-mode amplitude Ag = Hg/2. Hg is taken as the average of the
trough-to-rest heights of w11 and w12.
four main observed features are the following. First, the linear results over-predit around
the resonane frequeny, with predited nondimensional terminal gap amplitudes Ag/A ≃
6 in both Cases 1 and 2 while the ratio from the model tests lie between four and ve.
Seond, the nonlinear results in general lie between the measured and linear, also over-
prediting with respet to the measured values. Third, there is lose to no eet of
steepness in Case 1 with the largest water depth h/B = 0.625, while there seemingly
is an eet in the Case 2 with the smallest water depth h/B = 0.43. This applies to
both the experiments and the nonlinear simulations. Last, for the frequenies higher
than resonane the measured and simulated results ompare well, as expeted, while for
lower frequenies some disrepanies are observed. We disuss these disrepanies in the
following.
The fat that linear theory over-predited was expeted, but the nature of the nonlinear
behaviour was not known a priori. From Figure 10.5 we an see that there is an eet of the
nonlinearity parameter H/h, while there is seemingly no eet of the other nonlinearity
parameter, the wave steepness ǫ = H0/λ0. The results from the nonlinear simulations
leave the linear to an appreiable degree when H/h is higher than, say, 1/6. This may be
seen from a ombination of the lower left sub-plots of Figures 10.4 and 10.5. In the latter
gure, the disrepany between the linear and nonlinear behaviour is non-negligible for
ω/
√
g/B > 0.7. For these wave frequenies, we see from Figure 10.4 that the waveheight
H = 2A ? 0.05. With the water depth h = 0.29m, this means H/h ? 1/6. This is about
the limit when we start observing signiant nonlinearities in the external uid kinematis
as illustrated above in onnetion with the time-series and snapshots.
The fat that the nonlinear results are in general loser to the linear than to the
measured around resonane means that the majority of the disrepany between measured
and linear values are explained by other eets than those assoiated with the nonlinear
free-surfae onditions, assuming that the simulated results are aurate. We propose
four andidates. First, ow separation from the ship setion bilges did probably our.
Seond, the slight exing of the side of the ship setion in the model tests as was observed
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Figure 10.5: Nondimensional piston-mode amplitude Ag/A.
is a andidate. Third, the leakage between the glass wall and ship setion might have
been a ontributor. Last, wave reetions was most probably of some importane for the
longest waves. The three last andidates represent bias errors in the model tests. This
illustrates the importane of disussing this matter as we did in the presentation of the
model tests. The leakage eet and possible wave reetions are not disussed further
here. We do, however, disuss the two other.
In the present model tests the orners were rounded in order to avoid ow separation
as far as possible. However, using 2r = 0.12m as a harateristi length, Um = πHg/T
as the maximum uid veloity and a kinemati visosity of ν = 10−6 we get e.g. near
resonane in Case 1 (T = 2s) that the Keulegan-Carpenter number KC = UmT/2r ≃ 5.
Futher, the Reynolds number Rn = 2rUm/ν ≃ 4 · 104 and β = Rn/KC ≃ 7000. For
these onditions ow separation probably ours, although it is not easily observable,
as disussed in Faltinsen (1990) (see disussion on p. 229). The ow will separate for
KC ? 1, but the separated ow will not break strongly away from the body as visible
vorties unless KC ? 5. So, even though we did not observe vorties breaking away from
the rounded ship bilge, some ontribution to the disrepanies may nevertheless have been
due to ow separation, due to the ahieved KC-numbers. If ow separation was the main
ontributor, however, there should have been a more lear eet of wave steepness than
that observed for Case 2 in the two upper plots.
We therefore speulate that the observed slight exing of the ship side is the main on-
tributor. We base this on the fat that the piston-mode amplitudes Ag around resonane
were higher in Case 2 than in Case 1, around 50 - 60% higher. This was due to the hosen
xed wave steepness and longer waves in Case 2. The ability to indent the ship setion
side was therefore about twie as large in the Case 2 than in Case 1. Referring to the
disussion on the rather signiant motion redution eet of exing walls in onnetion
with the study on a moored ship setion in Setion 10.3, we nd this a plausible ause of
the observed disrepanies.
Last, we briey present in Figure 10.6 (left plot) results from Case 3 with the smaller
terminal gap width b/B = 0.17, and in Figure 10.6 (right plot) some results from the
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Figure 10.6: Additional results from the study of a xed ship setion. Left: Half the
terminal gap width b/B = 0.17 relative to that presented in Figure 10.5 (Case 3).
Right: Results from September 2006 model tests as indiated in the legend. The other
results from the November 2006 tests as presented in Figure 10.5.
September 2006 model tests with b/B = 0.34, overlapping those in the November 2006
tests. We see from the left plot of the gure that the piston-mode amplitude is higher
in Case 3 relative to those in Cases 1 and 2. We note that in Case 3, the terminal gap
width b is half that of Cases 1 and 2. Linear theory predits piston-mode amplitudes of
Ag/A ≃ 8, while we measure about 6.5 - 7.5. Nonlinear simulations were not performed
for Case 3. There seems to be a slight eet of wave steepness, but quite small. The
terminal gap amplitudes around resonane were (in dimensional form) smaller in Case 3
than in Cases 1 and 2 due to shorter wavelengths. The ability to indent the ship setion
side was therefore smaller. This seems onsistent with a somewhat less over-predition
by linear theory in this ase, and supports our suspiion of the exing being the main
ontributor to the disrepany.
In the right part of Figure 10.6 nondimensional terminal gap amplitude from the
September 2006 tests for higher wave frequenies than the resonane frequeny is pre-
sented and ompared with the slightly overlapping November 2006 tests. The water
depht is h/B = 0.45. We note that the results from the November tests are the same
as those presented in the lower parts of Figure 10.5. The reason we did not inlude the
results from the September 2006 tests there was that the wave steepness was higher, being
H0/λ0 = 1/40 and H0/λ0 = 1/60, and the inoming waves were subjet to a 1:30 sloping
bottom. The behaviour seems, however, in general to be onsistent in the two sets of
model tests. For the one overlapping wave frequeny (ω/
√
g/B ≃ 0.897), the nondimen-
sional amplitude is about 11% higher in the November tests. This is probably due to the
smaller wave steepness.
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10.1.3 Summary of the study
We summarize the present study as follows. The study involved a xed ship setion by
a bottom mounted terminal. The ship setion had rounded orners in order to avoid
ow separation. The ship setion and terminal were subjeted to inoming shallow water
waves. The wave periods T were hosen to be around the piston-mode resonane period
Tp. We varied the water depth h, the terminal gap width b and the wave steepness H/λ.
The studied ases are summarized in Table 9.3. The primary goal was to study the
piston-mode amplitude around piston-mode resonane. A seondary goal was to study
the eets of the shallow water wave onditions.
The main results from the studied ases are briey summarized as:
 The present linear simulations predited piston-mode amplitudes Ag/A ≃ 6− 8 at
the piston-mode resonane period Tp.
 Piston-mode amplitudes in the model tests were around resonane 10 - 30% lower
than that predited by linear theory.
 The present nonlinear simulations predited values in between that predited by the
linear simulations and measured in the model tests.
 Shallow water wave eets seemed to slightly aet the piston-mode amplitude for
large H/h, say H/h ? 1/6 in the investigated ases.
 Flexing of the ship side probably introdued a redution of the piston-mode motion
in the model tests. We believe this aused a major part of the disrepanies.
 Flow separation is thought not to have been important in the present study.
There seemed to be a relatively small eet on the piston-mode amplitude due to
nonlinearity assoiated with the free-surfae onditions, despite the rather nonlinear be-
haviour of the external wave eld in the shallow water onditions. We believe that for
the most part, the disrepanies between measurements and nonlinear simulations are
explained by exing of the ship sides rather than by ow separation from the rounded
bilges.
10.2 Fored heave of a ship setion by a bottom mounted
terminal
Our seond main study involves fored heave motion of a ship setion with sharp bilges by
a bottom mounted terminal in deep water onditions. The ship setion is fored at periods
around the piston-mode resonane period Tp. Although the deep water onditions are not
realisti regarding oshore LNG terminals, the study is diretly relevant to the problem.
We investigate the disrepanies between the piston-mode amplitude predited by linear
theory and that observed in experiments. The experiments we refer to were arried out
to investigate resonant uid behaviour in moonpools, and originally reported in Faltinsen
et al. (2007). They also presented a newly developed linear theory for this problem. The
solution proedure involves domain deomposition and Green funtions distributed along
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the so-alled Neumann traes dening the titious boundaries of eah domain. We use
this theory to verify the present results from appliation of our linear wavetank.
In the present setion we present results from our numerial simulations using both
the linear wavetank and the nonlinear wavetank, where in the former ase, both with and
without in- and out-ow of boundary layers, and for the latter both with and without ow
separation from the ship setion bilges. The numerial results are ompared to the above
mentioned linear theory and experiments. All results presented in the present setion are
previously published in Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2008). There, the experimental data
were re-analyzed and reetions in the wave ume were found to ause some surprising
results in some ases. This disussion is also found in Setion 9.4. The results inlude
piston-mode amplitude, Ag, the far-eld amplitude, denoted by Af , as well as phases of
the free-surfae elevation relative to the heave motion.
We proeed with a desription of the parameters used in the present numerial work,
and next present and disuss the results of the study.
Table 10.3: Numerial parameters in the simulations of fored heave of a ship setion
by a bottom mounted terminal. Initial number of elements on the dierent parts of the
boundary S.
Free surfae (external + terminal gap) NF = 184 + 16 = 200
Ship setion (side + bottom + side) NB = 30 + 60 + 30 = 120
Bottom of wavetank NBOT = 30
Terminal NTERM = 40
Far end of damping zone NWM = 4
Tank length L ≃ 47B
Numerial beah length Ld = L/2
Dissipation parameter νmax = 0.4
No. of time-steps per period NP = 120 or 600
10.2.1 Parameters in the numerial simulations
The exat geometry of the physial wave ume was not reprodued in this ase as it was
in the study of the xed ship desribed in the previous setion. Only one ship setion was
modelled due to symmetry of the ow under fored heave in otherwise alm onditions.
The terminal gap width b was thus half the distane between the two hulls in the model
tests. The tank length in the numerial work was L/B ≃ 47. The gridding and time-step
was similar for all tests and both the linear and nonlinear wavetanks, with osine spaing
for renement near the intersetions between the free surfae and solid boundaries, and
in partiular near the onvex orners of the body. The ratio of the element lengths on
the mid-part of the body to those at the orners were 200 in the simulations with ow
separation, while 25 in the other simulations. A lose-up of the body and its near viinity is
shown in Figure 10.7. As desribed earlier, dynami re-gridding of the geometry was used.
The inital number of elements, numerial beah parameters and temporal disretization is
presented in Table 10.3. The number of time-steps per period was Np = 120 in simulations
without ow separation. In the simulations with ow separation this was hanged to
Np = 600 at the onset of the free shear layer. We hose to initiate the ow separation at
minimum ambient veloity during the fourth period. This means that the ow separation
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Figure 10.7: An example of disretization of the boundary with rened grid near the
ship setion bilges.
inititated when the piston-mode elevation was at its maximum during the fourth period.
In pratie this meant after approximately 3.75 periods. In the simulations with the
nonlinear numerial wavetank the fored heave motion of the ship setion was as reorded
during the model tests, whereas in the linear simulations simply a linear ramp of the rst
two periods were used. Running 20 - 30 wave periods on a 2.4GHz omputer took for the
simulations with free shear layer typially 1.5 hours, the nonlinear simulations without
free shear layer about 20 minutes and the linear simulations about 10 minutes.
In some ases the simulations with free shear layer broke down during the rst ritial
period, but the majority of the runs nalized, in partiular those around the natural
period with appreiable gap amplitude. Flow separation was suppressed at the orner
of the ship opposite to the moonpool. Although the omputer ode may handle an
arbitrary number of free shear layers simultaneously, the simulation easily breaks down
if the ambient veloity is very low. Small indued vortiity in the free shear layer will
then result in devastating short wave instabilities. We ran one test suessfully with
separation at both orners, but the eet of the seond free shear layer was negligible
both on the piston-mode and far-eld behaviour and we therefore deided not to inlude
ow separation there.
10.2.2 Results - Piston-mode resonane due to fored heave
Three dierent ases were onsidered. The draft D, terminal gap width b and the am-
plitude of the fored motion ǫ = η3a/B were varied. The speis are given in Table 9.8,
where the three ases are denoted Case I - III.
In Cases I and II, the piston-mode motion is represented by the mean signal of w1
- w5, whereas in Case III, where the gap width is doubled, and the array w1 - w5 is
thought not to represent the piston mode as well, only the signal from w3 is used. For
onsisteny, the results from theory and simulations are taken as the averaged amplitude
aross the moonpool in Cases I and II, while that at the enter-line of the moonpool (or
on the terminal wall in our terminology) in Case III. The phase of a signal is omputed
by identifying the time of zero up-rossing, t0, in a steady part of the time-series yielding
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Figure 10.8: Time-series of the piston-mode elevation ζg from Case I with ǫ2 = η3a/B =
1/72 and ω/
√
g/B ≃ 1.017. Experiments and nonlinear simulations where ow sepa-
ration is inluded. The reorded ship heave motion was used as input to the numerial
model. The onset of the free shear layer is after 3.775 periods.
the phase θ = ω∆t0, where ∆t0 is the time dierene between t0 for the signal and heave
motion.
Time-series. An example of omparison between experimental and simulated piston-
mode time-series for a test near resonane in Case I with the highest foring amplitude
ǫ2 = η3a/B = 1/72 is presented in Figure 10.8. The time of onset of the free shear layer
is in this test t/T = 3.775. The steady-state results were found not to be sensitive to
the time of onset, but a ertain ow magnitude is required in order for the model to be
valid, i.e. the Reynold's number to be suiently large. The simulation over-predits in
the beginning, whih is natural as the onset of the free shear layer is delayed, whereas
in reality the ow separates immediately. The two time-series onverge fairly well after
a while (lower middle plot). Some time after this a modulation of the trough in the
experimental time-series ours (lower right plot), whereas not in the simulations. The
modulations observed there our just after t = Tr2 ≃ 19T (see upper sub-plot), and
we want to elaborate somewhat on this phenomenon, whih is most likely explained by
slight reetions in the ume, as disussed in Setion 9.4. We mentioned there that the
reetions were of smaller relative importane in Cases I and II than in Case III. The
argumentation for this is as follows. In the two examples in the lower part of Figure 9.16,
taken from Case III, the amplitudes of the radiated waves Af are in the same order as
the piston-mode amplitude Ag, more speially Af/Ag ≃ 2. For the tests in Case III
we have in general that Af/Ag ≃ 2 − 3. For Case I and II, however, this ratio is muh
larger around resonane, it is Af/Ag ≃ 7− 10. Therefore the potential of the reetions
to aet the uid behaviour in the moonpool is in general higher in Case III than in Cases
I and II. In Figures 9.16(a) and (b) examples near resonane are presented from Case I
and Case II respetively.
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Figure 10.9: The eet of the boundary layer on the nondimensional piston amplitude
is negligible. To the right is a lose-up around the resonane frequeny. Case I with ǫ2.
Redued data. With this disussion in mind, we hoose to present the nondimen-
sional amplitudes by means of error bars, with one end being the value aquired from
the steady-state part of the time-series indiated by the solid vertial bars in Figure 9.16,
and the other end the value aquired using the time window extending from one period
before and until one period after t = Tr2. This ertainly is not a measure of measurement
auray or a range over where the real values would reside. It is not any rigorous
attempt to rule out the bias introdued by reetions, simply beause this would not be
possible. However, it gives a reasonable range for the values, and the reader should keep
the above disussion in mind when using the data. Choosing the latter end of the error
bar was a matter of observations from inspetion of gures like Figure 9.16 for all tests,
revealing a tendeny that the system is losing in on steady-state around t = Tr2 in most
of the tests. This means that we to a ertain extent rule out reetions from the beah
side (f. Figure 9.15), but not reetions from the wavemaker side and we neglet in a
way the fat that steady-state in general is not perfetly reahed.
We stress that, as we have argued, reetions most likely have not aeted the results
for Case I and II to a very high degree due to the small amplitudes of the radiated waves.
As in the work by Faltinsen et al. (2007) and Kristiansen and Faltinsen (2008), we
onsider the nondimensional piston-mode amplitudes Ag/η3a, the far-eld amplitudes
Af/η3a at the position of w11 (see Figure 9.15), the phases as well as the added mass and
damping.
We rst disuss the results from the linearized problem. Results from present linear,
invisid simulations and from the theory are presented and ompared with respet to
free-surfae kinematis in Figures 10.10 - 10.14. Added mass and damping oeients
are presented in Figures 10.15 - 10.17. The theoretial results are represented by solid
urves, while the present linear simulations are represented by markers. The agreement
between the present linear simulations and the linear theory is obvious for both the piston-
mode and far-eld amplitudes as well as the added mass and damping. This serves as a
veriation of the basi linear wavetank on whih the other numerial wavetanks are built.
We note the ourrene of negative added mass whih is typial of resonant behaviour. The
added mass and damping oeients are alulated from the present linear simulations
by numerial evaluation of the expressions
Akj = −
∫ T
0
Fkj η¨j dt∫ T
0
(η¨j)2 dt
, Bkj = −
∫ T
0
Fkj η˙j dt∫ T
0
(η˙j)2 dt
, (10.1)
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Figure 10.10: Case I (B/D = 2 and b/B = 0.25) with foring amplitude ǫ1 = η3a/B =
1/144. Upper: Nondimensional amplitude of the piston mode (average of w1 - w5) and
far-eld (at w11). Lower: Phases. The two sets of experimental values are onneted
with vertial bars. These bars should not be interpreted diretly as error bars, f. the
disussion.
where Fkj = ρ
∫
SB
ϕt nk ds is the part of the fore due to the unsteady term in the
Bernoulli equation, ϕt, in the k'th diretion due to fored motion in the j'th degree of
freedom and nk is the orresponding omponent of the normal vetor. Here, SB is the
xed mean boundary of the ship setion. ϕt is estimated by numerial dierentiation
of ϕ, in the present taken as (ϕn+1 − ϕn)/∆t, where n is main time-step number. The
expressions in (10.1) appear diretly from the denition of added mass and damping, i.e.
Fkj = −Akj η¨j − Bkj η˙j , upon multipliating this by η¨j or η˙j , integrating over an integer
number of wave periods and using the orthogonality properties of os and sin. We have
during the present work integrated over 5 - 10 periods. The added mass and damping are
in the present nondimensionalized as A33/(ρB
2) and B33/(ρB
2
√
g/B).
In Figure 10.9 a seletion of results from the linear simulations with in- and out-
ow of the boundary layers, with Case I arbitrarily hosen, is ompared to standard
linear theory. The data points are lose to indistinguishable, hene the damping due to
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Figure 10.11: Same as in Figure 10.10, but for foring amplitude ǫ2 = η3a/B = 1/72.
(attahed) boundary layer eets is negligible to all pratial purposes, and will not be
further onsidered in the present work.
Hereafter, we fous on the eets on the system assoiated with the free-surfae on-
ditions and those assoiated with the separated ow, with emphasis on the latter. These
results are also presented in Figures 10.10 - 10.14. The disussion above on the wave re-
etions in the measurements must be kept in mind, but apart from Case III, one should
not over-emphasize the eet this have had on the experimental results.
In short, from the gures our simulations learly suggest that separation has a sig-
niant damping eet on both the piston-mode and far-eld amplitudes. Further, our
simulations without ow separation suggest that the nonlinearity assoiated with the free
surfae is quite insigniant. Believing the numerial results, and omparing to the ex-
perimental data, one may draw the main onlusion that ow separation at the orner
of the ship setion explains by far the major part of the disrepanies between the linear
theory and the experimental results.
The results from Case I are presented in Figures 10.10 and 10.11, with the smallest and
largest foring amplitude ǫ = η3a/B in the two gures respetively. The response urve of
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Figure 10.12: Case II (B/D = 1.33 and b/B = 0.25) with foring amplitude ǫ1 =
η3a/B = 1/144. Upper: Nondimensional amplitude of the piston mode (average of w1
- w5) and far-eld (at w11). Lower: Phases. The two sets of experimental values are
onneted with vertial bars. These bars should not be interpreted diretly as error
bars, f. the disussion.
the piston-mode amplitude is somewhat narrower in the experiments than that estimated
by the numerial results for both foring amplitudes. The results are in good agreement
around and far from resonane, but dier somewhat for frequenies in the viinity of
resonane. The same holds for the far-eld amplitudes. The rapid phase shift around
resonane is somewhat relaxed by the separation eet, as seen from the right sub-plots.
The phase of the radiated wave is more aeted by the separation than the phase of the
free-surfae elevation in the terminal gap, and there is a lear eet of foring amplitude,
as seen for the frequenies just above the resonane frequeny. The phases of the radiated
waves predited by the simulations with separation for ω/
√
g/B ≃ 1.15 dier somewhat
from the linear theory, despite the seemingly small eet of the separation judging from
the piston-mode amplitude. In these tests the amplitude of the radiated waves are very
small, and perhaps the numerial modelling of these small waves were not ompletely
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Figure 10.13: Same as in Figure 10.12, but for foring amplitude ǫ2 = η3a/B = 1/72.
suessful. For the main part otherwise, the trends of the phases from experiments and
simulated results are in good agreement.
We remark that an alternative to Equation (10.1) is to alulate the added mass
and damping from F3 using phases. Sine the agreement between the added mass and
damping oeients from the present linear simulations and the theory is in general good,
impliitly, the phasing is also good. Therefore, the phase from the linear simulations is not
presented in Figures 10.10 - 10.14, although agreement has been heked by the author.
The results from Case II are presented in Figures 10.12 and 10.13, again with the
smallest and largest foring amplitude ǫ = η3a/B in the two gures respetively. The
simulated amplitudes and phases exhibit the same qualitative behaviour in Case II as in
Case I. However, the experimental results from Case II show a slightly dierent behaviour
to those in Case I. The response urve of the piston-mode amplitude in the experiments
seemingly inhibits a shift to the left (lower frequeny), whereas that from the simulations
does not. We believe the shift in the experimental data is a bias error aused by the
reetions in the wave ume, as the shift is towards the same wave frequeny as where we
observe strange behaviour in Case III as will be shown shortly. The frequeny we speak
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Figure 10.14: Case III (B/D = 2 and b/B = 0.5) (with foring amplitude ǫ1 =
η3a/B = 1/144). Upper: Nondimensional amplitude of the piston mode (w3 only) and
far-eld (at w11). Lower: Phases. The two sets of experimental values are onneted
with vertial bars. These bars should not be interpreted diretly as error bars, f. the
disussion.
of is ω/
√
g/B ≃ 0.87. The simulations in general predit slightly higher response than
that measured near and above the resonane frequeny. The same holds for the far-eld
amplitudes. As for the phases, the rapid hange of phase around resonane of the terminal
gap motion is also somewhat shifted to the left in the experiments, whereas not in the
simulations, and above the resonane frequeny, the measured phases are somewhat lower
than those simulated, although showing the same trend relative to linear theory.
The results from Case III are presented in Figure 10.14. In Case III the behaviour
of the simulations are similar to that in Cases I and II, but less pronouned, and one
may say that the behaviour is lose to linear. The eet of ow separation is aording
to our results very modest in this ase. The relatively large span in the error-bar for
the majority of the presented model test results prohibits drawing onlusion about the
orretness of the numerial results. However, the values taken from around t = Tr2
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Figure 10.15: Heave added mass and damping of the ship setion. The hydrody-
nami oeients are nondimensionalized as A33/(ρB
2) and B33/(ρB
2
√
g/B). Case I
(B/D = 2 and b/B = 0.25).
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Figure 10.16: As Figure 10.15, but for Case II (B/D = 1.33 and b/B = 0.25).
in Figure 10.14 do suggest a relatively linear behaviour also in the model tests. It is
not surprising that the behaviour is more linear in Cse III than in Cases I and II, when
onsidering the vertial displaement relative to the horizontal dimensions. With double
gap width b and approximately half the response Ag, we would expet less eet of ow
separation in this ase relative to the other two ases.
The relative dierene between the linear theory and the present nonlinear simulations
is presented in more detail in Figure 10.18. For the nonlinear simulations without free
shear layer, results only from Cases I and III are inluded in order to avoid over-loading
of the gure, but the behaviour in Case II is similar to that in Case I. Our simulations
suggest that the altering of the piston-mode amplitude Ag as a result of the nonlinear
free-surfae onditions in Cases I and II is only around 3 - 4%, and is similar for both
foring amplitudes. We would in general expet an amplitude dependent behaviour, but
this is small here, so perhaps this is due numerial inauraies. For the frequenies
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Figure 10.17: As Figure 10.15, but for Case III (B/D = 2 and b/B = 0.5).
just above resonane, or ω/
√
g/B ≃ 1.05 the nonlinearity introdued by the free-surfae
onditions seem to amplify the response somewhat, meaning we see a slight broadening
of the response. We see some amplitude dependeny there. In Case III the nonlinearity
introdued by the free-surfae onditions gives no eet of pratial interest. The eet of
the ow separation is in Cases I and II a redution of the amplitude around resonane of
about 40% at the largest foring amplitude and about 30% at the lowest foring amplitude,
both of whih are quite signiant. In Case III the eet of ow separation is a redution
near resonane of about 8% whih is fairly moderate in omparison to the other two ases,
meaning the response is signiantly more linear.
10.2.3 Summary of the study
We summarize the present study as follows. The study involved fored heave of a ship
setion by a bottom mounted terminal. The ship setion had sharp bilges in order to x
the separation point. The periods T of the fored heave motion were hosen to be around
the piston-mode resonane period Tp. The goal was to study the eets from the nonlinear
free-surfae onditions, ow separation from the ship bilges as well as in- and out-ow of
the boundary layers on the piston-mode amplitude around piston-mode resonane. We
varied the ship setion draft D, the terminal gap width b and amplitude of the fored
heave motion η3a. The studied ases are summarized in Table 9.8.
The main results from the present study are
 Linear theory (Faltinsen et al. (2007)) as well as the present linear simulations
predited Ag/η3a ratios at resonane up to about 13 in Cases I and II and 4 in Case
III.
 The orresponding ratios measured in the model tests were about 7 for the largest
heave amplitude and about 8 for the smallest heave amplitude in Cases I and II. In
Case III wave reetions made the data hard to interpret, but most probably, the
ratios were very similar to those predited by linear theory.
 The present nonlinear simulations without ow separation predited Ag/η3a ratios
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Figure 10.18: Relative dierene between the piston-mode amplitude predited by
linear theory and simulations with and without ow separation. Only results from
Cases I and III for simulations without free shear layer are presented for presentability.
very similar to the linear, so there were only very small eets of the nonlinear
free-surfae onditions.
 The present nonlinear simulations with ow separation predited Ag/η3a ratios very
lose to those measured in the model tests.
 The present linear simulations inluding in- and out-ow of the boundary layers
showed that this eet was totally negligible in the present ontext.
The present study strongly indiates that ow separation is the main ontributor to
the observed disrepanies between linear theory and experiments around piston-mode
resonane period Tp.
10.3 Moored ship by a bottom mounted terminal
Our third and last main study involves a ship setion with sharp bilges moored by a bottom
mounted terminal and subjet to inoming waves in deep water onditions. Again, as in
the study on fored heave as disussed in the previous setion, the water depth is too
large to give diret relevane to oshore LNG terminals. The study is nevertheless highly
relevant and desribes key features of the problem.
This last study is in a way more realisti than the previous two studies, as the ship
setion osillates under inuene from inoming waves, rather than being xed or fored to
move. An impliation is that the problem is more demanding as the ship motion beomes
a funtion of the surrounding uid and vie versa. Despite the inreased omplexity we
believe that through both the physial and numerial models, reliable and interesting
results have been aquired. The model tests were desribed in Setion 9.3. Also, some
of the numerial work involving the linear wavetank was reported in Setion 4.2, used
there to exemplify the behaviour of the system. We proeed by reporting the relevant
parameters of the numerial work before presenting the results.
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10.3.1 Parameters in the numerial simulations
In the simulations with the nonlinear wavetank, both with and without ow separation,
the exat geometry of the physial wave ume was modelled, inluding the initial tilt of
the hinged wavemaker ap, and the ap motion was aording to the ap signal in the
model tests. The situation is desribed in Figure 9.8. For the linear wavetank, a tank
length of L = 18λ was used for eah run, meaning the model test geometry was not
reonstruted. Based on the group veloity Cg, re-reetions will our after 108 periods
with this tank length. In the linear simulations we attempted to reah loser to steady-
state than in the runs with the nonlinear tank without ow separation where signiant
beating of the signals ourred. The beating behaviour in the numerial wavetanks is
further disussed below. A sinusoidal signal with linear initial ramp of ve periods was
used in the linear ase.
Typial spatial disretization as used in the present simulations is exemplied in the
snapshots in Figure 10.19. The initial grid resolution is indiated by numbers in the gure.
A somewhat ner body disretization was used in the simulations with ow separation
than in those without. A ner resolution near the orners of separation was required in
the former ase. As in the study of fored heave, the element lengths followed a osine
squared distribution, with the length of the elements near the orner 1/200 of those in
the middle part of eah body surfae. On the free surfae, a total of 300 elements was
found adequate in order to propagate the waves properly, giving a number of elements per
wavelength between 18 for the shortest waves of period T = 0.6s and 52 for the longest
waves of period T = 1.0s. Around the resonane periods of T ≃ 0.73s−0.78s this was 25 to
33, whih we have found represents both amplitude and group veloity well for suh small-
amplitude waves. Only two elements were used to desribe the free surfae in the terminal
gap, reasoning that hardly any loal disturbanes in the terminal gap were observed in
the experiments. The low resolution helped avoiding numerial instabilities related to
frequent re-gridding of the free surfae. The numerial instabilities are assoiated with
the linear interpolation of the potential when splitting an element, whih we suspet is too
rude on the free surfae. This was disussed in Setion 5.5. The sway motion of the ship
indued a slightly tilted terminal gap free-surfae. This is, however, aptured adequately
using only two elements, and the hosen resolution therefore onsidered suient for our
purpose. As before, re-gridding was applied in order to keep the resolution at a ertain
level, in partiular along the ship side and terminal wall.
The number of time-steps was Np = 120 per period in the runs without ow separation.
In those with ow separation, 120 was used until the onset of separation, and 600 after
the onset. The number 600 is onsidered near optimal in the sense that the free shear
layer behaviour behaves well as disussed in detail earlier. The time of onset was in the
present study hosen as the instant the free surfae in the terminal gap, ζg, starts moving
downwards from maximum positive elevation under the ondition that ζg > 3A, where A
is the inoming wave amplitude. As mentioned in the previous setion, the steady-state
results are found not to be sensitive to the time of onset, but a ertain ow magnitude is
required in order for the model to be valid, i.e. the Reynold's number to be suiently
large (f. Setion 2.2). The runs without free shear layer typially took two hours running
55 wave periods, while those with free shear layer about ten hours running 50 wave periods
on a 2.4GHz proessor. The additional CPU time in the latter was for the most part due
to shorter time-step, but also due to somewhat higher resolution on the body as well as
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Figure 10.19: Snapshots from nonlinear wavetank runs. Top: Nonlinear wavetank
without ow separation (not to sale). Seond: Close-up of the ship setion. Third:
Close-up of body in a ase with ow separation. Bottom: Close-up of the free shear
layers emanating from the two bilges. Initial number of elements on eah surfae is
indiated.
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Figure 10.20: Added mass and damping alulated by using the linear wavetank. Left:
Case A. Right: Case B.
additional CPU time assoiated with the free shear layer.
For the linear wavetank a similar spatial disretization as for the nonlinear wavetanks
was used, exept on the body only 36 elements, and along the bottom 80. The number
of time-steps per period was 80. Eah simulation took about about 25 minutes running
90 wave periods on a 2.4GHz proessor.
Added mass and damping used to estimate resonane frequenies, were aquired from
fored heave and sway simulations using the linear wavetank as desribed in the previous
setion. In these tests the resolution was somewhat lower, taken as in the fored heave
study desribed in the previous setion. The added mass and damping oeients are
presented as funtions of nondimensional frequeny in Figure 10.20. The oupled ship and
piston-mode resonane frequeny ωn/
√
g/B is indiated for referene. Note the negative
values of added mass and oupled damping oeients.
For the highest steepness, only two runs with ow separation were suessful. In all
other runs breakdown oured about 2 - 6 periods after the onset of ow separation. The
experiene with fored heave was that if the simulations survived the rst two periods it
would proeed without breakdown. This is also the ase with the present lowest steepness
ase. The reason for breakdown in the highest steepness ase is probably assoiated with
an appreiably larger body motion than in the fored heave simulations. The automati
simpliation proedure was developed with small body motions. The breakdown is
in general due to element rossing near the orner of separation. As disussed in the
presentation of the automati simpliation proedure in Setion 6.4, reduing the time-
step was not feasible and therefore not done. More work is needed in order to provide a
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more robust proedure, but this is left for future work.
Beating. As briey mentioned above, the ship motion and terminal gap elevation
as simulated with the nonlinear wavetank without ow separation and linear wavetank,
for frequenies lose to the natural frequeny, exhibit pronouned beating due to the
transient behaviour starting from initially alm onditions. This is a result of small
damping. Therefore, steady-state is in general not reahed within the time of simulation.
Further, at resonane, the motion is still slightly inreasing even after the 90 wave periods
in the linear simulations. The ondensed data presented in this study therefore must be
seen as near steady-state values only. In order to extrat data as onsistent as possible,
the average amplitude over one beating period, Tb, is used as long as the time-series are
long enough. The beating period was taken as Tb = 1/|f − fn| where f = 1/T and
fn = 1/Tn with Tn alulated a priori. At the natural frequeny the average amplitude
of the last 10 periods were used. With the motion still inreasing at resonane and with
the beating behaviour as desribed, the values are not exatly the desired steady-state
value, but do indiate reasonably well the steady-state values. In the model tests and
simulations inluding ow separation, however, steady-state is reahed in all ases.
10.3.2 Results - Coupled ship and piston-mode resonane
Two dierent ases were onsidered. The terminal gap width b and the wave steepness
ǫ = H/λ were varied. The speis are given in Table 9.5, where the three ases are
denoted Case A and B.
In the following we present results from the above desribed numerial work as well
as the model tests. We rst present example time-series. Next, we present redued data
in terms of near steady-state amplitudes of the ship motion and piston-mode amplitude.
These are nondimensionalized by the inoming wave amplitude and presented as funtion
of the nondimensionalized wave frequeny ω/
√
g/B. The terminal gap amplitude is rep-
resented by the wave elevation 0.037m away from the terminal, taken in the model tests as
ζg = 0.5(w6+w7). What we refer to as terminal gap amplitude is thus not that averaged
over the terminal gap width, but in all the onsidered tests, the free surfae was observed
to be near horizontal. This therefore represents the piston-mode amplitude quite well.
For onsisteny, the terminal gap elevation in the numerial simulations are taken as the
free-surfae elevation at the same position.
Time-series. The time-series examples are presented in Figures 10.21 and 10.22.
They are taken from Case B (b/B = 0.15). The nondimensional wave frequeny is
ω/
√
g/B ≃ 1.69 (orresponding to T = 0.75s), and the steepness is ǫ1 ≃ 1/170 in
the rst gure and ǫ2 ≃ 1/85 in the seond gure. From top to bottom we present sway,
heave, roll, terminal gap elevation and the inoming wave. The vertial bars indiate the
onset of ow separation in the numerial simulations denoted BEM with vortex in the
legends. The nonlinear numerial simulations without ow separation is simply denoted
BEM. Time-series from the linear wavetank is not inluded sine the model test geom-
etry nor the wavemaker motion were reonstruted in those runs. Please note that the
linear solution over-predits signiantly more than the nonlinear solution without ow
separation. This will beome lear when we present the redued data.
We rst disuss the time-series in Figure 10.21. The horizontal drift away from the ter-
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Figure 10.21: Time-series of the three degrees of freedom ship motion, terminal gap
elevation and inoming wave elevation. From Case B. ω/
√
g/B ≃ 1.69 and the lowest
wave steepness H/λ ≃ 1/170. Nonlinear numerial wavetank without and with ow
separation denoted by BEM and BEM with vortex, respetively.
minal is learly over-predited by the simulation without ow separation relative to that
with ow separation. Sine the experimental data are band-pass ltered we are not able
to ompare the drift with that measured in the model tests. However, from the high-speed
video it is quite evident that the drift is muh loser to that predited by the simulations
inluding ow separation than to those without. The osillation amplitude of the sway
motion is also largely over-predited by the simulations without ow separation, whereas
only somewhat over-predited by the simulations with ow separation. For heave, the
simulations without ow separation learly over-predit, while the simulations with ow
separation ompares well with the measured. Roll is very small and the experimental data
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Figure 10.22: Time-series of the three degrees of freedom ship motion, terminal gap
elevation and inoming wave elevation. From Case B. ω/
√
g/B ≃ 1.69 and the highest
wave steepness H/λ ≃ 1/85. Nonlinear numerial wavetank without and with ow
separation denoted by BEM and BEM with vortex, respetively.
here shown are dominated by noise in the aelerometers. The roll amplitude is somewhat
smaller in the simulations with ow separation relative to those without ow separation,
with the relative dierene more or less as for sway and heave. The amplitude is approx-
imately 0.5deg in the simulations inluding ow separation. The terminal gap amplitude
is also learly over-estimated by the simulations without ow separation. Inluding ow
separation signiantly improves the situation, although they still over-predit by about
25%. We note that for all main quantitities of the problem, i.e. sway, heave and terminal
gap motion, steady-state is reahed in a matter of about 12 - 15 periods in the model
tests and the simulations with ow separation, whereas in those without ow separation,
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steady-state is not yet reahed by the end of the simulation. There is a lear beating in
the signals from the nonlinear simulations without ow separation. The inoming wave
time-series, taken as 0.5(w1+w2), is presented in the bottom of the gure. The inoming
wave is reasonably reprodued by the numerial wavetank. We mention that there are
some small disrepanies as seen from the gure; the wave in the model tests exhibits some
features that are not as expeted. This inludes slightly larger minima than maxima and
slightly wider troughs than rests. The inoming wave amplitude was only 2.8mm in the
presented ase. The amplitude of these features are thus very small. We believe they are
due to some transverse motion and possibly menisus eets on the wave gauges.
Muh the same disussion applies for the results in Figure 10.22. This orresponds to
the same set-up, but for the highest wave steepness. An exeption is that the results from
the numerial model with ow separation over-predit less in this ase. There is almost
no over-predition for heave and about 12% for the terminal gap amplitude orresponding
to that in sway. The simulation without ow separation predits a large drift away from
the terminal. The motion then tends away from resonane due to the inreased gap whih
is initially b/B = 0.15, while it inrease to b/B ≃ 0.19 around t/T = 35− 38. In reality
a taut mooring will not allow this signiant drift, and the over-predition would most
likely be higher in suh a ase.
As a supplement, we present time-series of the terminal gap elevation for a range of
wave periods in Figures F.5 - F.8. These illustrate the beating behaviour for periods
around the natural period in the nonlinear simulations where ow separation is not in-
luded. The vertial bars indiate initiation of ow separation in the tests where suh
simulations were made. Some of these break down quite early, as disussed. Also some
of the nonlinear simulations without ow separation break down. When suh large ship
motions our that re-gridding is applied in the terminal gap, saw-tooth instabilities arise
with breakdown after a few periods as a onsequene.
Redued data. Redued data in terms of near steady-state values are presented in
Figures 10.23 and 10.24. The main observations are that linear theory learly over-predits
around resonane as expeted. Inluding ow separation (in the nonlinear simulations)
seems to remedy the majority of the disrepanies. In the nonlinear simulations without
ow separation the resonane frequeny shifts somewhat to a lower value due to mean
drift away from the terminal, with the eet being more pronouned in the ases with
highest wave steepness, as one would expet. We note that this is not realisti in the
ase of taut mooring, and the behaviour would most likely be loser to the linear if
restrained from drifting. If this is true, eets from the nonlinear boundary onditions
are not important. Further, believing the results produed by the simulations inluding
ow separation, the present results strongly indiate that ow separation is the main
ontributor to the disrepany between linear theory and experimental data.
This is onsistent with the ndings in the previous setion for the fored heave prob-
lem, where around the piston-mode resonane period Tp there was a lear eet of ow
separation. It was, however, from that study not lear whether it would be so also in the
ase of a moored ship undergoing resonant oupled ship setion and piston-mode motion.
It turned out, as seen from the present results, that the ow separation eet is in fat
appreiably more pronouned in the ase of a moored ship than in the radiation prob-
lem, now around the oupled ship and piston-mode resonane period Tn. In the fored
heave problem, linear theory over-predited the piston-mode amplitude by about 45%
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Figure 10.23: Piston-mode and ship motion steady-state or nearly steady-state am-
plitudes nondimensionalized by wave amplitude A. Case A (b/B = 0.2). Upper row:
Piston-mode amplitude (Ag/A). Middle row: Sway (xG/A). Lower row: Heave (yG/A).
Columns: Wave steepness ǫ1 and ǫ2.
and 65% in the lowest steepness and highest steepness ases respetively, while in the
present moored ship setion problem, by about 240% and 300% for the two steepnesses
respetively.
We have no explanation for this observation. An explanation ould perhaps have been
the dierent relative veloity Us at the orner of separation. It is the relative veloiy whih
is relevant for the strength of the indued irulation, and thereby level of damping. The
piston-mode amplitudes were in the present ase omparable to that in the fored heave
ase presented in the preeding setion. In both the fored heave study and the present
moored ship setion study, the piston-mode amplitudes at resonane were approximately
Ag/B ≃ 0.07 in the lowest steepness ase and Ag/B ≃ 0.14 in the highest steepness ase.
In the present ase when the ship setion is free to osillate, there is a hane that the
relative veloity is higher, despite a omparable piston-mode amplitude. We argue in
the following, however, that this was not the ase. We exemplify this as follows: In the
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Figure 10.24: Piston-mode and ship motion steady-state or nearly steady-state ampli-
tudes nondimensionalized by wave amplitude A. Case B (b/B = 0.15). Upper row:
Piston-mode amplitude (Ag/A). Middle row: Sway (xG/A). Lower row: Heave (yG/A).
Columns: Wave steepness ǫ1 and ǫ2.
fored heave ase, we had e.g. for Case I in the lowest steepness ase that η3a/Ag ≃ 1/10.
In Case A in the present moored ship setion ase, we have that yG/Ag ≃ 1/5 and
xG/Ag ≃ 1/4. If we assume that the piston-like uid motion is out of phase with the
heave motion, the amplitude of the irulation should go like (1 + 0.1)2 = 1.21 (for Case
I) and (1+ 0.2− 0.25)2 ≃ 0.9 (for Case A) relative to the irulation with no ship motion
and only uid motion. This means the ow separation eet should be, aording to this
simple analysis about 0.9/1.21 ≃ 0.75 times stronger in the moored ship ase than in the
fored heave ase. That is, aording to this reasoning, the indued irulation is lower
in the moored ship ase. Still, the eet is, as stated above, muh more pronouned.
One should be areful with generalizations, but we believe that in a large number of
appliations in marine hydrodynamis with similar types of gap resonane phenomena
where linear theory in general over-predits relative to experiments or full-sale measure-
ments, ow separation is the major ause to this disrepany. Our feeling is also that
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Figure 10.25: Observed ship motion behaviour as funtion of wave frequeny.
eets assoiated with the nonlinear free-surfae onditions is of minor importane, at
least as long as the free surfae behaves non-violent as in the present ase.
Some further interesting observations partly based on the results from Figures 10.23
and 10.24, and partly from video reordings and investigation of orresponding time-series
is presented shematially in Figure 10.25. For high wave frequenies basially only sway
is exited. A rapid inrease in heave ours when tending to the natural frequeny from
above. Around resonane, the relative phase between heave and sway is as stated above,
approximately 180deg. This dereases rapidly to nearly 0deg with dereasing frequeny,
with a near total aneling of the terminal gap motion.
In reality, bottom mounted GBS type of terminals are not built in water depths as
large as that onsidered here. The hoie of water depth in the present study was a matter
of laboratory availability. The water depths in the present study was h/B = 2.2. The
water depths are more typially h/B ≃ 0.4−0.7 for these types of installations. There are
three main eets assoiated with dereasing the water depth h, given otherwise the same
dimensions. First, as indiated in the disussion around Figure 4.4, Tp inreases with
dereasing water depth. Seond, heave added mass of the ship setion inreases so that
also the ship motion resonane period Tn inreases. A relevant question is then whether
Tn beomes loser to Tp or not. If they ome lose, substantially larger motion than
that reported here may be a onsequene. Third, sine the ship motion resonane period
inreases, the assoiated inoming waves beome longer and start ommuniating with
the terminal gap ow more diretly, and the resulting disussion beomes slightly more
ompliated than the above. Then omes the aspets of shallow water waves. Whether
the nonlinearities assoiated with the inoming shallow water waves are important to the
resonane problem is not lear at this stage. It was investigated for a xed ship setion in
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Setion 10.1. The results in that study were somewhat inonlusive due to possible bias
errors in the model tests of that study. Our suggestion was, however, that the shallow
water wave eet was small in that ase.
10.3.3 Summary of the study
We summarize the present study as follows. The study involved a moored ship setion
by a bottom mounted terminal. The ship setion had sharp bilges in order to x the
separation point. The ship setion and terminal were subjeted to deep water waves. The
periods T of the inoming waves were hosen to be around the oupled ship and piston-
mode resonane period Tn. We varied the terminal gap width b and wave steepness H/λ.
The steepness was small. The studied ases are summarized in Table 9.5. The goal was
to study the eets from the nonlinear boundary onditions and ow separation from the
ship bilges on the amplitudes of the ship motions in sway, heave and roll as well as the
piston-mode amplitude around oupled ship and piston-mode resonane.
The main results from the present study are
 The present linear simulations predited Ag/A ratios at resonane up to about 15
in both Cases A and B. The sway and heave motion was (xg, yg)/A ≃ 2 − 3. The
roll motion was very small.
 The Ag/A ratios measured in the model tests were about 5 for the largest wave
steepness and about 6 for the smallest wave steepness in both Cases A and B.
There is a signiant disrepany between those measured and predited by linear
theory. The sway and heave motion was xg/A ≃ 1− 1.5. The roll motion was lose
to zero.
 The present nonlinear simulations without ow separation predited Ag/A ratios
in between those predited by the linear simulations and measured in the model
tests. They were appreiably aeted by large drift from the terminal. The drift
was aused by the largely over-predited piston-mode motion. With a more realisti
taut mooring the drift would not our and the results would probably be lose to
the linear results.
 The present nonlinear simulations with ow separation predited both ship motions
and piston-mode motion very lose to those measured in the model tests.
The present study strongly indiates that ow separation is the main ontributor to
the observed disrepanies between linear theory and experiments around oupled ship
and piston-mode resonane period Tn. The eet of ow separation is signiantly more
pronouned when the ship setion is free to osillate than when fored to osillate. The
latter was studied by means of a fored heave study in the previous setion.
10.4 Fored sway of a ship setion by a bottom mounted
terminal
We study the resonant piston-mode behaviour in fored sway of a retangular ship setion
with sharp bilges by a bottom mounted terminal. Foring frequenies near the piston-
mode resonane frequeny Tp is applied. The numerial work related to fored sway was
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Figure 10.26: Nondimensional piston-mode amplitude Ag/η2a in the ase of a ship
setion undergoing fored sway motion. Note the dierent sales in the gure axis.
originally meant as part of a quantitative study on the shape of the vortial struture
emanating from a sharp orner in ollaboration with other researhers at NTNU. Model
tests of fored sway were planned in the wave ume at MARINTEK desribed in the
two previous setions, with measurements involving Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV).
Software had been developed by these researhers for identiation of the main vortial
strutures from the PIV images, suitable for diret omparison with the present simula-
tions. However, the model tests ould not be performed due to an unresolved problem
of slight drift in the rig ontrolling the sway motion, so the present numerial work on
fored sway has not previously been published.
We nevertheless nd it interesting to present the results from the numerial study as
a supplement to the study on fored heave presented in Setion 10.2. The geometrial
set-up is the same as in that study. The parameters are desribed in Table 9.8.
Also the same numerial parameters as those used in the fored heave tests were used,
and fored sway amplitudes the same as the fored heave amplitudes. Not all simulations
with the nonlinear wavetank with ow separation were suessful, but we made no eort
in improvements on this matter sine the experimental work was stopped.
Redued data by means of piston-mode amplitude Ag/η2a taken as that averaged over
the gap are presented in Figure 10.26. We note the onsiderable piston-mode amplitude
resulting from the fored sway motion in Cases I and II. In Case III, the response is muh
lower. The results are hene sensitive to the ratio b/B. The response in Case II is higher
than in Case I due to a larger draft D. The disrepanies between the linear simulations
and the nonlinear simulations with ow separation are very similar to those in the fored
heave study. The response is, however, signiantly higher here, in partiular in Case II.
For fored heave, the ratio was from linear theory Ag/A ≃ 13 in the heave ase, while it is
Ag/A ≃ 43 in the present, sway ase. Despite the dierent response, the relative damping
eet due to ow separation is very similar in sway and heave.
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Figure 10.27: Nondimensional piston-mode amplitude Ag/A in the ase of a xed ship
exposed to waves. Simulations inlude linear, nonlinear without ow separation and
nonlinear with ow separation. The simulations with ow separation inlude sharp
orner and rounded bilges of dierent radii r. Upper row: Case 1. Middle row: Case
2. Lower row: Case 3. Left olumn: Lowest wave steepness ǫ1 = 1/600. Right olumn:
Highest wave steepness ǫ2 = 1/300
10.5 Fixed ship with ow separation
In light of the disrepanies between linear theory and model test results in the study
on the xed ship setion by a bottom mounted terminal subjet to inoming waves, we
wanted to investigate the signiane of possible ow separation on this system. As is
disussed in Setion 10.1, we expet that exing of the ship setion side aused a similar
damping eet as that due to the exing terminal in the moored ship setion model
tests. We therefore reahed the onlusion that exing of the ship setion side aused
a onsiderable damping in the xed ship setion model tests. The present study was,
however, done prior to that onlusion, and we still onsider that the aquired results are
worth mentioning, showing trends as expeted with respet to wave steepness and radius
of the bilge keels.
In the model tests the bilge radius was r/B = 0.09, and we had at most KC ≃ 5. In
that ase, vorties will not break strongly away from the ship setion, although the ow
will separate. This was disussed in sub-setion 10.1.2. With suiently low radius r,
however, the KC-numbers will be high enough in order to ahieve vortex shedding. Our
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Figure 10.28: Zoom-up of the middle left sub-plot of Figure 10.27.
strategy to investigate the ow separation eet was to model the ship setion bilge rst
as sharp and then with inreasing bilge radius, r, with a xed separation point at the
mean apex angle. We realize the shortomings of the method when xing the separation
point. Boundary layer alulations would be needed in ase of estimating the separation
point, but this was not done.
Suering from numerial problems assoiated with the free shear layer entering the
body when inreasing the bilge radius we were only able to simulate for r/B > 0.014. We
believe the problems were assoiated with the physis involved where, with dereasing
KC-number, vorties breaking away from the body beomes less likely.
The simulations were done with the same set-up and numerial parameters as in the
simulations of the study of the xed ship setion in Setion 10.1, exept the ship bilges
were allowed to be rounded and a higher number of elements were used on the ship setion.
We onsidered all Cases 1 - 3, but had to redue the steepness of the inoming waves to
ǫ1 = 1/600 and ǫ2 = 1/300 as vortial strutures with dimension D0 in the order of the
terminal gap width b and bottom learane d evolved when using the original steepnesses.
In suh ases the automati simpliation algorithm still works, but its validity seizes. An
example of this type of behaviour was presented and disussed in onnetion with Figure
6.8. We suspet that in suh a ase the free surfae in the terminal gap as observed
from above in an experiment would look rather haoti, sine an appreiable amount of
vortiity would be adveted towards the free surfae.
In Figure 10.27 we present the nondimensional piston-mode amplitude Ag/A as that
averaged over the free surfae in the terminal gap. Note that with the wave steepness
being only about one quarter of that in the original study, the amount of vortiity shed
through ow separation and the KC-numbers are not diretly omparable to those used
in that study. Anyway, there is some eet of wave steepness, as seen when omparing
the left and right olumn of sub-plots in the gure. Also, there is some eet of bilge keel
radius. This is perhaps best illustrated by the lower right sub-plot. Those results suggest
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that a bilge radius of only 0.5% of the ship beam removes about one third of the damping
eet of ow separation. Further, from Figure 10.28, whih is a zoom-up of the middle
left sub-plot of Figure 10.27, we see that the results seem to approah those without ow
separation when inreasing the radius.
Chapter 11
Summary and further work
11.1 Summary of the present work
In the present work we investigated the gap resonane problems assoiated with a ship
alongside a bottom mounted terminal. The gap between the ship and the terminal was
denoted the terminal gap. The resonane problems were studied in a two-dimensional
setting, whih means we studied a mid-ship setion. If the ship setion is fored to move,
or xed and subjeted to inoming waves, we have the piston-mode resonane problem.
By piston-mode motion we mean the massive, near vertially osillating ow of the uid
entrained between the ship and the terminal. If the ship setion is free to osillate, we
have the oupled ship and piston-mode resonane problem. With eah of these problems
there is a resonane frequeny.
The main fous was to investigate why linear theory in general over-predits the ship
and piston-mode motion near the resonane frequenies. Dediated experimental as well
as numerial work was performed and results ompared. The present experimental work
involved a xed and a moored ship setion. Results from previously published experi-
ments on fored heave of two ship setions was also used. Geometrial parameters like
theterminal gap width b, the water depth h, and wave steepness H/λ, were varied. The
present numerial work involved two time-domain wavetanks based on a boundary ele-
ment method, one linear wavetank and one fully nonlinear wavetank. We investigated
the eet of the nonlinear boundary onditions. Further, the following two visous eets
were investigated: The in- and out-ow of boundary layers and ow separation from the
ship bilges. Speial eort was made in modelling the ow separation as well as alulating
the ship motion in the nonlinear numerial wavetank.
Basi numerial wavetanks. We assumed potential ow. The boundary value prob-
lem involving the Laplae equation with the kinemati and dynami boundary onditions
were reast into a standard boundary integral equation based on Green's seond identity.
Two time-domain wavetanks applying the Boundary Element Method (BEM) were im-
plemented, one linear and one fully nonlinear. By linear we mean that both linearized
boundary onditions were satised at the mean position of the boundaries. Rankine sin-
gularities were distributed along the boundary. The Mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian (MEL)
formalism was adopted, where the boundary value problem is solved given the instanta-
neous situation eah time-step, and the unknowns, the free surfae SF and the potential
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ϕ, are updated aording to this solution. We hose a fourth order expliit Runge-Kutta
sheme for time-integration. Re-gridding of the elements dening the intersetions be-
tween the free surfae and the solid boundaries was implemented in order to keep the grid
resolution at a ertain level. No expliit smoothing of any kind for the free surfae was
used.
Numerial modelling of visous eets. The two visous eets of in- and out-ow
of boundary layers as well as ow separation were modelled. The former was implemented
in the linear wavetank only, and the latter in the nonlinear wavetank only. Swithes de-
termined whether the two visous eets be turned on or o. In this way, we were able to
isolate the dierent eets. Laminar boundary layers were assumed, and a semi-analytial
solution found as a onvolution integral handling arbitrary outer ow. The in- and out-
ow veloity was posed diretly on the solid boundaries. Flow separation was modelled
by an invisid vortex traking method where the shed vortiity is onentrated in thin
free shear layers in the irrotational uid. The assumption of a thin free shear layer re-
quires high Reynold's numbers. The vortiity in the free shear layer was represented by
a ontinuous distribution of dipoles. Re-gridding and automati simpliations of the ge-
ometry of the free shear layer were applied eah time-step. The automati simpliations
were based on an algorithm developed within the present work and onsidered ruial for
the method to be appliable for long-time simulations in osillatory ow. The proedure
required in pratie the vortial strutures to be loalized in the viinity of the orner of
separation.
Numerial modelling of ship motions. We onsidered rigid body motion in the
three degrees of freedom sway, heave and roll. This involved solving the equations of
motion. A hallenge with evaluating the fores and moment was introdued by the adopted
MEL approah, sine in the MEL approah, the ϕt term in the Bernoulli equation is not
dened. A simple dierentiation in time gives an unstable numerial sheme. We derived
an alternative formulation of the fore and moment where the time derivative was moved
outside the integrals. A losed ontrol surfae inluding the ship, the surrounding free
surfae and a onneting surfae inside the uid was introdued and Gauss' and Stokes'
theorems used. Some numerial problems were enountered for roll. For large amplitude
roll, the numerial sheme was unstable. For small roll amplitudes the solutions onverged.
In the present work only small roll amplitudes and no instabilities were experiened. For
sway and heave the method worked well.
11.1.1 Studies of resonant ship and uid motion
Three main studies and two supplementary studies were performed, all with a ship setion
by a bottom mounted terminal. All studies were within a two-dimensional setting. In
the main studies we presented results from both model tests and present numerial sim-
ulations, while in the supplementary studies results from present numerial simulations
only. The two rst main studies involved resonant piston-mode motion of the uid with
the ship setion xed and subjeted to inoming waves (diration) or fored in heave
(radiation). The third involved oupled ship and piston-mode motion of a moored ship
setion. In the rst study the ship setion had rounded bilges to avoid ow separation
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as far as possible, while in the two last studies, sharp bilges in order to enfore ow sep-
aration and to ensure the separation point was xed and known. Realisti water depths
for an oshore terminal was onsidered in the rst study only, whih involved shallow
water wave onditions. The other two main studies involved deep water onditions. In
all studies a range of wave periods T around resonane were onsidered.
Fixed ship setion with rounded bilges. In the rst main study the ship setion
was xed, and the model test set-up was originally meant for the study of shallow water
wave eets on oshore terminals. This involved full sale periods in the range T =
6s − 15s at full sale water depths of h = 16m − 20m. We next deided to investigate
the resonant piston-mode motion. The wave period range was extended to inlude wave
periods around the piston-mode resonane period Tp whih in full sale was approximately
17s to 21s depending on the water depth. The water depth was extended to inlude also
h = 28m. We dened the three Cases 1 - 3. The ratio between the water depths and
ship beam were h/B = 0.45 − 0.625. The ship beam B and draft D were not varied.
The beam to draft ratio was xed to B/D = 3.76. In addition to h, the parameters b
and wave steepness were varied. The steepness of the inoming waves were modest, with
H0/λ0 ≃ 1/115−170, where subsript 0 means deep water limit. Flow separation was not
yet modelled numerially. The bilges were rounded in the model tests in order to avoid
ow separation as far as possible. The orner radius was r/B = 0.09. The KC-number
was no more than 5, where KC = πAg/r with Ag the piston-mode amplitude. No vortex
shedding will our for these KC-numbers, although the ow may separate. No ow
separation was observed visually during the experiments. Despite the low wave steepness,
signiant nonlinearities in the free surfae up-stream of the ship were introdued by the
shallow water, in partiular for H/h ? 1/6. The kinematis up-stream of the ship was
aptured well by the nonlinear numerial wavetank. The linear simulations over-predited
the piston-mode amplitudes Ag relative to the measurements by 20 - 30% around piston-
mode resonane. Candidates explaining the disrepany were eets assoiated with the
nonlinear free-surfae onditions as well as ow separation from the rounded ship bilges.
If these were responsible, there should have been a lear eet of wave steepness. This
was not the ase, however. We suspeted that a bias error in terms of slight exing of
the ship side in the model tests aused a redution in the piston-mode motion, explaining
most of the disrepany.
Fored heave of a ship setion with sharp bilges. In the seond main study
a ship setion of retangular shape and sharp bilges was fored to osillate in heave
with amplitude η3a. The parameters D, b and η3a were varied. The water depth was
h/B = 2.86. We dened three ases, Cases I - III with b/B = 0.25 in Cases I and II and
b/B = 0.5 in Case III. Previously published model test results were re-visited and used.
Results from a semi-analytial linear theory was also used. Our linear simulations were
veried against this linear theory.
Linear theory predited in Cases I and II about 30% higher piston-mode amplitudes
around piston-mode resonane Tp relative to the measured for the lowest foring ampli-
tude η3a, while 40% when doubling η3a. In Case III only the lowest foring amplitude was
onsidered, and the linear theory over-predited in that ase only by about 10%. Also
far-eld amplitudes were ompared, with similar disrepanies. The in- and out-ow of
boundary layers were from our linear simulations with and without this eet turned on
found insigniant to all pratial purposes. Thus, the frition, as one may think of
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it, along the ship side and terminal was negligible. There were only negligible eets
assoiated with the nonlinear free-surfae onditions; the results from the nonlinear sim-
ulations without ow separation were very similar to those from the linear simulations.
Steady-state amplitudes as well as time-series from the nonlinear simulations inluding
ow separation ompared well with those measured. Flow separation was thus found to
explain the disrepanies. The irulation introdued by the shed vortiity indued a
bakow ating like a damping. The study showed a rather weak dependene on η3a, but
rather pronouned dependene on b.
Moored ship setion with sharp bilges. In the third main study the ship setion
had sharp bilges and was moored by linear, horizontal springs. The beam to draft ratio
was B/D = 4. The parameters b and H/λ were varied. The water depth was h/B = 2.2.
We dened two ases, Case A with b/B = 0.2 and Case B with b/B = 0.15. No higher
modes or other loal disturbanes of signiane were observed in the terminal gap during
model testing, while large ship and piston-mode motion were experiened. This was so
also in the numerial simulations. The results in Case A were very similar to Case B,
indiating weak dependene with b in this range of b. However, a short investigation
during model testing with b/B = 0.25 indiated a very dierent behaviour; the piston-
mode motion was nearly aneled at ship motion resonane Tn in that ase, although the
ship motion was onsiderable. The phasing between the sway and heave motion of the ship
was ruial in this respet. This last ase was not studied further due to time limitations.
Steady-state values were stritly speaking not obtained from the linear simulations nor the
nonlinear simulations without ow separation due to onsiderable beating eets. Only
near steady-state values were therefore presented. The system did reah steady-state,
however, in the model tests as well as in the simulations with ow separation. This was
so due to a signiantly larger damping.
Linear simulations over-predited both the ship motion and the piston-mode amplitude
around the oupled ship and piston-mode resonane Tn by two - three times relative to
that measured. The nonlinear simulations without ow separation also over-predited,
but somewhat less than the linear. In both the experiments and the simulations with ow
separation some mean drift away from the terminal was observed. The mean drift was,
as expeted, towards the wave diretion due to the large piston mode. In the nonlinear
simulations without ow separation the mean drift was signiantly over-predited due
to over-predition of the piston-mode motion. In the more realisti ase of taut mooring
the experiened large drift would not be allowed. With suh a mooring the nonlinear
simulations without ow separation would most probably over-predit nearly as muh as
the linear simulations. We note that the ship may note drift in the linear ase. As in
the fored heave ase, steady-state amplitudes as well as time-series from the nonlinear
simulations inluding ow separation ompared well with those measured. Based on this
disussion, we onluded that the disrepanies between linear theory and that measured
around ship motion resonane was due to ow separation.
The disrepanies between linear theory and that measured in the model tests were
nearly an order of magnitude higher than in the fored heave study. This indiated a
signiantly stronger eet of ow separation in the resonant oupled ship and piston-
mode than in the fored heave problem with only resonant piston-mode motion.
Other studies. We also performed two supplementary, numerial studies. One with
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fored sway with the same parameters as in the fored heave ase. The results were very
similar to the fored heave ase. In the seond supplementary study the eet of ow
separation was investigated in the setting of the rst main study of a xed ship setion in
shallow water. Also the eet of rounded bilges (r/B = 0− 0.014), with ow separation
from a the mean apex angle of the bilge, was investigated. A xed separation point was
questionable. However, from the simulations, the damping eet of ow separation was
redued by a third with r/B as small as 0.005 relative to a sharp orner.
11.2 Future work
Future work that ould be arried out inludes improvements of the present numerial
wavetanks as well as further ase studies using these, either as they are or after im-
provement. We also think an investigation of the three-dimensional problem would be
interesting. Other aspets are mentioned last.
There are three numerial issues onerning the nonlinear wavetank as it is at the
present, that should be further investigated:
 The automati simpliation proedure works reasonably well. It is, however, not
very robust in ases with large ship motions. We believe that this ould be improved
by developing a more robust handling of the free shear layer element losest to the
separation point to avoid entanglement when the diretion of ow separation is
turning. We also expet that a higher order representation of the free shear layer
geometry would improve the matter. Less entanglement is then expeted.
 When onsidering the oupled uid and ship motion problem, a set of dierential-
algebrai equations must be solved. To the author's knowledge, this has not previ-
ously been expliitly noted in the literature. A further investigation of this matter
in order to try to improve the order of auray of the present numerial sheme
would be welome.
 There is still an unresolved problem with roll. We are at the present time not
sure whether the roll instabilities, whih our when roll motion is appreiable,
are due to large terms that do not anel due to numerial inauraies or simply
a programming bug. Perhaps a higher order spatial auray is needed in the
integration of the terms in the alternative expression for the moment.
Additional ases studies would be welomed. With respet to a moored ship by an
oshore bottom-mounted terminal, it would be interesting to perform an investigation
suh as the third main study in more realisti water depths of h/B ≃ 0.4 − 0.8. This
would involve nonlinear eets assoiated with the shallow water waves as well as a more
pronouned ommuniation between the outer ow with that in the terminal gap. In the
presented study, the ommuniation was mainly via the ship. Further, nonlinear moor-
ing and fender harateristis should also be introdued. In the time-domain approah
adopted here, this should in priniple be straight-forward to inorporate. The shallow
water eets and nonlinear mooring and fender harateristis are expeted to introdue
hallenges not onsidered in the present work. This ould involve e.g. super-harmoni
resonanes.
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The onsidered two-dimensional problem represents an innitely long ship. In reality,
there are three-dimensional eets. One is the nearly sinusoidal mode shape of the piston
mode along the ship length. Another is ow separation at the longitudinal ends of the
ship and terminal. The behaviour of the three-dimensional problem is not lear to us
without further investigation. But it is not lear neither how suh an investigation ould
be performed. The formulation using the boundary integral formulation does not, in
priniple, prohibit a diret three-dimensional investigation. The full three-dimensional
problem would, however, be very CPU-demanding and, we expet, prone to numerial
diulties assoiated with the free shear layer. Consider e.g. the transverse instabilities
of the free shear layer. One ould perhaps develop some automati smoothing proedure
in that respet. Another possibility is a strip theory approah.
As desribed in the introdution, empirially based damping terms in the free-surfae
onditions have been applied to three-dimensional linear radiation-diration frequeny
plane odes in pratie, and the magnitude of the damping terms are urrently found
from model tests. A future work would be to suggest and elaborate on a more physially
based, possibly semi-empirial, method to resolve the pratial problems assoiated with
linear theory and gap resonanes. It is, however, not lear to the author what this would
involve.
We also note that the nonlinear wavetank inluding ow separation ould be used in
other problems involving near sinusoidal ow with separation from sharp orners. For
example, the eet of baes in a two-dimensional sloshing tank ould be investigated
in ase of non-violent free-surfae ow. In ases involving violent free-surfae ow, more
elaboration would, however, be needed with respet to the handling of the free surfae in
the nonlinear numerial wavetank.
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Appendix A
The basi numerial wavetank
A.1 The disretized version of the boundary integral
equation
Assuming linear variation of ϕ and its derivatives, the disretized version of (6.1) is
αϕi =
N∑
j=1
[
ϕj+1
IÃi,j − ξjIÁi,j
ξj+1 − ξj + ϕj
ξj+1I
Á
i,j − IÃi,j
ξj+1 − ξj
]
−
N∑
j=1
[
σj+1
IÂi,j − ξjIÀi,j
ξj+1 − ξj − σj
ξj+1I
À
i,j − IÂi,j
ξj+1 − ξj
]
,
(A.1)
where σj = (ϕη)j and
IÀi,j =
∫
Sj
log ri ds, I
Á
i,j =
∫
Sj
∂
∂n
log ri ds,
IÂi,j =
∫
Sj
ξ log ri ds, I
Ã
i,j =
∫
Sj
ξ
∂
∂n
log ri ds.
(A.2)
The indenite integrals are
IÀ = ξ (log r − 1) + η τ, IÁ = τ,
IÂ = 1
2
r2 log r − 1
4
ξ2, IÃ = η log r,
(A.3)
where τ = atan (ξ/η).
In these expressions, the integration over eah element is arried out in a Cartesian
oordinate system (ξ, η) whih is rotated and translated relative to the Earth-xed oor-
dinate system (x, y). The former is denoted by the auxiliary plane and the latter by the
physial plane. The auxiliary plane is dened as follows. The positive ξ-diretion oin-
ides with the tangential diretion of the element in the physial plane. This diretion is
dened by the unit tangential vetor s of the element. Similarly, the positive η-diretion
oinides with the normal diretion of the element in the physial plane. This diretion
is dened by the unit normal vetor n of the element. This is a standard Jaobi rotation.
The rotated oordinate system is next translated suh that the eld point is in the origin.
Lengths are preserved in this proedure.
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Figure A.1: The path of integration. Global diretion of integration as well as α are
positive in the ounter-lokwise diretion. The normal points into the uid.
A.2 Exlusion of the singularity
The singularity at r = 0 from a soure and/or dipole loated inside the uid domain
is exluded by performing the integration along the path S3 + S1 + S4 as shown in the
left part of Figure A.1. Letting rst the distane denoted by a go to zero, the integrals
along S3 and S4 anel eah other exatly, as the potential is ontinuous while the sign of
the normals are opposite. Next, letting the radius r of S1 tend to zero, and noting that
∂/∂n = ∂/∂r where r is the distane from the eld point to the boundary S1 and further
that the integration diretion is loally in the negative α diretion, i.e. ds = −R dα,
we are left with the expression in (5.3). In the present ase of the eld point inside the
domain α = −2π. When the eld point is exatly on the boundary, we have the situation
in the right part of Figure A.1, and the same disussion applies exept the boundaries S3
and S4 are not introdued, and that α = −π. Note that with x on the boundary, the rst
integral on the right hand side of (5.3) must be interpreted as a prinipal value integral,
as the ontribution from that point to the integral is, namely, α(x)ϕ(x).
A.3 Finite dierene shemes for spatial dierentials
Expressions for the rst and seond order derivatives orret to seond order in the grid
spaing are given in the following. It is assumed that a/b ∼ O(1), where a, b > 0 are
explained in Figure A.2. We dene a funtion y as a funtion of the urvilinear oordinate
s. For larity in the notation we use y2 = y(sj+1), y1 = y(sj) and y0 = y(sj−1). All
expressions may be derived by diret expansion of the funtion y into Taylor series.
y′(sj) ≃
(
b2y2 + (a
2 − b2)y1 − a2y0
)
/γ (entral) (A.4)
y′(sj − b) ≃
(−b2y2 + (a+ b)2y1 − (2ab+ a2) y0) /γ (forward) (A.5)
y′(sj + a) ≃
((
2ab+ b2
)
y2 − (a+ b)2y1 + a2y0
)
/γ (bakward) (A.6)
y′′(s) ≃ (2b y2 − (a + b)y1 + ay0) /γ (any) (A.7)
where the prime denotes derivative, a = sj+1 − sj , b = sj − sj−1 and γ = ab(a + b). Note
that the expression for the seond derivative is orret to seond order in all the three
nodes.
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Figure A.2: The urvilinear s-axis. The indies below the urve indiate node number,
while those above the urve indiate element number.
A.4 Expression for osine spaing along boundaries
We use a osine squared distribution of the element lengths. This may be expressed by
ds(x) =
(
1− β cos2
(
π
x
L/2
))
ds0
1− β/2 , (A.8)
where 0 ≤ β < 1 must be given, the parameter L is the length over whih one desires an
uneven grid spaing and ds0 is the element length aording to an even distribution over
the length L. The value of 1/(1 − β) is the ratio between the longest and the shortest
element. Note that with β = 0 we reover an even distribution of the nodes.
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Appendix B
Invisid vortex traking model
B.1 The disretized version of the boundary integral
equation inluding ow separation
Assuming linear variation of ϕ and its derivatives, the disretized version of (6.1) is
αϕi =
N∑
j=1
[
ϕj+1
IÃi,j − ξjIÁi,j
ξj+1 − ξj + ϕj
ξj+1I
Á
i,j − IÃi,j
ξj+1 − ξj
]
−
N∑
j=1
[
σj+1
IÂi,j − ξjIÀi,j
ξj+1 − ξj − σj
ξj+1I
À
i,j − IÂi,j
ξj+1 − ξj
]
−
NV∑
j=1
[
Γj+1
IÃi,j − ξjIÁi,j
ξj+1 − ξj + Γj
ξj+1I
Á
i,j − IÃi,j
ξj+1 − ξj
]
,
(B.1)
following the same denitions of ξ, η, σ and the I-terms as in onnetion with equation
(A.1).
B.2 The disretized version of the free shear layer ve-
loity
The disretized version of (6.2) is, when onsidering the veloity Uc at the mid-point of
element i of the unsimplied part of the free shear layer Sv,
− 2π∇ϕi = 1
π
Γi+1 + Γi
ξi+1 − ξi +
N∑
j=1
[
ϕj+1
JÃi,j − ξjJÁi,j
ξj+1 − ξj + ϕj
ξj+1J
Á
i,j − JÃi,j
ξj+1 − ξj
]
−
N∑
j=1
[
σj+1
JÂi,j − ξjJÀi,j
ξj+1 − ξj − σj
ξj+1J
À
i,j − JÂi,j
ξj+1 − ξj
]
−
NV∑
j 6=i
[
Γj+1
JÃi,j − ξjJÁi,j
ξj+1 − ξj + Γj
ξj+1J
Á
i,j − JÃi,j
ξj+1 − ξj
]
,
(B.2)
where
JÀi,j =
∫
Sj
∇ log ri ds, JÁi,j =
∫
Sj
∂
∂nξ
∇ log ri ds,
JÂi,j =
∫
Sj
ξ∇ log ri ds, JÃi,j =
∫
Sj
ξ
∂
∂nξ
∇ log ri ds.
(B.3)
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Here, ∇ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y) while ∂/∂nξ is the normal derivative with respet to the integra-
tion parameter ξ. The indenite integrals are
JÀ = (− log r, −τ), JÁ =
(
− η
r2
,
ξ
r2
)
,
JÂ = (−ξ + η τ, −η log r), JÃ =
(
−η ξ
r2
+ τ,
ξ2
r2
− log r
)
,
(B.4)
where as in Appendix A, τ = atan (ξ/η). In the derivation of the indenite integrals we
found Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (2000) useful (see Setion 2.103 and formula (2.147)).
Appendix C
The in- and out-ow of boundary layers
C.1 Numerial integration of the onvolution integral
We here derive (7.2), the numerial approximation of the onvolution integral (7.1). In
the derivation, a onstant time-step ∆t is assumed. We rst separate the integral from
(7.1) into two sub-integrals,
I(t) =
∫ t−h
0
f(τ)√
t− τ dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
It(t)
+
∫ t
t−h
f(τ)√
t− τ dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ih(t)
, (C.1)
where h < t. We integrate Ih by parts,
Ih(t) = 2
(
f(t− h)
√
h +
∫ t
t−h
df
dτ
(τ)
√
t− τ dτ
)
. (C.2)
This proedure removes the singularity. We hoose h = ∆t, and use the trapezoidal rule
for time integration. Using the trapezoidal rule will give estimates orret to seond order
in time,
Ih(t) ≃ 2
(
f(t−∆t )
√
∆t +
1
2
df
dτ
(t−∆t )
√
t− (t−∆t )∆t
)
(C.3)
We approximate the derivative of f to rst order in time by a bakward dierene sheme,
but the expression is still seond order in time. We get
Ih(t) ≃ 2
(
fn−1
√
∆t +
1
2
fn − fn−1
∆t
√
∆t∆t
)
=
(
fn + fn−1
)√
∆t .
(C.4)
For It we get, using the trapezoidal rule, that
It(t) ≃
∑
′′n−1
i=1
f i√
n∆t − i∆t ∆t =
(∑
′′n−1
i=1
fn−i√
i
)√
∆t
=
(
n−1∑
i=1
fn−i√
i
− 1
2
(
fn−1 +
f 1√
n− 1
))√
∆t ,
(C.5)
where by
∑
′′ we mean that the rst and last terms are multiplied by one half. If we
add (C.4) and (C.5) we obtain that of (7.2).
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Appendix D
Fore alulations
D.1 Rotational motion
In the following statements we onsider three-dimensional spae for the sake of using the
ross-produt, but with translational motion only in the x- and y-diretions and rotational
motion only in roll, denoted θ. The ship is thought to point towards the negative diretion
of the z-axis with the z-axis being the diretion perpendiular to and positive out of the
paper sheet with unit vetor k. The unit vetors in the positive x- and y-diretions are
denoted by the usual i and j.
The normal and tangential unit vetors for the moments are the vetors r × n and
r× s where r = x− xG is the distane vetor from the instantaneous enter of gravity of
the body xG to a point x on the body surfae. The third omponent, orresponding to
roll in our ase, are then
nθ = (x− xG)ny − (y − yG)nx on SB,
sθ = (x− xG)sy − (y − yG)sx on SB,
(D.1)
The veloity of any point on the body is vB = x˙G + ω × r where in the ase of roll
only and using the usual right hand rule, ω = θ˙ k suh that ω × r = (−yi + xj) θ˙. The
normal veloity of the body is vB · n = (x˙G + ω × r) · n = x˙G · n + ω · r × n, where the
last equality is due to the interhangeability of the terms in the triple produt. The same
applies for the tangential veloity exept we onsider vB · s. The normal and tangential
veloities of the body are then
∂ϕ
∂n
= (x˙G − θ˙(y − yG))nx + (y˙G + θ˙(x− xG))ny on SB,
∂ϕ
∂s
= (x˙G − θ˙(y − yG))sx + (y˙G + θ˙(x− xG))sy on SB.
(D.2)
D.2 The Gauss-, Stokes- and Transport-theorems
We onsider a losed domain Ω enlosed by the surfae S and dene the normal vetor n
along S to be positive when pointing into Ω. The theorems known as Gauss' and Stokes'
theorems may be written as ∫
S
f ◦ n ds = −
∫
Ω
∇ ◦ f ds, (D.3)
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where ◦ is either nothing, ross- or dot produt. If ◦ is nothing, f is a salar funtion. If
◦ is the dot- or ross-produt, f is a vetor funtion. In any ase f must be dened over
Ω ∪ S. Note the negative sign due to the diretion of the normal. In the ase that ◦ is
nothing or dot-produt, (D.3) is Gauss' theorem. In the ase ◦ is ross-produt (D.3) is
Stokes' theorem.
The Transport theorem (see e.g. (Newman 1977)) is a speial ase of a more general
law of onservation. It says
d
dt
∫
Ω(t)
f ds =
∫
Ω
ft ds−
∫
S
fU ds, (D.4)
where f may be a salar or vetor funtion, and U is the normal veloity of the boundary
S being positive into the domain with the urrent onvention that the normal points into
the domain.
As a speial ase of the Transport theorem, onsider a urve c(s, t) = (x(s, t), y(s, t))
parametrised by the ar length s in two-dimensional spae and dene a ontinuous funtion
f(x, y, t) over this urve. The total time derivative of the integral of f over this urve is
d
dt
∫ b(t)
a(t)
f(s, t) ds =
∫ b
a
ft ds+ [uf ]a + [uf ]b , (D.5)
where ua and ub are the tangential veloities of the end points of the urve c, or the rate
at whih the domain c expands or ontrats, being positive in the diretion of expansion.
Note that this denition of positive diretion is opposite to that in equation (D.4).
D.3 Contribution from the free shear layer
We show in the following the equality (8.7). First we let SV := S
−
V . We then have that∫
S±
V
(
1
2
(ϕ2s − ϕ2n)n− ϕnϕss
)
ds
=
∫
SV
(
1
2
(
(ϕ−s )
2 − (ϕ+s )2
)
n− ϕn(ϕ−s − ϕ+s ) s
)
ds,
(D.6)
due to opposite sign of the unit vetors along S−V and S
+
V . We may rewrite the squared
terms as
1
2
(
(ϕ−s )
2 − (ϕ+s )2
)
=
1
2
(ϕ−s + ϕ
+
s )(ϕ
−
s − ϕ+s ). (D.7)
We reognize that in both (D.6) and in (D.7) we have the term Γs = ϕ
+
s − ϕ−s . We
further reognize in (D.7) the tangential veloity of the free shear layer Ucs =
1
2
(ϕ−s +ϕ
+
s ).
Lastly, sine the normal veloity is ontinuous aross the free shear layer we may write
ϕn = Uc · n = Ucn.
We need to pay extra attention to the Riemann uts, the dashed line in Figure D.1,
whih has an essential singularity of the potential at the far end. We show here that
the ontribution over the Riemann ut to the integral (8.7) is zero. First note that the
ontributions along SR1 anels that along SR3 due to opposite signs, i.e. n
− = −n+ and
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Figure D.1: Integration along the Riemann ut SR = SR1+SR2+SR3 after the limiting
proess.
ϕ−nϕ
−
s s
− = −ϕ+nϕ+s s+ and (ϕ−s )2 = (ϕ+s )2. The only remaining ontribution is over SR2.
Sine near the point vortex, ϕn → 0 due to the point vortex behaviour of zero normal
veloity, the only possible ontribution is from the term
1
2
(ϕs)
2n. Now, given a small, but
nite radius of SR2, ϕs is onstant along the urve, and may be pulled outside the integral.
But the integral over a omplete irle of its normal is zero, hene the ontribution is zero.
And this shows the equality in equation (8.7)
D.4 Numerial integration of the Kj - terms
The integrals (8.12) are approximated by the following sums:
K1 ≃
NB∑
i=1
ϕmini∆si, K2 ≃
NF∑
i=1
ϕmini∆si, K3 ≃
NB∑
i=1
ymini∆si, K4 ≃
NF∑
i=1
ymini∆si
K5 ≃
NB∑
i=1
fmini∆si, K6 ≃
NF∑
i=1
fmini∆si, K7 ≃ uAϕAnA, K8 ≃ uBϕBnB
K9 ≃
Nv∑
i=1
niΓmi∆si +
NR∑
i=1

 −(yRi+1 − yRi)xRi+1 − xRi
0.5(x2Ri+1 − x2Ri + y2Ri+1 − y2Ri)

Γi,
K10 ≃
Nv∑
i=1
((−Ucmi · si)ni + (Ucmi · ni) si)∆Γi
(D.8)
where subsript m indiates values at the mid-point of an element, i.e. ϕmi = 0.5 (ϕi+1+
ϕi), ymi = 0.5 (yi+1+yi), Γmi = 0.5 (Γi+1+Γi), Ucmi = 0.5 (Uci+1+Uci), ∆Γi = Γi+1−Γi,
∆si is the length of element number i, and (xR, yR) is the oordinate of the end points of
eah Riemann ut relative to the enter of gravity of the body. The intersetion points A
and B will in general lie on a free-surfae element. Only the part enlosed by the ontrol
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surfae should be inluded in the alulation. The terms uAϕA and uBϕB are estimated
by linear interpolation from the two end-points of the interseting free surfae elements.
Appendix E
Model tests - tables and seleted results
The gures and tables presented here are referred to in the main text and not further
explained within this appendix.
Table E.1: The loations of wave gauges and mid-ship positions in the September and
November 2006 tests. Distanes x measured from the mean position of piston wave
ap as indiated in Figures 9.4 and 9.5.
September 2006 November 2006
x [m℄ x [m℄
w1 3.50 3.50
w2 5.00 5.00
w3 6.50 6.52
w4 13.5 12.06
w5 16.91 16.90
w6 17.38 17.40
w7 17.65 17.87
w8 17.91 18.10
w9 17.91 18.10
w10 18.75 18.95
w11 18.70 18.98
w12 18.75 18.95
Mid-ship position 18.30 18.50
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Table E.2: Test matrix September 2006 tests. Subsript 0 means deep water limit.
Light grey bakground indiates shallow water waves (λ0/h > 10).
Water depth h = 0.23m
b = 0.22m b = 0.32m
H0/λ0 = 1/40 H0/λ0 = 1/60 H0/λ0 = 1/40 H0/λ0 = 1/60
T [s] test wave test wave test wave test wave
0.72 3100 8105 3000 8005 2100 8105 2000 8005
0.84 3110 8115 3010 8015 2110 8115 2010 8015
0.96 3120 8125 3020 8025 2120 8125 2020 8025
1.08 3130 - 3134 8135 3030 8035 2130 8135 2030 8035
1.20 3140 8145 3040 8045 2140 8145 2040 8045
1.31 3150 8155 3050 8055 2150 8155 2050 8055
1.43 3160 - 3164 8165 3060 - 3064 8065 2160 8165 2060 8065
1.55 3170 8175 3070 8075 2170 8175 2070 8075
1.67 3180 8185 3080 8085 2180 8185 2080 8085
1.79 3090 - 3094 8095 2091 8095
Water depth h = 0.29m
b = 0.22m b = 0.32m
H0/λ0 = 1/40 H0/λ0 = 1/60 H0/λ0 = 1/40 H0/λ0 = 1/60
T [s] test wave test wave test wave test wave
0.72 3300 8305 3200 8205 2300 8305 2100 8205
0.84 3310 8315 3210 8215 2310 8315 2110 8215
0.96 3320 8325 3220 8225 2320 8325 2120 8225
1.08 3330 - 3334 8335 3230 8235 2330 8335 2130 8235
1.20 3340 8345 3240 8245 2340 8345 2140 8245
1.31 3350 8355 3250 8255 2350 8355 2150 8255
1.43 3360 - 3364 8365 3260 - 3264 8265 2360 8365 2160 8265
1.55 3370 8375 3270 8275 2370 8375 2170 8275
1.67 3380 8385 3280 8285 2380 8385 2180 8285
1.79 3290 - 3294 8295 2191 8295
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Table E.3: Test matrix November 2006 tests. Subsript 0 means deep water limit.
Water depth h = 0.40m, terminal gap width b = 0.22m (Case 1)
H0/λ0 = 1/70 H0/λ0 = 1/115 H0/λ0 = 1/170
T [s] test H [m] wave test H [m] wave test H [m] wave
1.43 5000 0.033 8807 5500 0.022 9007 5700 0.018 9207
1.55 5010 0.038 8817 5510 0.025 9017 5710 0.021 9217
1.67 5020 0.043 8827 5520 0.029 9027 5720 0.025 9227
1.79 5030 0.048 8837 5530 0.032 9037 5730 0.029 9237
1.91 5040 0.054 8847 5540 0.036 9047 5741 0.030 9247
1.95 5051 0.060 8857 5550 0.040 9057 5750 0.032 9257
1.99 5060 0.062 8867 5560 0.041 9067 5760 0.033 9267
2.03 5071 0.064 8877 5570 0.042 9077 5771 0.035 9277
2.07 5080 0.066 8887 5580 0.044 9087 5780 0.036 9287
2.11 5091 0.068 8897 5590 0.045 9097 5790 0.038 9297
2.15 5100 0.070 8907 5600 0.047 9107 5800 0.043 9307
2.27 5110 0.072 8917 5610 0.048 9117 5810 0.048 9317
2.39 5120 0.079 8927 5620 0.053 9127 5820 0.054 9327
2.51 5130 0.086 8937 5630 0.057 9137 5830 0.060 9337
2.63 5140 0.093 8947 5640 0.062 9147 5840 0.066 9347
Water depth h = 0.29m
Terminal gap width b = 0.22m (Case 2) Terminal gap width b = 0.11m (Case 3)
H0/λ0 = 1/115 H0/λ0 = 1/170 H0/λ0 = 1/115 H0/λ0 = 1/170
T [s] test H [m] wave test H [m] wave T [s] test H [m] wave test H [m] wave
1.79 4000 0.033 8401 4500 0.022 8601 1.31 6000 0.018 8550 6200 0.012 8750
1.91 4010 0.038 8411 4510 0.025 8611 1.43 6010 0.021 8552 6210 0.014 8752
2.03 4020 0.043 8421 4520 0.029 8621 1.55 6020 0.025 8554 6220 0.017 8754
2.15 4030 0.048 8431 4530 0.032 8631 1.67 6030 0.029 8556 6230 0.019 8756
2.27 4040 0.054 8441 4540 0.036 8641 1.71 6041 0.030 8558 6240 0.020 8758
2.39 4050 0.060 8451 4550 0.040 8651 1.75 6050 0.032 8560 6250 0.021 8760
2.43 4060 0.062 8461 4560 0.041 8661 1.79 6060 0.033 8401 6260 0.022 8601
2.47 4070 0.064 8471 4570 0.042 8671 1.83 6071 0.035 8572 6270 0.023 8762
2.51 4080 0.066 8481 4580 0.044 8681 1.87 6080 0.036 8574 6280 0.024 8764
2.55 4090 0.068 8491 4590 0.045 8691 1.91 6090 0.038 8411 6290 0.025 8611
2.59 4100 0.070 8501 4600 0.047 8701 2.03 6100 0.043 8421 6300 0.029 8621
2.63 4110 0.072 8511 4610 0.048 8711 2.15 6110 0.048 8431 6310 0.032 8631
2.75 4120 0.079 8521 4620 0.053 8721 2.27 6120 0.054 8441 6320 0.036 8641
2.87 4130 0.086 8530 4630 0.057 8731 2.39 6130 0.060 8451 6330 0.040 8651
2.99 4140 0.093 8540 4640 0.062 8740 2.51 6140 0.066 8461 6340 0.044 8661
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Table E.4: Test matrix June 2008 tests. Water depth h = 0.88m
Terminal gap width b = 0.08m (Case A) Terminal gap width b = 0.06m (Case B)
T [s] H/λ ≃ 1/170 H/λ ≃ 1/85 T [s] H/λ ≃ 1/170 H/λ ≃ 1/85
0.60 40010 40210 0.60 40510 40710 - 40711
0.65 40020 40220 0.65 40520 40720
0.70 40030 40230 0.70 40530 40730
0.72 40040 40240 0.71 40540 40740
0.74 40050 40250 0.72 40550 40750
0.75 40060 40260 0.73 40560 40760
0.76 40070 40270 0.735 40570 - 40572 40770
0.77 40080 - 40082 40280 - 40281 0.74 40580 - 40582 40780 - 40783
0.776 40090 - 40094 40290 - 40294 0.75 40590 - 40592 40790 - 40793
0.78 40100 - 40101 40300 - 40301 0.76 40600 - 40601 40800 - 40801
0.79 40110 40310 0.78 40610 40810
0.80 40120 40320 0.78 40620 40820
0.82 40130 40330 0.80 40630 40830 - 40831
0.85 40140 40340 0.85 40640 40840
0.90 40150 40350 0.90 40650 40850
1.00 40160 40360 1.00 40660 40860
Table E.5: Speis of waves in September 2006 tests aording to linear theory.
H0/λ0 = 1/60 H0/λ0 = 1/40
T λ λ0 Cg Cg0 h/λ0 H0 H H/λ H0 H H/λ
h = 0.23m
0.72 0.77 0.81 0.63 0.54 0.28 0.014 0.012 1/60 0.020 0.019 1/40
0.84 0.99 1.10 0.77 0.59 0.21 0.018 0.016 1/59 0.028 0.024 1/39
0.96 1.20 1.44 0.90 0.63 0.16 0.024 0.020 1/55 0.036 0.030 1/37
1.08 1.41 1.82 1.00 0.65 0.13 0.030 0.025 1/51 0.046 0.037 1/34
1.20 1.61 2.25 1.08 0.67 0.10 0.038 0.030 1/46 0.056 0.044 1/31
1.31 1.79 2.68 1.14 0.68 0.09 0.045 0.035 1/42 0.067 0.052 1/28
1.43 1.99 3.19 1.19 0.69 0.07 0.053 0.041 1/39 0.080 0.061 1/26
1.55 2.18 3.75 1.23 0.70 0.06 0.063 0.047 1/35 0.094 0.071 1/23
1.67 2.37 4.35 1.27 0.71 0.05 0.073 0.054 1/32 0.109 0.081 1/21
1.79 2.56 5.00 1.30 0.71 0.05 0.083 0.062 1/30 0.125 0.093 1/20
h = 0.29m
0.72 0.79 0.81 0.60 0.55 0.36 0.014 0.013 1/60 0.020 0.019 1/40
0.84 1.04 1.10 0.75 0.62 0.26 0.018 0.017 1/60 0.028 0.025 1/40
0.96 1.28 1.44 0.89 0.67 0.20 0.024 0.021 1/58 0.036 0.031 1/39
1.08 1.52 1.82 1.01 0.70 0.16 0.030 0.025 1/55 0.046 0.038 1/37
1.20 1.75 2.25 1.11 0.73 0.13 0.038 0.030 1/51 0.056 0.046 1/34
1.31 1.96 2.68 1.19 0.75 0.11 0.045 0.035 1/47 0.067 0.053 1/32
1.43 2.18 3.19 1.26 0.76 0.09 0.053 0.041 1/44 0.080 0.062 1/29
1.55 2.4 3.75 1.32 0.77 0.08 0.063 0.048 1/40 0.094 0.072 1/27
1.67 2.62 4.35 1.36 0.78 0.07 0.073 0.055 1/37 0.109 0.083 1/25
1.79 2.84 5.00 1.40 0.79 0.06 0.083 0.063 1/34 0.125 0.094 1/23
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Figure E.1: Seletion of ondensed results from tests with xed ship setion (September
2006 tests), with partiulars b = 0.22m, h = 0.29m and H0/λ0 = 1/60. The numbers
in the legend orrespond to wave gauge number. Fore in [N℄ and wave elevation in
[m℄. Note that Fy is vertial fore while Fz is transverse fore in our oordinate system.
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Figure E.2: Seletion of results of repetition tests where the horizontal axis tiks 1-
8 orrespond to tests 3060, 3090, 3130, 3160, 3260, 3290, 3330 and 3360 and their
respetive four repetitions. Bars represent mean values and diamonds the standard
deviation relative to the mean value in perentage, also given by numbers above the
bars.
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Figure F.1: Fixed ship setion study. Wave alibration for a hosen test in Case 1
(h/B = 0.625 and b/B = 0.34) with wave frequeny ω/
√
g/B = 0.791. Solid urves
represent model tests, dashed lines nonlinear simulations (BEM).
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Figure F.2: Fixed ship setion study. Wave alibration for a hosen test in Case 2
(h/B = 0.43 and b/B = 0.34) with wave frequeny ω/
√
g/B = 0.707. Solid urves
represent model tests, dashed lines nonlinear simulations (BEM).
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Figure F.3: Same ase as in Figure F.1, but with ship setion and terminal.
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Figure F.4: Same ase as in Figure F.2, but with ship setion and terminal.
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Figure F.5: Moored ship setion study. Terminal gap time-series nondimensionalized
by the inoming amplitude, ζg/A. Case A (b/B = 0.2) and wave steepness ǫ1 ≃ 1/170.
Legend as in Figures 10.21 and 10.22. Vertial bar indiates initiation of the free shear
layer.
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Figure F.6: Same as Figure F.5, but for wave steepness ǫ2 ≃ 1/85.
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Figure F.7: Moored ship setion study. Terminal gap time-series nondimensionalized
by the inoming amplitude, ζg/A. Case B (b/B = 0.15) and wave steepness ǫ1 ≃ 1/170.
Legend as in Figures 10.21 and 10.22. Vertial bar indiates initiation of the free shear
layer.
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Figure F.8: Same as Figure F.7, but for wave steepness ǫ2 ≃ 1/85.
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